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-Proposed deal gives Shames bre,a.k 
TERRACE ,:,Shames Moun- to $94,095 as of.June this year. 
rain Ski(c(3rp0ratioxi will get a The debt is the result of the 
near:$100';00Oflnanci~break if - c6rporati0ii's October, 1986 
thb. Kititnat-Sfikine ' regional purchase Of equipment from the 
distri¢.tgoes along with a new. district's .old Kitsumkalum 
repayment:schedule to be put Mountain ski hill operation. 
forward ~ by  its :Terrace direc- Shames bought the equipment 
tors. ...... .; .."~:::~ +,;.;'++; ! . .  wheh!.~at facility was Shut 
At=a icom~it't6e+of the whole down in::ac(:ordance with the 
-mi:etin~/held~i~week~!Tei-race .. r~ul.t of a June 1986 referen- 
c0uneil.'.appr0~ed,:aplan,:whichl, dumj ' : . ,  : ,  
will ,itfi)tch;t~ep)i~ent 'of the. / ".-A t;epayment'schedule agreed 
$3i3,650'the~:~orporation owes atlthat time has subsequently 
the district: ~*er :th()' new'  15 -been,renegotiated three times. 
years~ It alsoforgives all interest "', However, with the Ski hill open- 
owed to + date -- that amomited ing continually put back and 
therefore no income being 
generated, the corporation has 
made no payments beyond ,a 
$3,000  interest, instalment in 
early 1987. - - " 
The proposed new-de~ ,Wipes 
rout  + ac(:Umulated' Interest ~tb datb 
and setsJan, i, 1991 asthe new 
date for the.interest clock to 
restart at a rate Of: 10 per cent 
pe~ annum. However, Shames 
wil~not: irnmediiltely have to 
pay.'? the interestl :'charge, of 
$31,365 for 1991; it :wiil instead 
be addedtel the principal. 
The f'urst payment Shames 
would have to make under the the repayment rewrite is the 
suggested schedule Would be district surrender it.q present 
due Jan. 1, 1993and be$34,502 first-in-line position as a 
in' interest owed for the creditor so the province can 
preceding 12 months. Similar takeover that spot. 
payments would fall due Jan. 1, Mayor Jack Talstra explained 
1994'and 1995. the province required the 
The corporation would begin change before Shames would be 
paying off the principal~, one allowed to draw on the $502,000 
year later. The formula would joint federal-provincial Tourtst 
requireShames to pay off one- Development Agreement grant. 
tenth of:the principal plus'fin- "They can't touch it until that 
tei;est, on the outstaliding agreement is ranked in first 
.balance :on Jan. 1 each year place against he ski hill," he 
from 1996 to 2005. / said. 
Afurther change proposed in Turning to the extended • • ~" 00~'d  ~ '  . . . . .  
:~ .+  +'V'-+ "+. ' : ° ' "  " , ' " 
. ~ • ,:.-': ~ +- :-. • . +- 
Land c la ims:  , ' 
unl i'kel+-y 
repayment schedule, Talstra 
said Shames'. latest f'mancial 
projections indicated "the hill's 
not going to show any profit for 
a couple .of"~,ears" and i t  
therefore made no sense totry 
and get money out of the cor- 
poration until it was doing so. 
However, he ~Ided, "They. do 
show someblack ink as you go 
down the l i ne . "  
Asked why the city was pro- 
posing"o fol'giving the outstan- 
ding interest when the ministry 
of Municipal Affairs•'had shot 
,:i:~ERMANENT MEMORIAL t.o the 75th anniversary of the Sacred Heart Church is this locally- 
,:~ade stairied glas,~ window. Father AI Noonan is seen above admiring the end result of the many 
:hour.swork thatwent intO' making it. 
':?+!!i"?i +ni''4  O* < 
'TERRACE.  It began as anidea at a e val 
S~tcrCd Heart:parish council meeting. EhS~Sbl~rtVo~ ,ace 3~b~e advice. Schlegel 
" :', " " ' • :~  :~ ' " -  • ' / , •L  :• / .  • •i  '• : 
/ 
TERRACE --  Thecity of Ter- 
race -- along with all other 
third party interests --Will have 
to be content with the view from 
the sidelines of the Nisga'a land 
claim talks, the federal govern- 
meat's chief neg0t'i~/tof says. 
;-Cfly council decided last w~k 
tO Ic)bby for an active role in the 
negotiations, noting whatever 
settlement, is reached is bound 
to/have'an impact on the city 
and it should therefore be, in-. 
valved in the talks. 
"full membership" rather than 
simply that of an observer. 
But federal negotiator(Gay 
Reardon scorned the proposal, 
saying "we'd have to rent a 
stadium" to aecomodate all in- 
terested third parties. She said 
it's now likely third parties will 
be represented by the gov.em- 
ments involved; and will have 
no place of their own --  as 
obse/vers or anything else --  at 
the bargaining table. 
Native affairs minister Jack 
" -Weisgerber and Premier Bill 
Aldermen als0 maintained .' Vander .Zalm during last 
the city's "role should be one of month's visit to Terrace gave 
repeated assurances .that third 
parties would be represented 
and "involved in the process," 
but gave no details how that 
might work. 
Since then, however; the pro- 
vance made the historic .an- 
nouneement that it would enter 
the Nisga'a talks, marking the 
first time it has ever negotiated 
to settle a native land claim in 
B.C. 
Reardon said Weisgerber has 
now stated it would .not be 
possible or practical to have 
third parties at the bargaining 
table. 
"It's a very sensitive issue," 
.... .:., Reardon said of  the provincial Wedeen .... booked gover,ent'sapproachthird to the : party issue. "But it's not 
one In  my. ~ew t.h.at ygu can 
'TERIIACE' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ':" 'If 'effo.,tts" to" ~";+ " :':"'+'';~ ............... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . skate." ~mitid. f0r'i~lo~.~,". "
rescue a'-Prince:Rupe~ ~wmill - She said any move to• include 
fail, ~Terr~ce will fee| t]~!effect any third parties w0uid require 
to the tune of millions of 
dollars. 
That was the message Kelly 
Williams of Wedeene River 
Contracting, owners of the mill, 
delivered.here last week in call- 
ing on council to save the opera- 
tion. 
Pointing out 37 of the com- 
pany's 150 mill and woodlands 
employees lived in Terrace, 
Williams said they contributed 
more than $1.8 million annually 
to the local economy through 
wages and salaries. 
Add to that $1.2 million earn- 
ed by contractors based here 
and a further $1.2 million paid 
to major suppliers and small in- 
dependents and "the total 
dollars in the Terrace economy 
Kelly Williams 
30in. in diameter which 
agreement on all sides, as well 
as changes to the framework 
agreement signed last year. 
"Our current framework agree- 
ment absolutely precludes that 
(third party involvement)," 
Reardon said, "because it talks 
about the parties in negotia- 
tions, and the third parties 
aren't here." 
She said the number of 
natural resource issues on the 
table has greatly increased 
because the province has joined 
the talks. As a result, she said, 
pressure will likely remain 
strong to make some special ac- 
comodation for third parties. 
The next meeting in the talks 
is tomorrow in Vancouver, 
represented only 10-15 per cent 
said.in 1989 was $4.3 million," hefinanci iBlamingpr blemsthe--c°mpany'sit is now theWereWere sold only because: they °f th ir cut" He expl ln~lI m i l l . t o o  argeHowver,tO be proces dw deeneat } ii page  i :++[  
in receivership -- on increased River planned to bring in e/tuip~ , 
+m++++a+r+_  to -  . t  + '  T0r' r," ment ~an'on its exporting logs, eliminate xports altogether, i 
he said ithad lost $3 million so Describing the sawmill as "a 
far this year because of those ,~ . . . .  . modern operatton w~th vmon, 
changes. :'L ' 
However, he maintained, the I  ght :i:,::i 
Compaxw as viable in the long [ ]  McRab named, A2 [ - -  + . . . . - '  +. , .  '+, n 
. term provided it could get short- 
term~i:pr0vincial government Williams-emphasized, ,,ms is I muo , i, nev,e;,)iU 
pe~t  to export help;:' S~ificially, alogs, access°ne'yearto pany.°Ur lastchance to. save our corn-. • l ]P~ A i3 ;  :: !:i!i'i:"l 
mo~e.timberand a government Aidermenagreed unanimous. I Foster p~ats; i':+:!!;Ul 
louiS!i/guarantee which would ly to lobby the ministers of I Page Bl:' 
UlloW. the bank to  remove the Forests andRegi0nal Economic 
basis)'receiver, on "a six-month trial VanderDeVel°pment~ 'pre i ( ) rzn im ~md SkeenaMLABill i Ansemsedg~~!:,J: ! n 
O~'ilexporting logs, Williams Dave ParKer to grant Wedeene 
said!the company had only been River a tempor~y licenceto ex. 
shipping out those more than port logs'. 
i~ ~) ~ ~' " "" ': ~ "~ ~ ~ w e s ~ ~  ::~ "" ,.., ,: : .. ~ , , :~w. )~ ~.;+. ,,,,,.:,+:~01U;,,~ ~i,~:,+.~i[~ d U  = ": : ;  : " ; :  ~:  :~ ~;~~ 
~i, ~:~'~:~-~ ...... ,. . . . . .  • .... ~' : '~ i .~  ~ ,-,: '. -.,! . . . . . . . . . . .  . ,<". ' :  
m ~ ~ / ) ~ , : ~  ~ ' ,  ~ ~ " .:' ': ) : ;5  ~: ~ "~ ~" : ?~? .~ " : , ' :~ ~ ' ! ' ; i  ° ' : ' " "  ' " , '  : : . . . .  '" ' ' : ~ 
[ ~ ! ' , <  ~:  A :,Babine, .gM!.THERs,i~.jBUlkley i F~ER : :~filte ii 
i~~~le fs ' , spon(esmm vauey!impll~l bom~ will!r~ ~ ~> ' n W < ': .~:+,+ +..~.~. ,. , , ...... p ~tm orkUm~r,n, 
~ / ~ f  the.eentury for', !I/.h~i!i)~ed <budtet  :i on it wa~nt  ~d~ment/,~> 
~/ i '~  ~p~ the band in '-.: followJagii(~b ):iii'p~6vln~ S. pm~i)! ~.  ~i:<:;i: .  i??>i::. ' ii.,.:i;i<i ! 
~ i~; ' , : ' , , , :  ,,~ " . " mllilon'.,:.nnaunl,,.eper~tln8 .,!.., ~, . . . . .  wille ' '<~` " - "> 
m~ " 
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Kemano ' . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  k e 
+' 7::t, :: ': ' :i;~ ~!'t~:' ~ ~ ,"7':i '!' ":'~!]' 
promise,:L ro !) 
U- -  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~" "'~ . . . . . . . .  :i!ilil-ii~ ' . . . . . .  ~' ' • ~ 
Fulton has accused the federal cuss breaks an agreementX~h- :' to the plan, " ............ * ............... ::~ ~ A ' : ~ : A  [ ]  'm '  ~ '~:~'~!~ 
solemng°Vernmentpromise"°f violatingin deciding'ia government inJune 0 f t h i s ~ . e d  wit -the":  Cons rvative~ . assuranceshe had requ sied, the 1984~d :cabinetreceived . . . .  ,": -:. ,.~: 7~~ii ilW::,.:,~ . ; i /D!~ U '  ~ '' :'' ~7~~'~!!i7~'= ~ i * ; '  ?.~ +:: 17 : < : ~' !~"'~:;~ ~ ' : i ' ! , -  ,,, :e , :: : :: 
not to subject Alcan's Kemano He said Harvie Andre, Order in Council requiring an ,  , . .  .: i~::~,~:~:~i: 
completion project to an an- government House leader in the vironmentai ssessments becar. . . . .  , .... ! i(  
vironmental impact review. Commons, approached opposi- ried out on a number of pro- : .1 .  ~ ..... ~~ ~<~, 
jects, . including lemano II;,.',,, <~:'~;,;i il '~~<~': ..The second stage of .the tion parties on June 25 and sug- ~'~.' :, ~ ~ 
Kemano project 'due for gested suspension of:Tsecolld would stay inplace, :::; ~.". ::i'ii:~,:il ':::~;~:~;!:~: ~:~ ~:':~' : : '  ~ 
completion in 1994 -- involves reading o.f the new environmen- In passing this latest Order in,~ :~:~: .  :. ~:,,:~::.~:' . ,:::. : ..... 
diverting a substantial portion tal assessment legislation (Bill Council/,. Fulton charged, the . : ~.i-:- . 
of  the Nechako RJver watershed C78). government had broken i t s  i as" IC ~'  
through the coast mountains to Describing themove as "ex- word. ' : " : :::!~ ~7~ ~ ....... : ' " ' " .......... :
the company's hydro-electric tremely rare," hesaid Andrein- Noting Bill C'/8 was intended, ~ ~i~::, ,:::~ 
powerhouse in Kemano. • stead proposed the legislation to ensure:  env i ronmenta l  : ~ 
Fulton maintained the federal be sent to a special committee o f  assessments were automatic fo r ;  
cabinet Friday;Oct. 12 Order in which Fu l ton-  NDP environ- all majorprojects, headded,i~'I r~.~ :: .~ F: ~ : . . ' " # :: ~ : ~ : 
J im Fulton Council specifically exempting, meat cr i t ic -  is a member., don'tthink knOWthataanyOneprojectWhOdoem'tofthis size : :i ! i ~ : ' : / i '  : i . ' i! i 
o st u dY Wed assessment.Sh°uld haveHowan.environinental , e l s e , ,do you  ! :  i c lean ,  qu ie t  rooms, McRae t eene find out the impacts of a project 81 morning coffee, 
are? . ,.,: : .~::~ ..... . : . . . .  : ' , , :<: . 
"If they'renot going todo' : :  : :: iMostwith pools, saunas ,  
TERRACE -- Terrace forestrYappointedconsultant Billby ForessMcRae h sministerbeen problem."tremelyDeScribing: knowled able'MCRae" as "ex,-, at°he on Kemano II, why d anya l lT , ,he dded. " " ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ' rants . . , s ta r t ,n  g at  :i!i 
Fulton said he intended to go ii: !;~ : ;$39 ,95  ight ip lus  • ta Claude Richmond to carry out Williams said he was well ac- after the government for its' ' a.n 
an independent review of We- quainted both with the history "total breach of faith" and :~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~ ~~ 
deene River Contracting's of the William's family opera- warned "They certainly won't 
financially troubled Prince tion and the industry in the nor- get co-operation from me on::.i, " 
Rupert sawmill, thwest as a whole, this legislation from .here' on  :~ :~ ~ ~!i~i 
McRae has been asked to Although the company isnow in." . . . .  . :  :~. .,;~ 
assess the company's long term in the hands o f  a receiver, A number of groups : i  i~i~:~i.;~! 
viability, identify possible solu- Williams said the month-end to the project -- they claim will ~: ~,!i! II 1 ,8  -663-2831 : .......... : , . ,  
tions and report back to Rich- deadline for McRae's report destroy fish habitat bylowering . . . . . . . . . .  ~: ;,:::;~;: 
mend by the end of the month. ' was "within our time lines." water levels o f  the Nechako: ;. : -. ' "  ';i;.: ,..;::i:~~: ,,~: 
He arrived in Prince Rupert last Nor was it reasonable to expect River -- have indicated they will 'Offer good thmugll December 31,1990~ Not valid In Terrace, Kam~ 
Thursday to begin the task; a report any earlier than that attempt o  oveiiUm the exemp- or Nelson: Some locations may soil for less. : 
The news was well received by date, he added. " , ~'~,, tion through the courts. ' ~i : , : ,  Wedeene River spokesman McRae's appointment comes ..... . . . . . . .  
Clayton Williams who said the at the end of fierce lobbying by [ Bill McRae p ri: .~ " ~ " ~ 
company was "pleased SO- the company which included a here and another to a cabinet . <,~:: ..... ;,~ ~ -  
meone from the region will be presentation during the premier meeting held in Kitimat, both at :''r : '.: . . . . . . .  
looking into what is a regional and cabinet's town hall meeting the end of last month . . . .  
Dropout solution sought MEAT CUT THE RIGHT WAY " We've tried block ready beef 
TERRACE -- Three-quarters policies aimed at wiping out the land when in fact we're the l ike the  cha ins tores  but  it 
of native Indian students in nor- native culture, landlords - -  not only of the just didn't make your grade!! 
thwest classrooms drop out of "I think a lot of people now province but of the whole na- 
school by the time they reach understand the need toget back tion. We're the poorest SO...  " . 
Grade 10, a conference on in touch with the culture," ~aid landlords in the world." Oopp 
native youthandeducationwas Margaret Smith, a Nisga'a The speakers said am- erside IV Is Back  . 
told last week. primary school teacher. "When provements can be made at the To Hanging Beef! 
The conference -- sponsored I came back (from a residential school level by increasing 
by the Kermode Friendship school) 1 couldn't even speak awareness of natives among 
Centre, School District 88, and my own language. That kind of teachers to ensure the native 
impact will last for generations perspective isn't forgotten in the 
to come." classroom. "I think teachers are 
Mirehouse said textbooks and the ill'st to admit how Void they 
teat:hers in:;the school system, are when it .comes to:]e.ac.hing ~ 
have.been slow.-to correct our children," Mirehous~iaid. 
history's interpretation of the They als~ called for more in, 
conquest of Canada's natives, centives to attract natives to the Front Beef Hind Beef 
"The  curriculum has teaching profession. The Choice is simple 
misrepresentedl and even °mit" "One °r tw° w°rksh°ps I i i ~ g  42 " rT"  " ' - - "  ="  ted the contributions and value aren't going to right all the " C o n n e r . ~ i d A  Iv  
of native culture and history," wrongs of history," Smith said. 
she said. "Often we're viewed "It's going to take a lot of 2891 Clark ;LL: 
as the welfare recipients of this work." Terrace, B.C. " , 
635"6624 . :: • ..... :~,~ : ,  
tri/Syst GROWING WITH THE NORTHWEST • :i "::;: "Losin Ibs. with Nu . em , ,iil  
local native bands -- was held 
last weekend in an effort to find 
out why the education system 
ikh't., working :' for  'native 
children,.and what can be done. 
The 75 per cent native drop- 
out rate -- compared to 25 per 
cent among non-native students 
at Grade 10 -- was cited as the 
prime indicator of the system's 
failure. 
That failure, according to 
conference speaker Grace 
Mirehouse, is the result of years 
of accumulated damage to 
native cultuie and self-esteem. 
Mirehouse, of Vancouver's 
Native Education Centre, said 
the blame for that damage falls 
squarely on the policies of pro- 
vincial and federal governments 
and Christian missionaries. 
Native people today are just 
beginning to rebuild, she said, 
a f te r  the missionary-run 
residential schools of the early 
20th century operated with 
improved my looks. And my ,health" • 
"1 knew from my lirst visit to Nulri/System . 
Ihat the program would be el&clive. D "~~*~/' "3 
Everything about it made sense-- 
great food, caring people I could lean 
on, light activity, even a maintenance 
program. The/had everylhh,g l D ~  l. 
needed to lose weight and 
I~n  it  t i f f  
:~"; 7r: 77 
: ; <;+~{~, 
from front 
Shames 
down that idea just a month 
ago, Talstra indicated the 
ministry had had a change of 
heart. 
Jn  a Sept. 17 letter to the 
regional distr ict,  deputy 
minister Ken McLeod made it 
C! ~ear proposals that the district 
• "forgive all or some of the in- 
telest" could be in violation of 
s~ction 292 of the Municipal 
Act. "An order from the 
~ster"  under section 786(2) 
cannot validate such a viola- 
tion," he added. 
~However, Taistra explained, 
..i there had been further discus- 
siena with the ministry over its 
: interpretation-of section 292 
and now "apparently the legal 
people working on this thing 
and Municipal Affairs feel it 
(the latest proposal) is fine. 
That' s my understanding." 
:Describing. the. proposal as 
"an: option that works for 
' meeting of the regional district 
bOard ; t ,  ' .' " 
"d "° 8 1800 i Terrace :.proposal would be m 
': brou~t, before' this weekend's ~=ne~ooe=~,~~,  =AZE~ A V~E.~TE R ~ ~  ~ , i, For a profile of several local businesses, see pages 
iili ' ;:'~' A' and A7 : : ! i : [  
: , . . . . .  ?' . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . .  " ..... : :  ' :~  . . . .  ..... " :7 '~': +~'~-": ........................ . . . . . . . . . .  ; i:'/" 
I 
+.  . , , , .  , . . . .  
,i - , ,  , i , L  t : ¸  • 
Howe now 
SHOP STUDENTS from Caledonia Senior Secorldary school braved pouring rain last week to 
prepare tlie fou~t~;~r ;a  (~t,br dge spanning Howe C~eek Lu !3 r was donated b-,S 
sawml,s, pnc~~m:the  ~/a.d"plen!y o~ elbow grease*entinue~ to corn e~' ,~ ! 
dents. They r~lY~ldi~gthe brid e as part of an overa J plan ~o revlta ~ze the creek and create a 
system of~nature trails along it. . . . . . .  ~ ;  
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in 737.' 
TERRACE-- Atlin MLA Lar W where we landed on just one Doulis, a Smithers high school 
Guno says a lot of answers are engine - -  that was a non-event teacher. ,What~ ,er t tp  ~l~,ned 
needed about 'the 'hm~-owing compared to this one. I was there should'hot nave ~gipen' 
flight of a Canadian Airlines73? shaken very badly., ed, We don't n~=d to sugar-coat 
jet that had to .f0rce-land in a "My problem is that when we it - -  we need to stop it fromhap: 
snowstorm at the Smithers air' took off from Smithers it was pening aga in . " ,  . . . . .  
port two weeks ago because it already snowing," he said. "You'd think there'd be a 
was low on fuel. " . . . . .  "Given that I wonder about he huge margin of fuel tliet~6, '' he 
Guno was on the Oct. 11 flight advisability of taking off with just added. "The ~ thing is the 
and says he's asking the NDP!s enough fuel~to try Terrace and possibility ~oFithis repeating 
transportation critic to findout Come back again." : / itself. Because 'that's what the 
what regulations govern fuelling Guno says he will be deman- weather is like up h~re." 
of passenger aircraft. He sug- ding answers about what hap- 
gested more stringent regula '-~ pefied, adding he wants to 
tions might be advisable afnor- '  know if tl;te compan3; was trying 
thwest airports, where' planes,~ to save fuel costs by not leaving 
are frequently turned away due.  Smithers with more in the tanks. 
. . . . .  ~ ' ,  • 
to bad weather . . . .  I think passengers in the nor- 
Cloud cover ai the Terrace air, ~- thwest~area deserve to have an 
port forced the Canadian answer to that as a result of this 
Airlines jet -- which was travell- inc ident ,"  he continued. 
ing from Smithers to Terrace - -  ',Passenger safety shoul.d be the 
to execute a missed,approach top lbriority, If they're cutting 
procedure and return to fueldown, I mean that's crazy.,, 
Smithers. But company He ~said the incident 
spokesmen say there the: pilot underlines the need for better 
was forced to abandon ~ the guidance systems at northwest 
missed-approach procedure airports. "I think it's time. We,re 
and land at the Smithers airport just waiting for an accident to 
in a snow squall because the happen." 
plane was low on fuel. Guno's questions were 
"It was the most harrowing echoed by two passengers. 
landing I've ever experienced," "Who the hell put us into 
Guno said Thursday. "And I've those c i rcumstances?"  
actually experienced a landing demanded passenger George 
Under investigation 
TERRACE --  Three separate 
investigations have begun into 
the Canadian Airlines flight to 
Terrace that force-landed in a 
snow squall two weeks ago after 
running low on fuel. 
In addition to an in-company 
investigation, two federal agen- 
cies began examining the cir- 
cumstances of how the Boeing 
737 with 58 passengers and five 
crew aboard was forced to land 
in severe weather conditions 
Oct. 11 at the Smithers airport. 
The Canadian Traimporta. 
tion Accident Investigation and 
Safety Board will pieeetogether 
the details about he flight over 
the next several months, 
"There's enough Interest in it 
to merit an investigation, but 
it's t6oearly to prest~pp0se how 
sei~.6~,.,[t, js,., ~ sald,,bqard ,in- 
vestigator Richard Newcombe. 
Although the bulk of the in- 
vestigation will be complete in a 
month, he said a final report is 
not expected for about a year. 
Meanwhile, the company has 
grounded the pilot of the jet un- 
til its in-house investigation is
complete, according to Cana- 
dian's public affairs spokesman 
Gerry Goodrich. 
Taking pilots off active duty 
is normal whenever an in- 
vestigation of cockpit pro- 
cedures is underway, he said. 
Transport Canada is also car- 
rying out its own Ottawa.based 
investigat!on into the flight. 
A Canadian Airl ines 
spokesman said last week the Jet 
was carrying the minimum re- 
quired fuel load. 
Legis lat ion requires 
passenger jets to carry enough 
fuel to reach their destination 
and an  alternate:airport; plus: 
enough reserves~for 45 minutes' 
of cruising time. Such reserves 
would likely have put Prince 
George within reach. 
Doulis and Walter Bucher,- 
another passenger on board, 
said the pilot seemed to be .lost 
over the Smithers airport, trying 
to spot the runway l hrough 
breaks in  the  cl( ,u~. Bucher 
said the plane descended to 
land at least five times/twice 
aborting a landing when field - -  
not runway - -appeared  
beneath them. 
"I thought we were done for," 
said Bucher, a CN Rail 
locomotive engineer, of one mo- 
ment when the plane was head- 
ed towards an embankment 
near the Bulkley River. "You 
could have reached own and 
touched the trees - -  and that's 
not an exaggeration. We were 
that close." 
He said the pilot gunned the 
engines at the last moment, 
sending a deep shudder 
through the plane and laun- 
ching it into a steep climb. 
"Once we cleared that bank 
we were wheeling around," he 
said. "It was really hairy ~ it 
was like Top Gun in a 737." 
"We were doingJike banked 
turns =nd flipping right over to 
the other side and banking the 
other way," Bucher said. "The 
wings were vertical --  I'm not 
kidding - -another 10 degrees 
and we would have been more 
upside down." 
Doulis said the pilot was flying 
the jet like a stunt plane. "Therd 
was incredible jockeying," he 
said. "It was insane. You had 
the feeling this was not a con- 
trolled situation." 
The violent manoeuvres ven 
upset the flight crew. Bucher 
said, noting one of the flight at- 
tendants was crying. 
When the plane finally stop- 
ped after skidding the length of 
the runway, the crew merely an- 
nounced xefresbments:' woUld" 
be' served. ,inside,.',Bueher.-.. said-., 
"The guy in front of me said, 'I 
hope they sell clean underwear 
in there."' 
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Peace of mind 
. .  With the return of  the rainy season in 
the northwest comes the familiar delays 
in air travel, as planes are turned away 
due to the bad weather that can sock in 
our airports for days at a time. 
But that's something northwesterners 
have got used to over the years. It's part 
of  the price they more-or-less happily 
pay by choosing to live in God's country. 
However, what they don't expect or 
have any desire to put up with is the 
ordeal suffered by passengers on a recent 
Canadian Airlines International f ight. 
As reported elsewhere on these pages, 
on Oct. 11 a CAI 737 jet found itself so 
low on fuel it had to execute what was ef- 
fectively a forced landing at Smithers 
airport in conditions that would normal- 
ly have precluded any attempt at doing 
SO. 
Airplanes follow a careful formula for 
calculating how much fuel to carry. They 
are required by law to carry enough to 
travel to their destination, an alternate 
airport after that, plus another 45 
minutes worth of fuel• 
Airline officials admit the flight in 
question was carrying the bare minimum 
amount of fuel required by law. 
Company representatives said the 
weather was good when the jet left 
Smithers, and that the snow squall sud- 
denly blew up while they were winging 
ov.er to Terrace and back. 
Passengers on the flight have avery  
different story. They are adamant it was 
already snowing before the plane took 
of f  from Smithers. - ' - -  
l~ver mind the obvious terror o f  the 
passengers, or what they chara~erize as 
the pilot's desperation to get the plane 
on the ground. 
The nagging question remains - -  what 
mechanism exists to ensure extra fuel is 
carried over and above the bare 
minimum when conditions clearly in- 
dicate it would be prudent to do so? 
Granted, fuel is not cheap but then 
neither are lives. 
Three investigations axe now under- 
way into what happened, and the fuell- 
ing of the aircraft is likely to be a major 
issue. 
But with the most extensive of  those 
investigations not likely completed for 
another year, northwestern air travellers 
deserve some peace of mind in the mean- 
time. 
That should start with a few 
reassurances from the airlines. 
Come on guys, next time it's snowing 
outside and you drive a 737 up to the 
pumps, just say "Fill'er up." 
I I I i I I 
>: Jim COulter 
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Election issure$" j -~ 
elude premier 
• . . f - 
& l ~ JL  ~ ~ ~ i ~ VICTOI~JA- Well, at last 
~ ~ ~I~ ~ M I n " " Premier V ander Zalm revealed 
what he hopes wall be h~s I I V B  , " " 
secret weapon in the battle for 
Once bitten, twice shy, or so the say- ment goes, was on private property, the hearts, minds and votes of 
Brtttsh Columbians ersatz ing goes. Council says it is trying to sort out the "" " -- 
• restraint i Not  so as far as council is concerned, jurisdictional confusion. That move is in Tou h times r " " - -  
. . . . . . .  un 'e .  tO  ., - -  it'avDears',,., ,' ~'~-- ..... "-'~':- ~ ........ fine-with a r . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~, * ': -,~*" -, , ,. :-g~ - ~,';-,,,~:--~'_ ,- ~" __ .  ~ ' ' " *' " : p w " .  ] ~ , __ . . . . . . .  e c o m m e n d  on off,lie Eor~-..,- . . . . .  ~ , .  
• ' A ne arownmg aeam oi  Joey, x'arson,--- oner-s request mto-Joey~s, death.~'-,.~-~ ,   "- delegates:at:the So~-d.co~en~,': 
• . . ~, : . . . . .  . '~ .~-~-~.  ~ . .  :,, . . . - 
on March  23 thls year plunged the city However ,  a further, recommen~latton non, and he was ready and 
into a controversy over the role it had 
played in attempts to eliminate the pond 
in which the tragedy occurred. 
At issue was a 1986 order issued by 
council requiring the pond be fenced off  
and filled in. However, the pond remain- 
ed, no fence appeared and the city found 
itself being accused of  failing to carry 
out its responsibilites. 
Since the tragedy there has been much 
discussion as to whether the city ever had 
any jurisdiction in the first place. After 
all, the pond in question, so the argu- 
states that in future, where it is determin- 
~d the city has no jurisdiction, " it  should 
not attempt o act as a mediator, as this 
can give the illusion that such a problem 
is addressed and solved to all parties." 
The inquest report was in front of  
aldermen at last week's council meeting. 
Yet, despite clear indications it has no 
jurisdiction in the matter, council has 
agreed to get involved in the north Ter- 
race clear-cut row. 
That looks remarkably ike another at- 
tempt at mediation. 
Better than TV 
Television sitcoms always un- - -=" ~ ' '  ~ i  ~ 
fold along predictable angles. 
Not real life. Consider a few Vhrounh 
local issues currently in the I t l rmD~l  h \'- 
news. Bifocals 
Smithers is organizing a by ClaudeffeSandeckl 
rescue party to do a line search 
for Dave Parker, who hasn't 
been sighted east of Hazelton 
since Skeena riding's boun- 
daries shifted. 
Smithers knows he's alive; 
he's frequently reported in Ter- 
.,race or Kitimat for photo op- 
!portunities. Smithers is just a 
: u'ifle miffed Parker has aban- 
doned them long before Bulkley 
valley voters gave him permis- 
sion to do so. 
Terrace can't afford biffies in 
t Lower Little Park. At the same 
time, one alderman seems to 
make all council's decisions. By 
trimming council to its vocal 
member, the six salaries aved 
~could fincance a potty palace. 
' At least hen voters could watch 
like prizefighters). A $13,375 
grant will sponsor a drug and 
alcohol awareness poster con- 
test. That should empty a few 
pub stools. 
Some citizens objected to the 
prospect of a pub kinycorner to 
a church, though such zoning 
could have pluses. 
Saturday night drunks could 
be first in line for spiritual 
guidance before returning home 
to beat up the wife and kids. 
With rising gas prices and gas 
rationing likely, combining er- 
rands should be encouraged. 
Secondly, since puh and 
church peak hours are offset, 
against wo governments. While 
the city "isn't negatively oppos. 
ed" to changing the creek from 
a debris-choked drainage ditch 
into salmon habitat, there 
would be a risk of flooding pro- 
perties bordering the creek. And 
if the creek fosters spawning 
salmon, Fisheries would take 
over jurisdiction. 
All this had me reeling, when 
I read some forlorn soul is seek. 
ing a source for a Friendship 
Muffin starter. ! don't know if 
that's a yeast subsitute like 
sourdough starter, or a single 
woman's code for a sperm 
donor. 
willing to do whatever it takes 
to make the province 
recession-proof. 
Unfortunately for the 
premier, this isn't 1982 and 
he's no Bill Bennett. Not even 
the public sector union leaders 
are taking him seriously. John 
Shields, president of the B.C. 
Government Employees Union 
said already if the premier'is 
hoping for a confrontation, he 
can forget it. 
When Bennett introduced his 
restraint program, we had 
double-digit nfation. Now in- 
flation runs at about 4.5 per 
cent. Inter~t rates then were 
on their way up to eventually 
reach 21 Percent; interest rates 
now are at 13per cent and go. 
ing down. 
Getting rid of enough public 
servants to effect savings is 
another avenue closed to 
Vander Zalm. Bennett rimmed 
the public service by about one 
quarter or 10,000 bodies, but 
he never talked about the fact 
that most of those let go were 
hired back on contract, mak- 
ing net savings negligible. 
That leaves public sector 
wage controls which, according 
to the premier, are necessary 
to restore the balance between 
the private and the public sec- 
tor. 
Wage settlements in the 
public sector, he claims, have 
been higher than those in the 
private sector. That's a highly 
misleading statement. In 
percentage terms, some pubfic 
sector settlements have, in- 
deed, been outpacing their 
private sector counterparts, but 
percentag~ are meaningless, 
unless they are applied to iden- 
From the 
Ooplfol l /  
byHul~rtDo¥or . _ . . . ,  ,, + I  
'%.* . :~.~- '~m~/, - '~-~ . - '~- -  : - ;4~. , - ' , ( ,~ .~, , ,~ :~ '~) , . .w~.  ) " . . . . . .  : ~....,.. , ,~! ,A . ,~ ,~.~,~.  
CBccanse'ofprevious>)estrninr " "~he~ trial-balloon he:~  
measures, most public sector f l0ated'~he convention'was 
umon employees fell far 
• behind theprivate sector col- 
leagues. And even after 
negotiating contracts that gave 
them a bigger wage hike in 
percentage t rms than their 
private sector counterparts goi, 
they kept falling behind in ac- 
tual dollar earnings. 
I have about 30 examples of 
1987 base salaries for identical 
jobs in the public and private 
sector. In each case, the 
private sector employee arned 
more than his or her colleague' 
in the public sectoL 
In the interest of truth and 
fairness, I'd be happy to share 
the fruits of-my research with 
the prenlier. My door is always 
open. But just in case he 
doesn't avail himself of this 
opportunity, here are a couple 
of examples for him to read. 
Machine operator 1, public 
sector - -  $12.14 an hour; same 
job  in the private sector fetch- 
ed $14.89, $2.75 or 22.7 per 
cent more. A warehouseman 2 
working for the government 
earned $12.45 in 1987; the 
same job with the Teamsters 
Union paid $17.11,37.5 per 
cent or $4.66 more. 
• I can, of course, understand 
the premier's anxiety to find 
an issue with which to fight 
the next election. So fat, it's 
been slim pickin's. 
Meeeh Lake didn't bring 
him the laurels he was hoping 
for; the Native land claims 
issue is too volatile and could 
backfire; Ottawa-bashing has 
lost its potency as a vote- 
getter. All in.all, not very en- 
couraging for a premier whose 
popularity is roughly that of a their tax dollars at work. 
Scarcely a week goes by 
without a Grand Opening for 
one more fast food eatery or 
; furniture store. Soon we'll have 
;another pub. To balance the 
~Staggering demand for alcohol 
i ooun~iling, Victoria has fund. 
ed a second drug and alcohol 
counsel lor.  And awarded 
I $!$,375 in TRY grants. 
j. A:$12,~00 grant goes to the 
,~ChildiDevelopment Center to 
~ech~e)us  about the effects of. 
.!'al~hol:~on unborn children 
~C~I ' : I :Q 's ,  no~s flattened 
the two establishments could 
share a parking lot. Golfers 
should smile at the minimal 
land use. It might save .them a 
court challenge, . i. ".,, ' 
Just when I was curbing my 
craving for caff¢ine,:scicotists 
tell us it isn't coffee that kills - -  
it's peanut .: butter~i' i National.: 
brands are safest; peanut but- 
ters sold in health fo0dstores 
may be highest in carcinogens. 
The scientist giveth, and the 
scientist taketh away, .,,. 
High school students doanlng 
out Howe Creek  have  run  up  
TV was never like this. 
N 
tical base salaries, skunk at a birthday party. 
To "r~.SHoPA~I>T~4t$ '{[ "ro VtCL,~P..R,AX~I~ T~4t~ ~ I OtrF~VHE,O~.~,,~ 
( 
- -/~:~ 
the madhatter "B.C. IncorL , 
porated" scheme, his proposal 
to create a Crown corporation 
to oversee all Crown corpora- 
tions. 
The premier said the idea 
was to combine the economic 
and fiscal clout of all Crown 
corporations and use that clout 
to survive bad economic times. 
Thescheme is as un- 
necessary as it is dangerous. 
Placing all Crown corprations 
under one umbrella doesn't 
give the whole any more finan- 
cial clout than the sum of its 
parts. B.C. Hydro's borrowing 
power will not increase bemuse 
it's linked with ICBC and 
about 20 other Crown corpora- 
tions. 
What would result from the 
proposal, however, is a con- 
centration of power and in- 
fluence oer Crown corpora- 
tions, presumably in the 
premier's office. And that 
scares the hell ou"f'of me. 
The whole idea of Crown 
corporations i  that they can 
operate at ann's length from 
government. Each Crown cor- 
poration has its own board of 
directors, andeven though 
there's usually a cabinet ' 
minister on the board, political 
influence is minimal. 
I shudder to think that this 
or any other premier -- don't 
forget, Mike Harcourt is a 
distinct possiblity -- cou ld  
manipulaie Ct'own corpora- 
tions by pulling the few strings 
of the Super Crown Corp, that 
oversees all the others, 
If public sector 'restraint and 
B.C. Incorporated are the best 
election issues Vander Zalm 
can come up with:'he's tlil in~ 
deep trouble . . . . . .  
%'M "flP' l   OP.'!!.J : 
. -~ .  i 
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TERR&CE:~:Controversy has further concern. The group . "~:" , ' i  ~ .. . . . . .  : . . . . . .  , '.:' " ,";, "<' 
cutting :Tor ,some tiriieinow,; on , : that  being the clean.up of . [  • F : ~" "' '  d '  ~; ' ~ ' ' ~ " ' ' ' '~ .a : ;  - - ' ;  m '~ & . . . . . .  
su~'roiJnded the practice of clear wanted .the' city to take act ion [ ... ' ~ :,. ! .  , : .  , .  :. - , ' 'r ' " ' . . . . .  ' ' : ' :  at 
Evet~ ni0i;b "so  recbntl~,, for debris left at the end of the logg. I'.<", :' !: :~ '  : "  "'' ' . . . . . .  : ~ . . . . .  . . 
resident~ 0f'north Terrace ~hen .': ing,'opefation, < . : , '| " ' :ii' " " ' ?  :~:" : " ' : '  . . . . .  ' 
,theyfound the i SSUe r on their ' :: '~Neglecting to ?dean.up the' |' " .  ,.i ;< /~",,,<,.~.~,~f ;~< ,.' .~ E '~/ : ' '  )= i . : 
wer, own doorstep. ' ? .  • ' : :•Slash woti ld result : in •. a i:.' : i ~ . . . . . . .  ~'  ' . . . . . . .  ~ ' ' r ~ • . Hom.,e.o~ne~2s on ,W.oodland dati~er0us fire hazard to: our  ,::!,:: ~.i"~' , :  ~ :" ::i =) 
' 'P'arkDriveandE'de'rbe~rYlaild~":iW]iblec0mmi~nityiq~ar:tic'l~Iv" i'~i~!:>:i"!!:'i:">'i'i"i ' : : ;~)"~ ~ .... ' rs?l 
o,uooo, ,  ,om . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  , , ,  leade Y < eowners:-.-sln . . . .  , - , , .  ,~.,,,. ,,~ , ,  ~,::.'~,<~;i<:>~ • , •. , ce we do not he )., ,~,.,, ,,::, :!;,> .,, : : rye (:lose:ac have ,long, enjoyed their rural 1~] ": ' '~ " '~ :' ...... ~ Cess 'to a firedepanment,,,, she ~ ,,i ..... ,. " .,~'" , / 
. surroundings which included .a . pointed out, . . . . . . . .  • '~ 
:near 80 acre parcel • of Second : Council was presented with a- .  Dear Sir: 
.' g.~w~ht:i~!, bet"adJacent tff t~eir.;iii55"signature petition callingIon '• I must admit that I have 
v v , : .  - ' .  " the  city to  advise Roba  ; forgotten the number of 
.However,-all that  started to., Holdings they were obliged'i6 times Mr, Robinson has 
': chfinge on .Thursday, Oct..I 1. Clean-up the site and to monitor ~ reiterated the promise that 
, That s the'.jday loggersand their f; the s~tuatlon to ensure they did. i Native laiid claims would 
equipment' appeared on district :, HoWever, here again the city ~..~/-~; ~ have no adverse effect on 
• lot 978 and the irees began to eb.mibt'help. "There is nothing ~ :1~ n0n-natives living here in the 
fa ! ! : . .  ~' i : - : : ' ,  .....," : " : .  ' i n ,  he.Municipal Ae/that gives ; ' ' 
. .,~part rom redUCea esthetic, thi~: city the authority to 'control ' ~ ~ Nass Valley, This is indeed a 
, soothing, thought and I 'm 
values, the"'reSidents fear. the "cutting on private property," ! ~:: '~ .::-=-~ . _. ~ . ~ .  sure Mr, Robinson is' a' man 
clem: Cut•will eave their•proper: ' administrator Bob.Hailsor ex- . .. of his word. As .we know 
. ties more exposed to wind which, plained. .- i . :~~:~, .~ ~ ~ .. ,,, 
" would' in" turn-make .trees on And that included clean-up _~ . ~:.. ~ from past  experience-- all , :_.. politicians are honest people 
= their land ,more prone to requirements which he said was ' "--..~-- ~ ............. ~ . and never lie; 
damage,: will. eventually lead to the responsibility of the Forest -.,~ .-'r--~•~- My mindgoes back to last 
eros ion problems - -  .. spring . . . .  . Service; summer when a native road 
Creekruns .through the lot -r-- •interrupting the heated ex- block was erected, at New 
and will reduce the value, of changes which followed, mayor Aiyansh.. One of the non- 
their homes. Jack Talstra told the residents, native women in the valley 
What has left the residents "We' re  not going to argue was duetohave a baby. The 
feel ing "v  r • e y angry and about it/all nighLhere. We just band council office at New 
• frustrated," says spokesman canhdo it:" " " Aiyansh was contacted and 
Yvonne • Whyte, is there is ' However, council did agree to asked if this woman would 
nothing.theY.can do to stop the discuss the situation further at be allowed through the road 
logging. t , . • block at her time of delivery. " ~-  ~. . . . . . .  odays planning and pubhc 
zne  reason for mat is me works committee meetin- She was told "no",  no one 
• acreage is privately owned and R "" " " " ~" . . . . . .  • : .  . esments nave oeen invited to was allowed through the 
'r~;r~ ;s o ntotplrnegv / t ~°oewSt ~ smened t nreP~ne~l e Inat|i;:~ on tO !~ a ' • • !~,,+ ........ " native road block for any n t at n e th " i i .......... ."-" ' reason and she would have to 
• : ~"" hire a helicopter if she - -  Roba Holdings of Prince . .~ . . . .  a e :.. . . . . . .  also Deem extenaea to t"orests • ~' - " ~eorge narvestmg ano Se l l ing  ~ . . . . . .  . . ",~ 
- -  and• Environment ministry ~ ~ ' "  -.'~ the timber. i !~_~i  :;~,~" ' . wanted to go to the hospital, i 
...... ,~ . ~ ~. , , The native band council 
"The  damage is  done,", representatives a  well as Roba '/111..~. ,~  " " ~ ~.. " ~ ~" :~,; said they were not responsi- 
Whyte conceded last week when Holdings owner • Robert Ar- ~ ~ ' -~- ' -  - ~i ~ .,., " ble for the road block and it 
• rowsmith. -~- 
she and a delegation of residents IN THE EYE of a storm is where logging crews clearing trees in North Terrace find themselves, was not authorized by them. 
. . . . .  Mr, Robinson was out of appeared before council .  Meanwhile, the trees continue Residents admit frustration at finding they can do nothing to stop the operation and are worried about 
However, there remained one to fall, nrnhl~rnc )h,-,, ,~,i)) ~o . . . . . .  ~, . . . . .  ,;,~ ; . . . . .  ,^,^ - town and could not be reach- 
ed. 
This particular situation 
raises the doubt about the ef- 
ficiency of native self- 
government. Is it a common 
practice for natives to run 
rampant when their leaders 
are absent7 And is there no 
one in charge when a leader 
is absent? 
It seems like there is a lot 
of work to be done in this 
area before our fears can be 
completely put to rest. 
Lloyd.Brinson, 
. . . .  Nass Camp. 
System IS  
unworkable 
Dear Sir: 
Over the last few months 
there have been numerous 
And then came sustainable development ll~::t[:ht~°lthmebeadit°jt'ilittihe: 
Commission and BIC. Hydro 
Deputy minister of Forests and agree. ,~  :~!~!.!  tion on environmental issues., protectionism, something the concerning the possiblity of 
from 1978-84; Mike Apsey is The assumption was - -  and I ~ :~- , : :~  And the disruption of industrial forest sector in Canada has had offering different rates 
: " : '~~ ;;: depending- on the time of now president and chief ex- think it was quite valid at the ~<?:? :~'.;L~? operations by special interest more than its fair share of ex- 
ecutive officer of the Council time -- that majority support :~:,',."'< ,:,.",'~,;:<.' i :,, groups bent on registering their perience with lately - -  and day. 
of Forest Industries of  B.C. for the benefits of economic .... ~, L :~.:>.,:~ ...... ,:~.~>'. protests is becoming all too stricter control of environmen- While it is true that such 
COF! members and affiliates growth would translate into ma- ' ~.~:~-:: ,~'~, ',;i:, .!i:~i~,~,~,:i ..... . .  , , .  , < ,; common, tal impacts uch as a tax on pro- measures can be highly 
account for more than 9O per jority support for forest sector ~=~ -'.' . . . .  ~",>~ The Brundt land  ducts judges to be beneficial incertain types of 
cent of the value of forest activities provided sufficient in- i~ / ;~ ~ Commission's call for sus- "environmentally-insensitive". systems, it is not valid in the 
products produced in the formation was given to the - ', l e ~  tainable development is perhaps And while it still retains its predominantly water based 
province; public. " .... system we have in B.C. 
Last week Apsey reviewed The challenge was to activate ~ ~  ~i~" the most visible manifestation old roles of regulator, overseer Thermal systems using 
~'~l~ ~ of the transition that is occur- and partner, government is in- coal, oil, natural gas as their 
the relationship between the silent majority. And infor- ~;~, ing, creasingly taking on the role of fuel tend to operate their 
government and the forest mation was to be the key. It is an intriguing transition adjudicator between the needs base load plants on the 
b~dustr), up to tile point, that But just when we thought we ~:~,':f i .~5.~ because it marks not simply the of economic growth and en- 
disputes began over what to had it all figured out, another ~ <~.~, cheapest available fuel. ~'~l~ ~.! : : , :~  entry of new values into the vironmental protection. However, since they must do with what was now development occurred and sud- i~i::~;;3.1~;., system, but more specially, the in reality, when you consider meet peaks in power demand recognized as a f inite denly, life got a lot more corn-" ~ attempt o integrate oldvalues all the factors now at,work in they construct other plants resource..Below, the seeond plicated, concerning the benefits of the development of forest and concluding part in his which are more flexible and 
look at changes in the in- It became clear tO many of us Mike Apsey economic growth with new policy, the framework we are can be turned on and off 
dustry over the past 3O years, in the forest sector that public values concerning the need to operating under is more quickly, but have higher pro- 
opinion on forest issues-- and, responsibility, protect he environment, fragmented, more complex, duction costs and often must 
It was widely felt in policy by definition, public pressure In recent years this sense of In other wolds, and as some more interdependent and more use more expensive fuels. 
circles that public involvement on government to intervene in entitlement - -  or right --  has have observed, what is taking vulnerable than any of its With a hydroelectr ic 
was the best mechanism for forest sector activities - -  was moved beyond economic issues place here is a rather complex predecessbrs, system the peak and base 
resolving those disputes. The being driven not only by percep, to include the environment, synthesis of forces that have at Interdependency is, I think, loads are part and parcel of 
idea being that the more groups tions of what forest companies Now people refer to the "right" times been contradictory, the dominant characteristic of the same plant. The fuel, 
involved in the decision-making were or weren't doing, but also to clean air, clear water and a That's what the call for sus- this current, system and the water, is the same and it is 
proces , the more amenable and by public expectations o f  what pollution-free nvironment the tainable development is really economic and political realms it simply a matter of running 
acceptable the outcome would they should be doing, way they once talked about all about. Governments around refle~cts. It can best be compared more generators at a given 
time. Since the generators are be, Consultation of affected in- As we looked at it more Close- some of the other rights I just the world are now attempting to to some sort of interlocking rid in place anyway to ensure 
terests Would create consensus ly, the sociologists told us that mentioned, deve lop inst i tut ional  work wherea miscalculation or - 
and reduce controversy., increasingly expectations were Green is' the world's new mechanisms to formalky in- shock at one point in the pro- that all water can be utilized 
And so, not surprisingly, the being translated into'valtles and political colour. And I want to tegrate economic and en- as stream flows vary 
industry itself began.t0 develop values into entitlements or make it clear I'm not talking vironmental factors in develop- Green is the world's new throughout the year there is 
a 'capacity to ~ communicate "rights". about the"Green party". I am ment decisions. An ambitious pol i t ica l  co /our  and  basically no difference, 
• " beyond some small transmis- directly with Various publics, talking', abou] a political and undertaking by any standard of Canod ian  Political sion savings, in peak and off- 
At first, public criticism of in- Forest circles were aft s0clai phenoffaenon that knows measure and an extremely ex- leaders are desperately peak power. 
dustry practices was. p.erceiyed abuzz with talk about no "pol it ical  boundary or citing and demanding time for trying to be seen as the In order to achieve these 
within the forest industry to be the importance ofcom.  ideolOgy. The maintenance of i[hose of us with careers in the greatest champions of very minor transmission say- 
largely the result of misconcep- ~unicat/oo. environmental quality is an natural resource sector here in ings we would among other 
tion or misinformation, It issue that Margaret Thatcher, Canada, this new cause, measures have to instail new 
wasn't that the industry wasn't This was first evident on George Bush and Deng Xiaop- .i~.. ,Which brings us to the most cess threatens the stability of the meters to charge differen- 
doing the technically correct economic-related issues such as !ngali agree upon, And Cana- ic~ent~jstage in the relation- entire thing:,': . . . .  ~ . trates with costs in the $500 
thing, it wasjust hat sometimes labour relations, workplace ;,dian political leaders are 'shipS'-.! between the various " :  . . . . .  " :  Hence the critical importance million to one billion dollar 
people outside the forest sector standards and compensati0n.3t desperately trying to be seen as ] ' :  ......... ' " " " ayers.that influence forest sec- of ~establi~illn~.; g()0d)links of remse or a l0 - 20. percent 
...... : """ "" ' communic~iibn l~twe6ii the die, raise in general rates~ '~ "'~i didn't understand what was cor- became widely recognized, and )i he :greatest champions of this '~""= ~ ......... , ~tor:activmes . . . .  
rect and what wasn't, indeed institutionalized) in our flew Cause. In we !,~,~or¢.and more we are seeing ferentlp~ts~ .!~i , . . other Words would 
Forest circJes were all abuzz society that people had a .... .The;:~ability of industrial .t, he':!:.iii~bl'le's ense of  en- On¢ithing:is~,clear;:ve,must not achieve.any better effi- 
at this point with talk about the "right" to union representa, technologyto puncture the pro- ~ltlemei~iS . : -  both economic , repldce.,.:~the, i:phflict, that has ciency in power use and 
importanceof communications, ti0n, a "i'ight" to a safe tectivenantle of the environ- 'a/id~i~hvir~nmental - expan- com~ to."ch'tirai:i'~;flse tiie,final custome'r's a~es would go up 
The communications proce,ss ,w.e/;: ,workplace !, .~, .d.l-a: "'right'~-.to.- ment is.4 ~ovin8 government to- ~ding to'push government to in- days of the:?era of public.in- sabstantially. It  is a lose/lose 
were"/il l )alk!ng aboutwas,,ln:.'~'~c.gmpensation~if!i~u~.gn.the,i'~.':!'6i~t~t~n'e "~ '  :" ........ •.............. ~" , )  : ''~ ..... . . . .  ~ore..and more Ire- ~:.~t~ene'not only in the actlwtles volv.ement..,-With. a:~ more proposition. 
essence a cori'ectlve process, it ~ ,job,!-,, -, . . . . ' : i :  .i: . . : ;  ' ~;~:':~'b'u~hilv~ii Se.'realm of industry :.::!!0.Ethe forest:sector, but directly cooperativ.e ~p=p.i'~itich~:s'0" that . Yours truly, 
WaS thought ,.to "bel.mainly .~'~ ,And  the `  r, o l¢ .o f~govemm.~t  ~aetl,)itieil ~, '" , ' '"'.' %.'-~ ....... '".' , .. '.. . " , . ...,., :.C,w,J Boatmm,  ,i '" .. ,ith the objective of '~i~intd he'marketplace itself progress' ..toward ~...atl deskable 
' uestlon of gettlng thl)lhfo,tmll- expi(ndetl as  t.he " organi~()d , : sa~'~ ' ....... " • ':>~4'~: "'  : 'k '"~ '~ ' ' :  . . . . . . . . . .  " ' " 4 ' '  'r  ' ' " ~ --:: : ' ' ' $  ' '  ~'~q#'' ' : '" ' '+ ~ Vice P~Ident.  qorim='a'tel 
. . . .  q ,~ o . ~: ..... ~ . ~. . . . .  , .  ,: . . . . . .  : , ii:,: ~ .- ~ :  ql,>-,human habltaL ~:~i~,~,~ples : o f thls are trade goals--,economi~i~oclal and imd Eti¢irs~ental A f f~s)  l 
tlon out there, Once :!t ~.PU[,,: .  ~',de!ivery ,~d,.:~m~n!~n~.. o[: ::Go~/erttm i~;~' are Introducing ~':"re~ti~ti6~:ln. the name of job envlronment~:~';~ achieq-'  ,.~:  .> . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . 
• ,. : .  :: :'. : :  B.C., Hydro, l iiiatlons and legida- :~,~)~)i~iifl~in-~. also knoWn as ed,~.,:; :'!;-.: :.:~'!:~;!~i,;~:~i~:i - ~:, " . ,~ , . :  ..... , , , ,  , = 
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- l L Ful l  Serv ice  BALLOONS AWAY!  IN BUSINESS INCEpresent location 1 9 6 3 . ,  Rainbow Embroidery started " ~  i i.,++' J+ Bea uty+ Salon + ++'+  
, • ,  RAINBOW EMBROIDERY r " +qr l+ ~+'O 0 + + ~ ~ +  I l [ 
Terrace Equipment has been in business alnce 1963. For A Persona l i za t ion  Bus iness  • " + 
a number of years It was operated out of the old store ne.x  o i ' ; ' "' +~ :1:~" " ~ " : r~:, 
the Terrace Hotel and has operated out of its In December 1 ~ ~ w t  
since May of 1978.  We have a small motors repair shop and as a home based businessl The purchase of an• in- +:++,+~, +" " '  +" I ' : '  " II " " " " " ' ' ' ' " : L ' U ' ~ ~ ~  " ': " + ' + + 
sell motorcycles, powersaws, outboards, boats, lawn& dustdal'emb~olderymachine began the concept of a ~ .'•~:+: ~ .... One '~of. Terrace s newest editions Is "Images by ; •: i i , ! : - i~~-~!•!  i ii!i~ rT 
garden equipment, skidoos; loggers supplies, etc. business that would be creative, personalized and ~ Karlene". This' full service beauty salon 'is unique ' • ~ : i : ~ ~ ' ~  ! .! l i t  
+~:"~~;~"~:'+"~;':'~::":~'[.~:;,. because it offers Hairstyling, Esthetics, Tanning and , ~ . ~  .~,,:}~" . I have been Involved in the buslnes~ slnce1974, myiamlly the only one like it in this region; west of. Prince ~~-~;  ;i.~.~_~.. +~-`  ~ + +. 
~ ~  ~ ' ~ ; "  ~ . '+  ' ' :':"~..k.. ';,;;';~+~.~ : :' r , :'~ "Ton ing .  "images by Karlene" is the onlY, salon in town to of six were born in the area andattended the local scli~ols. I George. ~ - ~ z ~ ; ~  ~, .~./!~ 
+o 0.o ,nvo,vo0 ,no+ t+ ,n ,.o ooooun, . +e *.o 0u.n. oxo++0 ,n o'1.. w+ ,+  ...... ,+ .+++++++   . + o.or .u0. a ooo0,o+ ,++ Own°.  or, ono C,.r. " - - '  
~I~'}  ~+;!~ ;,~: ...,.ii~ l " moved-~o!l'e~ace with her:family~wher~ she was only ten ~,~+~,  ~ ~ + , .  ~;,.+ sewed a stint on council, both as alderman and mayor. I am addition of an established retail shirt-shop. Rainbow .+~+ ~:+. ~.!::,;:~:;.~,.~= 
. . . .  !~"'+'"~ ;' t : years old. She obtained her Estheticlan tralnin~ in Lon. ~ ' (~ i  an active member of the Lions Club since 1959. I spent four Embroidery offers for Sale a variety of caps; jackets ~ : ~  !~i,~.--.=,., ,*~l~ :.;+~*~ + over 26 years, she is activelY involved in the community, a 
years on the board of directors of .Terrace & District Com- and various e~Yled of shiftS and sports wear. ' ~U~.~ ~l+'~i~?~Z~ :;~ I1~ d0n,Engiand. Upon her return to Terrace, Kariene was . . . . .  ~ ~:. .... .... : ' .  , ~ ": 
munity Services, served on the hospital board, and have - Currently l~¢atedin tfieSkeena Mall Rainbow Em- ~ m ,  ~,~;~.~-.~., !1  I ~L ' ' '  +~'  + ' ;~  ~ + +;.:+' .r:+  J ' I i~,~,ii,~+:...~,:+Li',,~;:~;'.: member of the Klnnette Club and Sacred Heart Parish. 
~ ' :~.~ ~i~%+~1~1~ n~a.rried and has been here ever since with her husband I~ .~ ~. :~:~%: :  . u :~ .- : : :  :' :~;,,+ Heather tries to be a"part+: of any fun event, assisting with hope to provide Terrace and outly- 
~ ~~~i~!~ ........ family nj skiing, and look forward to the ,~,i . . . . . . . . . .  + L ~ ~;~ . . . .  ~ ;  t .~  ;I" +" ,~lecorafing ideas, costumesd, an r a n d  e~te~talnment. Along with ,ngcommunitieswithareallyfunand ~  i ! S  ,~-  . . . . . . .  .aod two daughters ges, 12 and 19. Karlene andopenlngherof ,,1~'; ,~ ,! ~!! ~-~i : +. . . . .  . . .: q, :,:+, !~ ~h r husba  Bruce, an .-Son Ry n d th i= super staff they 
been on the board of variance for the past 10 years and have broidery iadda :the; "personal touch" to all your + ~ ~'!~:; '~::;' + e;oy 
also sat as a member of the Court of Revision i~r lhe+p~st lO monogl;ar~,"needs';:: ~ :~ " + ,'.- +. • ~ 1 . :~, ,+,.~" ++  ,~.,. ~ :. . "~  ++. . . . . . . . .  ~ .... * + 
I I I " . . . . .  " L " ; : .  .~.~:: ~ '  +~-==~'. :.;.:L ' ShamesMountain this winter. I .-~, ~ ~ ~'-'~ . . . .  ;,~!:.,!';;~.+; :~ :" ' years, I am also a pilot and a member of the;Rying.Club plus . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ • • . ,, • .~< • . "r --'~'Tr~. •;.::.: ; "+..: unique service to suit everyone,. 
numerous other community involvements . . . .  " .r "" --__ . . . .  . . . .  ,;'::~" '" ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~  ~ +~ . . , . I +  " ~ " , ++ , 
• W EMBROIDERY . . . . . .  + I ~: ' " I ~ "+L++'  ~- - *  + " * ~ ~ : +" +' * + 
• ' " . ~ ,' • + + , ~ '  o 'W' + + I~' • • 11' 
IPMENT RAINBO - ...... " TERRACE.EQU SALES LTD, ....... " ~ : "=:::) " : :  :~ ~+'~:i4652 Laz .e l le '  " ' .  rzeataers  l~ l l l l ooa  Magic  
+ vv , . ,  v , . , , , , - ,  ' + i 638-8275 =':: . . . . .  :+ I: Ter race ,  B .C .  635-4997. .  j ~ . " ,+  .+++++ .-+....,-+ ,- . .  - -  R~.m_" . tnA  SkeenaMal l .  • " ' ." "" • + o + * 4441 Lake lse  Ave.  
28 YEARS IN TERRACE!  
Terrace Sight & Sound has been in business in Tei'. 
race for 28 years. It was first located on Lazelle 
Avenue, then moved to the corner of Emerson and 
Lakelse, where Video Stop is now located and has been 
a resident of the Skeena Mall since the mall opened in 
1978. We are proud to have been able to serve the 
entertainment needs of the residents of Terrace and the 
surrounding area all these years and know that our new 
expanded music store will be a great advantage to our 
customers. 
Rick Slavik, who hails origanally from Fort St. John 
joined Terrace Sight & Sound in June of 1988. He lives 
in Terrace with his wife, Irina, and his two small children 
Skyler and Kaitlin. Rick has extensive experience in 
music both as a member of a band, playing bass guitar 
and as a member of our staff. Rick is a competent and 
committed mere her of the Sight & Sound team. 
Ter race  
., ,'~:, ~ 
" Skeena Mal l  
been held annually in late October 
and has grown to include more than 
information sessions. The Bank, 
along with co-sponsors in Atlantic 
Canada, Quebec,  Ontario,  the 
Prairies and North West Territories, 
and B,C. and yukon, now organizes 
bus iness  fa i rs  and exh ib i t s ,  
workshops ,  conferences ,  lun- 
cheons, award ceremonies and 
much more, 
The theme for this year's edition of 
Small Business Week is Quality and 
Productivity: The Competitive Edge. 
The theme urges Canadian En- 
trepreneurs to do more than match 
the price, service and design of com- 
petitors; it s t resses ' the importance 
of providing the products and ser- 
vices their customers can count on. 
Through the choice of popular 
themes and the organization of infor- 
mative events, Small Business Week 
will continue - as it has over the past 
1 1 years, to draw thousands of en- 
trepreneurs in. celebration of the in- 
estimable contribution they make to 
our economy each • day. 
Small business Week was first 
launched in British Columbia in 1979 
when the Federal Business Develop- 
ment Bank and its Lower Mainland 
branches pooled their manpower and 
financial resources and held informa- 
tion sessions during a one week 
period. 
The concept, which consisted of 
14 information sessions addressing 
the needs of British Columbian en- 
trepreneurs, was a sell-out. Riding 
high on this success, the FBDB 
repeated the Smal Business Week 
experiment in 1980 and quickly had 
.to triple the number of sessions to 
accommodate the demand from local 
business people. 
With the transfer of the assistant 
general manager of B.C. and Yukon 
regional +office to the bank's Montreal 
headquarters in 1981, came the 
idea of holding a country-wide event 
to raise awareness for Canada's 
growing small business community. 
And so, Small Business Week went 
national. 
Since that time, the event has 
_ _ _ _ _ _  ,.-,  • ,  . 
"THE CUSTOMER COMES FIRST" 
Wilkinson Business Machines is in its 21 st year 
of serving Northwest British Columbia. including 
Terrace, Prince Rupert, Kitimat and the surroun- 
ding areas. 
The largest office/equipment dealer in the Nor- 
thwest providing Canon equipment -- 
photocopiers and fax machines, office furniture as 
well as other accessories and quality equipment 
lines. A courteous and efficient service staff en- 
sure long term customer satisfaction. 
With branches In Terrace and Prince Rupert the 
company's success is based on the philosophy, 
"the Customer Comes First". Bob Wilkinson 
and his staff remain committed to their customers 
and wish continued economic prosperity for the • 
Northwest. 
. ,  - - ,  .~ - .  . ' ,~ ,  
i h :~'~.'~'~ '  +.4552 Lakelse Ave., 
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COMMON,SENSE F ITNESS 
Ironworks is celebrating its' Fifth Anniversary this month, 
and is acclaimed by many to be one of the finest fitness can- 
tree in B.C. Dick Ladouceur takes pride in making everyone 
feel comfortable in his club regardless of their age or their 
shape. He offers a facility with no heroes, just real people 
working out - feeling good. 
Dick, who Is originally from Quebec, has a wife, Camille, 
and two children; Mlchelle, 21 andBen, 15. Dick has worked 
out off and on since he was 14. He started instructing body 
building for Vic Tanney's Health Spa in 1967, in Ottawa. 
Although he's never been a health nut, he believes in keeping 
in decent shape and ~'Common Sense Training." 
Dick is also an avid drummer, and likes to play for local au- 
diences whenever he can. 
IROnUJORHS 
"m=" Gym & Fitness Centre 
4545 Lazelle Ave. 
635-4130 
- -  ==n-  
* = 
WELL WORTH THE DRIVE  
+,  .. 
Northwest Consolidated Sfipply has been serving i+.i 
Terrace for 11 years. Located on Keith Avenue --  a " r 
bit out of.the way -- but well worth the drive. We of- : 
fer a wide variety of products ranging from pool and •++ ' 
hottub supplies to pipes, fittings, hot water tanks " • 
and fireplaces. 
Mel Ruttan, our sheet metal mechanic will custom 
bend sheet' metal for you, evewthlng from wedding . 
cake pahs to ~ar body parts and of course all heating 
and air conditioning ducts. • 
There's no job too large or too small, for the best in 
service and ~upplles, Industrial or commercial, drop 
by, YotJ'll ~ aurprisedl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
• Yl _ ' : ' . : ' ] . , ,+  - , ' " .  . ' .+ 
,+. +-,.+, + i .~ IL . l ;  NOIITHWEST ++ +++, ' ' + +"  m . j • I "+'* " + +: • !i/ '? 
" " . . . . .  ~ L ~ CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY  LTD. + ' " + ~ 1 ' '+ ' ~ . ~ IT ' ~ ` ' + 11 ~. ' " " : " " I  
5239 Ke l th  Avenue 635-7158 
r , '~  
I ONE OF A KIND 
Established in 1984 by George Asp, the Thomhill 
: Nelghbourhood Pub Is the only one of'its kind In the Ter- 
race area. Whether you want to relax and unwind after a 
hard day or meet with friends for a good time the Thor- 
nhlll Neighbourhood Pub is the place to be, it offers a 
great selection of your favorite beverages as well as 
delicious food from the full service "Owls Nest" kit- 
chen. You can also take in the crib and pool tour- 
naments as well as the new and exciting games and 
functions put on by the management and staff. 
Burga Anderson has been the manager of the pub for 
4 months now, but has lived in the Terrace area for 28 
years. She enjoys being an active part of the communi. 
ty, she is an executive for the Terrace Curling Club, a 
Curl Canada Instructor, B.C. Ladies Cuding Association 
Club Rap., as well as the treasurer for Canadian Women 
in Timber. Burga and her family en- 
joy living in the Terrace area and she 
looks forward to her future at the 
Thornhill Neighbourhood Pub. 
THORNHIEE!.NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB 
2387Thornhill+t,+,.~,•< "• i " : " ' " '  ....... : "  638"8404 
• . . .  . 
I 
BUILT  ON SERVICE  
Northern Computer hasbeen operating in Terrace for nine 
years'and now boasts six sister stores throughout British Col- 
umbia. Northern Computer• carries Apple, IBM, Laser & 
Hev~itt-Rand, as well as accessories such as books, games, 
and~dlskettes. 
The following people, store manager Don Suttis, office ad- 
ministrator Brenda• Nelson, outside sales Chris Chicoine, 
sales/supl~ort Mike Foote, inside sales Lisa Peters, and ser- 
vice technician Tami Rae Maki offer you a full service com. 
puter store who has built its reputation on service and intend 
to carry the tradition on for many more years. 
.+ . , ,  DON SUTTIS - -  Manager 
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27 YEARS OF FRIENDLY SERVICE! 
A+friendship among three Air Force technicians laid 
the groundwork for what is today a very successful fur- 
niture and appliance store. Totem Furniture started 27 
years ago as Totem T.V., expanding in 1965 to include 
appliances in its inventory. That's when current co- 
owner Ed Moldenhauer joined his two ex Air Force bud- 
dies. Only five years later Dick Sharpies joined the 
team, with Ed and Dick eventually becoming the sole 
owners. 
Totem Furniture, like Terrace itself, has grown 
tremendously over the years from its first location 
where tile Bank of Nova Scotia now stands, to its pre- 
sent Ilome at:4501 Lakelse Ave. Totem Furniture has. 
been built upon a reputation for good qualiiy, value and 
aconcern for the customer. 
Totem's staff of Ed, Curt McCann, Judy Comfort and 
× ~ ,  
: ' +:'~ ~ St .nce 19"63 +-: j ; .  
~naron Pratt bring many years of com- 
bined experience to their customers. 
Totem's secret for success is sis- 
pie: "As a locally owned retail outlet we 
supply our customers with a product 
they can rely on, while staying corn: 
petltive and providing back-up 
customer service." explains Ed. • 
m 
+ + += 
4501 ~Lakelse 
638.11 s8  
, CH&RGE PLAN 
WORKSHOP - -  "STRESS MANAGEMENT"  
2oping with stress in today's environment is an important part of managing y4 
+-  . . . . .  
i!i:: fULL  SERVICE  BAKERY lOW to dealwith it. rake advantageof this workshop learning to recognize signs of gan izat ,Onwednesday ,October 24, 1990
iii! L i . . . .  " - TIME:". 11:30- 9:8O p.m. ' . , -COST: '  $40.~0 ro ,  REGISTER: ~ ; ' ~:~i :,::~ )16ase call DANIELLE in Terrace -635-495'1 0r Toll F ree ,  1-800-663 ~.. Thank you for attending cur J ' :~ "BUSINESS 0PPORTUt . . . . . . .  
g Y g : . :cost::s4o.00 . . . . . .  
I I !  , A++ : .]+ . Please register  at Chamber  Office,,,: [ ]  
u + z 
i . ,wwr l J [  
i .  i 
. . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ? :%,  ".;:'~,' ~,, • ::'C; "; .¶ .  "- . . . . . . .  ,, :.~. ~. t',Z,~':, ~.~.:~.~..'~.~..;. ~ "  ~-  : .~  - . . .  " ~ " " ,~ .~ - ~r~, . r~,~, '# l~ 
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,i:'iil ~ i / , :  ',, 
";MCGAVINS 
. i n~ i i~ i i i l i  ip~ " ' ' '~ " ' '-~;.~i[ :..,.~. 
, White or Brown 
69¢ ' 
, .  • , 
"WEEKEND BLOWOUT! '' 
;$$$$$$$q 
ANTIFREEZE 
Prestone 4L 
s7=e 
NINTENDO 
ENTERTAINMENT. 
SYSTEM 
"Action set" 
Includes gun & game 
cartddge, Reg. $159.99. 
=14500 
;$$$$$$$$a 
OUTDOOR 
CHRISTMAS LIGHTS 
Noma, 25 light set 
s11oo 
VIDEO RECORDERS 
6y G.E. Quality name 
tor less! includes 
49 channel tuner, on 
screen 1 year/6 events 
timer Remote control 
Re9. $399.99 Sale 
=30000 
$$$$$$$$~ 
KITrY LITTER 
Wnolcrost 
10 Ib bag 
213 00 
MENS JEANS 
Asserted selected 
name brands, Only 
=2400 
Sssss$slss$SS$$SSSSSSSSS:SSS: 
AQUARIUM . .' SHELLS 
"Harts" starter kit Ruko,.22LR. 
Senior 10 pieces Reg. $2,99 
Rag, $79.97 - ~, Box of 50 Safe 
,50 Do 2/31oo 
MENS SWEAT i WI)MENSBOOTS Tender Tootsle 2 styles to 
SUITS choose from.: Re0, 
Top and bottom 0nly $44,99 • 
21000 =350o 
MICROWAVE 
OVENS 
Ultrawave, 
.6 co ft. capacity 
15 mln. timer, 
turntable 
500 w power, 
Reg. $199.99 Sale 
,150o0 
LADIES SHOES 
"Secret" includes pumps, 
vamps sllngback Reg. 
$39,99 
=20oo 
;SSSSSSS$ 
• BLANKETS~ 
Troussea. 
98% poly 2% cotton 
twln/doubte 
=10oo 
LAMES CASOAL 
SLIP ON SHOE 
Black or white 
Reg, $29.99 Sale 
=1700 
MI. ;UAVIN~ 
BREAD 
White or Brown 
69¢ 
POTAT0 CHIPS 
Hostess, 200g bag 
89¢ 
%" K,P' .~" 
• F'R E E"* 
U MPKIN 
TLURDAY! 
~ * Shop Saturday and pick up 
i your• FREE Pumpkin 
withevery $1 0 .00 purchase. 
Please only I per family 
i. Limited Quantities 
• ' BUT IEH 
I FABRICSPECIAL ~ TEENAGE MUTANT 
Flannelette " NINTENDO GAME N1NJA TURTLES 
Reg, $2.99 metre 
Sale 
$200mot,  
• MENS CASUAL 
LACE UP SHOES 
Wallaby style 
Reg, =39.99 Sale 
=3000 
BOY 
Portable compact video 
game Reoi $139.99 
=13000 
' BOYS RUNHNG 
SHOES 
"Sprinter" brand, lace up 
Reg. $14.99 
s9oo 
"THE MOVIE" 
only 
'20oo 
GOLD 1OK 
our entire assortment 
Y~ PRICE 
M[;UAViNU 
BREAD 
White or Brown 
69¢ 
PEPSI, 7 UP ETC. 
2 Utre bottles 
$1.49 
I ! 
I .  
I •  
I: 
.li ~ 
I 
1' i L(,' 
41 k I ~ Towards the Purchase On Any 0fie Item I 
. .~ A I • I i Over $20,00 Reg. or Sale Pdce / 
"v  d [a l i  v v VALID OCT. 25, 26, 27 I 
~nt  / 
'Limit one coupon per ,tern ,-'~:~,:::::::/::YYYYY::•::"'",I 
~ May not he used with any other coupon s~le Price..:....; ................. i......; ...................... I . .~L 
. . , s  cou .o .  ,s we . ; .  / ,n,, i a~, ab, . Towards the Pirc lie I Any 0he Ilem I 
/ 35 ~ O Ell o., m,oo ,,o. o, s,~, P,. / 
l " "  / " v , VALID OCT, 25, 29, 27 t 
I ~" ................................... "" .. I 
/ *Limit one coupon per Item P~o. R.~I.; ................. i'.i,..,.,,: ............................. I 
"May not be used with any other coupon "s~ ~k~ei ............ ,:...,"i~.,.",; ................. . ; . , . ,L 
. . , s  cou.o.,s we . .  
: '  ~ ? i  dP~ T;wardsthePurchaHenAny0neitam I I  I. db  A . i ,~ '  ~ , , . - -  Tewede!htPu~M!eetAny0.ttem I 
" ' * "  UU o,,,.o..,,o.sa, p,~, I i I S n nun~ o.,..:oo~,.,.,P., ~I 
qWl~iali VALID OCT. 26, 20, 27' I I 11 'v~u " VALID O~CT'25' 26' 'T ; I' 
oUm!| ~o~e ciipoN per ~tem 
....... .............. ................. ~ ..... .... I i - -  ~'2~ no`  "u"  with a~ other c°up" "~'; ..... :'i "'~": ................................... 
iCES 
[QUA 
______ - - r  i 
I (~ -- ,=,I 
"THIS cOUPON IS, WORTH • ~'i  
/ ,,a.. m ~ ~.  ~ ' Towardl IM PunChaH On Any One Item / 
i I S"qi n l l l l  ov,,$.,.~.,,~, . i 
i l " I I I " "  ' VALIDiOCT. 25, 28, 21 I 
I I V*  ~ / , '  , n I 
:1 .1 '  *Limit One coupon per Item. " no0 P~, . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' i  
.~.,~°May no be used w th any o her ~:oupon i~  Prow - ' T'"'! ,"~",""':~'"~ "" __l 
r -~( -  .~ , . , , . ~ , i , :~  • .  ,~  •m~- , , , , •  
I~1 Jib J 'A ,  AA IP l l  Twe~'~t=P=~..AnyOuNem I 
I ~k i i i  , i i  I I i i  • U U ovzrSsoo.oonm.wsmpm / 
[ '5 "  VALID OCT. 26, 28, 27 i 
, , Dopl ................................ L,~., .L, ........... i .,..,":,. 
i ' ' "May not be iJsed with any other coupon a~v ~v,,.e....~.; ... ............ ! :.,.,ii ...................... ' 
! 
,CilTY EAT 
• ,iiii~! , :information ~. to cost 
11 A resident seeking inf01"mafion on the Halliwell Ave. local 
nmprovement project is to be told he either has to dig out the 
information himself or pay thdcity to do so. • 
• ,i.That_was:t.he r commendatio n f the planning and public 
-, ,=~ ~ummmee -- approvea xast week by council -~ follow. 
~ing a presentation byengineering director Stew Christensen. 
•: Christensen explained Robert Childs, a resident of  Munroe 
St.i0ff Halliweli, had written to the city Oct. 1 seeking exten. 
rive information,, re ' • . .  ".. ,:~, gardmg the project. Mumcn alstaf 
;pe/fl,i!~¢onsiderable time" obtaining the reque:ed anT: :  d
" rod:delivered a reply to Childs the followJn d 
,~ . ; '  '":, ~- . . gay .  However, 
.,hd~,had subm=tted a sernes of supplement u " 
m.Oct~4:letter. , arY q est]ons m 
~ T]i~'CJty's Access to ]'nformation by-law states members of 
he pdblic can inspect at no cost those city files available to 
hem.However, if city staff do the research there is a fee of 25 
cents per page and may also be a charge for staff time. 
Council agreed to inform Childs administrative p rsonnel 
are prep~ared to find the answers to his latest questions but he 
will have.lto pay for staff time and photocopying in that case. 
Variance granted 
Council has overturned a recommendation from the city 
planner and granted a development variance permit allowing 
John and Vivian Raposo to construct a two-vehicle garage in 
their back yard. 
Zoning regulations on the Mills Ave. property require struc- 
tures to be 25ft. from the rear fence. However, the Raposos 
asked this be reduced to 10ft. so they could connect up with 
their existing driveway on the east side of the property. 
The alternative, explained Vivian Raposo, would be to 
locate the 24ft.x 28ft. garage on the western portion. . That 
w0uid.require building a new driveway, digging up lawn and 
removing mature fruit trees. 
Although planner Marvin Kamenz recommended denying 
the request o maintain the back yard open space concept in 
the neighbourhood, council approved a compromise which 
reducesthe s t back requirement to ISft. 
Qualified yes for SOl 
Council has turned own a request from Skeena Cellulose 
Inc. (SCI)for a further two.year extension of a permit allow- 
ing it to keep trailers on it~ Keith Ave. property, agreeing in. 
stead to one of only six months. 
The original approval was given in 1987 when SCI said it 
needed the trailers as temporary offices while it carried out its 
. mill upgrade project. At that time, the company indicated the 
trailers would be removed by April of the following year. 
Although the project was completed in the fall of 1988, the 
city subsequently agreed to extend the permit for a further two 
years to May, 1991. 
Planning committee chairman alderman Ruth Hallock 
noted this was the third time SCI had approached the city on 
_the matter and suggested the shortened extension would pro- 
mpt the company to consider providing permanent office ac- 
commodation. 
" z,~m.xszin, aecal procla!ming it is powered.by.Premier Pro- - 
pane. -- 
In  August company manager Dan Marcotte offered the city 
300 litres of free propane a month in exchange for advertising 
rights. However, council decided it had to first invite other 
propane suppliers an opportunity to submit similar bids. 
With no other proposals forthcoming, the city has now 
agreed to take up Premier's offer. 
Rezoning rejected 
The city has given the thumbs down on an application that 
would have seen a 3300 block Munroe St. property rezoned 
from single to multi-family residential. 
The decision followed applicant Robert Reay's refusal to 
give up a 33ft. strip along the southern boundary of the pro- 
perty. The city wanted the right of way for possible future 
road and s~rvicing requirements., 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
Are you luoki,~g ior ways to 
earn a little ~x~'a c.~? 
We ore now !otLi~ to fill 
roules dtt~gl, out I~ 
distribuli® areo 
When you &.,liver 
TERRACE STANDARD 
OR 
SKEENA MARKETPLACE 
Ihere is no (ollect/ng, just 
•aight deh~'ery! 
' ' ~ /  Ifyou are interested inI.o,,iaing 
the delivery team please fill out 
the form below and return i't 
to our offi(e. 
I'd like to be a TERRACE STANDARDISKEENA MARKETPLACE Carrier 
N~[:. 
ADDRESE . . . . . . . . . .  _ 
,.' . . . . . . . . . . .  AGE:. PflOflE:.~--. .... "" : . . . .  "" " 
;:, ~ ' ; , :  N.,. ~o~ o, ;..;ito: .... 
TERRACE 8TANDARD (Attintlon Terry) 
4847 Lezelle Avenue 
j Terrace, BiC. veo.188 
17'1 • 3300 Kalum, Paul Clerk, 4300-4800 Park, Utile St. 
306 - -  Seaton, K'san, Novotnay, River Dr. 
265 - -  River Dr., Clark,~ Paquette, Old Lakelse Lk. Rdl. 
' i  , W~|d|y =mmuMt/N0ml~iW,,.O!i~' ~ -.:~ I 
m e0oo Wz~,A  SNpwr,~=M m i4;OeO Hn=, 
Tar r~t~a ~tgnd~rt l  U i / z~dnn~A,~,  f~4~k~p ~A 4 n ~  e~._  A~ 
IHUHUUAV FRIDAY SATURDAY 
i0c,., l i oci,.,, i 
PUMPKIns 
i . 
? . .  
" : : ' : , : : : : . - .  Z 
L 
1 ,Free Pumpkin with $25.00 Minimum Family Order ] 
DAIRYLAND 
YOGURT 
Swiss style 125g 
Ill 
OLD DUTCH BULK PAK 
NACHO'S TACO'S 
TOSTADO'S 
BONELESS 
TOUPEE HAMS 
Ready to serve whole or halves 
6.59 kg 
INGERSOLL PROCESS 
CHEESE SPREAD 
500g 
~ ~  Umit one 
additional 
quantities 
B sold at 
$3.9R 
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Looking for clue:s 
TERRACE -- Those con- He emphasized the session Topics covered will ~ include 
templating starting up a would, not involve drawing up identifying business oppor. 
business or owners of establish, specific business plans but tunities, innovative marketing, 
ed enterprises considering ex- v~ould rather focus on potential servicing large corponiti0ns and 
pansion will have access to'some opportunities and "what kinds government, tourist attractions 
expert advice this Saturday. of businesses would be viable." and the franchise way to get in. 
That chance will come at a 
small.scale manufacturing 
seminar the theme of  which is 
Business Opportunities at Your 
Doorstep. 
Chamber of commerce presi- 
dent Doug Smith said the for- 
mat would be presentations by 
each of the speakers:followed 
by a question ~md answerques- 
tiofi. 
Those attending would hopeful- to business. 
ly leave with a clearer idea of Sponsored by the Regional 
the direction they wanted to and economic" Development 
pursue, he added, ministry, the seminar takes 
place at Northwest Community 
"It  fits in well with what College on Saturday, Oct. 27. 
we're doing as a chamber," Registration fee is $40 and 
Smith said and pointed out the seating is limited, so pre- 
seminar had "gone really well" registration is advised, To  
in other communities it had register' or for more informa- 
visited during its province-wide tion, contact the chamber of 
tour. commerce at 635-2063. Doug Smith 
Keep it clean environmentally 
chloroethylene, the main sol- 
vent used in the drycleaning ~:~ '' !~!~i~i 
proceSSto Highingtondepleti°nWhich°f sayshaSthe ozonebeenthe dcisionlinkedlayer" - -  . :i;: !;~: i . .!~! :~ ~ "ii 
was the right one: he now uses 
less than 65 gallons of the sol- 
vent a year, compared to 360 
gallons a year under the old 
system. 
Although the machine means 
savings, in solvent costs, 
Heighington said the store 
bought it "with the welfare of 
our customers, employees and 
the environment in mind." 
"It 's the environment around 
you and how healthy it is that 
counts," he said. "We're just 
trying to be responsible and 
want to do a good job." 
The new machine uses a 
closed-loop process that re- 
r 
LATEST TECHNOLOGY in the drycleaning business comes in the form of this computerized dry- 
cleaning machine. Local cleaner John Heighington says the new machine is "cleaner" in that it emits 
fewer pollutants than older models by more efficiently recycling cleaning solvent. 
perchloroethylene more effi- 
ciently than the old reclaimer 
machines. Some of the solvent 
still eyaporates, but he says the 
amount is far less than under 
the old system. 
He said it's not always easy to 
make changes. "In industry ou 
can only move so fast. You buy 
new equipment and 10 years 
what happened to us - -  our 
machines still had 20 years left, 
but we felt this was important. 
And we like to put the money 
we getback into the business." 
The older cleaners released 
emissions of as much as 200 
parts per million of  per- 
chloroethylene into the at- 
mosphere, he said, while the 
tionaI standard that is to be en- 
forced in some countries by 
1995. It won't be mandatory in
Canada, he noted, but he said 
he'd rather change because it's 
the right thing to do ,  not 
because it's forced upon him. 
Heighington said computeriz- 
ed technology on the improved 
machine also gives him many 
later it's obsolete. But the new cleaner brings emissions more types of cycles to specially 
zr dow~t~¢o~ little as ~Ju'.e(~pa~'ts clean d i f ferent  items of  " ,~,;~'~ •,~ , . . . .~ ,~,=~" ~, ~ . . . . .  :~. 
s per:j~,ilio~',,:~e ~j~.na-  clothing %~ 
UT YOURSELF 
INNING D:EAL: 
Abbey VertiCals = Abbey Abbey Vedic~ls Vedicals 
0 
.(2_ 
ID 
.£2 
< 
Big or Smal l . . .Short  or Ta11,..$1.99 does it all! 
Pay only  $! .99 per inch in w id th  (any lengthO 
• " Total light control - energy efficient 
• Elegant as formal drapes 
• Beautiful selection of soft pastels 
• Abbey's "Non-Stop" Warranty 
Sale Ends Nov. 10, 1990 ~ N r ~  
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN @ 
YOUR DECOR 
Ter race  Carpet  Cent re  
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy, 16W 
TERRACE 
635-2976 
/ 
~ FClip this coupon and we will give you ~ #,=~,(~,~Ji l 
J, ~)  $ war ' . ,~ L¢'  200 to ds ~.~_'.~--"111 = 
~: =a~ "v  the purchase of any used car or truck! "~(~,~]  I 
TERRACE. . , . , , : ) .  " ~.',q[W~=~r ,~,,1 =ou,o, - -~  "in'(- 
TOTEM ORD SALES L'rD. |11  
I " ~ i  • 
= "1 ' UNDER '12,000 ~J~ U~DER Is3,000 UNDER 15,000 UNDER se,ooo UNDER e8,O00 UNDER 10,000 l I . ,  ~91~ m, ram, I lm ~,~= 
,0,9 =~,,,. ,,ear,,,=-,. 1111 r,~, 10.,,.=, ,0,7 a,= '1" =" 1.~JO~. D '.!~Ot.l~ ~ , - . , , -  ~. ,o 
I 
~ml~'. u~ rib,. s,,; P.O,,,o sen b.  ,,,, *~ m~ 1104 14.= .~l ' 
Ima.¢ 10.~.0 1.07~,,. 11..,q=, lmF|=O '110eT,=m mSFleO l=..,q,= ~ I 1.7T,.~, / 1 ~  ,.u...,, 
1901 Teyela ~ r k  1084 ~ 1118 evnakd Tilt111.=,,,0 p ~  ~ . ~ }  l t l l k taq  lU l I I~  ~ -  ~ 1  lm~ / /  1|17F160 [ 
. . .  .s~, ,,s,,, _ ~..s., b,=,., " ' °  " ~ l I 1HTNIsoao J 1901 Tllftfa 1914 elm 1011 Ikut~mlt ~ D  1~a4 ct~alt 
Tirades,,, Clla~m,,o,r,, ,~,,~, V~,,=,,,, =s,n P.U.4x4.s,,, ~_~T~U~.. /1" ~ 
 tl] 1,1,,,,,-,,0 , , , , , , , , -  - l i .  - . .  
,.. ...... - }L  " "  I ==-,-, 
UNDER '15,000 UNDER 120,000 I I , ,L,n=,',  , '~  ~nn I 
1988F2SO 1987Aeroslar I IIOOTOPAZ: . 1989Chev 1989E2§0 • 
4 X 4 P.U..o s~0 ~s~' I no. 5971 81§ 4 X 4 r,o so1~ CW p s~ 
1988 Chev  ~ "  1990 guelllt9 1988 F2§O ~ T $104 x4m~se,e ~5lO4 ~ Aulono. gO4O P,U. $/Clllm'se7~ . ~; 
1989 Tc AWD 
19- l~l~lbU.,~,l 
2. 198| rte.va 
I 
1989 Tracer 4 dr, 
1985 GgC P,U. ,= 
RENTAL UNITS AND SERVICE LOANERS 
Ralph 
1989 Probe 3. F280 P,U. 4 x 4 
2.  FuU size 8ronco's 2. F280 S/Cab P.U. 4 x 4 
1. F180 P,U, 4 a 2 S. F380 Crow Cab 4 x 4 
4 .  F150 P,U. 4 x 4 
2 • F280 4 x 2 
2. E380 18 Passenger Vanl 
5. TOUt 
I ' 
Keith Ave., TOLL FREE 63  
dlr -5548 '  
. . . . . .  1-800-772-1128 
Logg. ing  ha l t  
TERRACE - -  Skeena Sawmilh) need," he pointed out, 
plans t0 Sl~ut:do~vn its logging. The high inventory also 
operations in two weeks thtie .means.the bush shutdown will 
are noLeausefor.aiarrn, saysits not effect mill workers because 
general manager~ . . . . . . .  the sawmill will be ableto use its 
"Thi~]S a:n0rmal type shut., stocks to maintain current pro- 
down;" Don Che.qey.sald, ad- duction levels. 
ding,. ;,in ihe  high mountain • The shutdown begins Nov. 15 
courit~ you just can't.logwhen "and the spring restart "will be 
the snow is too deep. dictated by how long winter 
There.will, however;, be one conditions last this spring," 
difference this year - ,  logging Chesley said. 
operations will also be halted in 
valley bottom areas, a change 
from previous winters. ,That's 
because an "excellent summer's RE' INK  
logging" has resu l ted in  a.- 
higher than normal inventory in 
the mill's logyard, he explained. . I T !  : 
Chesley said when logging 
operations end, the:mill will 
have .165,000 cubic metres Of • Computer 
wood on hand,compared to the Ribbons 
110,000 cubic metres supply it • Printer 
usually has accumulated at this 
time of year. Ribbons 
" I f  We have enough inventory • Recharge toner Co- nt 'er1 logged, we'd have t'o be ctazy'to ':: ' PC oartl']d0ea 
. .  . , ,  , o  o=. . . ,  ,o, me,,  , , . :we  - 
MOVING TARGET. Seen at various locations along Lakelse Recycle'-  
and Lazelle Ayes. over the past couple 8f Weeks, the grey box- I Don't throw 
above is being used to build up a.picture of traffiC flows in:the " awayl 
downtown area, The ever-increasing numloe~bf vehicles and Out of town 
the Pr()blems they biing has prompted the city to comm ssion " orders welcomel 
Consultants Hamilton and Associates to!carry out a $7,o0o I 847-5551 
:study; In particular; the study will look at.p):oblems at theEby 
'St.-Lazelle intersection. The city willalsOcarry traffic counts at , Box 372, 
other major downtown intersections next mor)th. .., Talkw~, B.C., VOJ ll~lO 
- - ~ 1 1 1  
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AT LAST! HAIR CARE 
THAT'S BETTER 
THAN NATURAL 
Nature and science. Only Syst~me 
Biolage captures the virtues of ",,, 
both to create a whole new level" • I
of fitness for your hair and scalp.:. | 
Come, rediscover the' legendary I~ 
powers of herbal remedies.. In.. l 
dulge in the uplifting effects of :1 
Aromascience'."Now your• hail; Can I 
have old-fashioned beauty.., and 
still cope with modem-daystress. 
SYST~:ME 1 " 
IBIOLAGE. 
HarmonyWith Your World" 
tects against chip-pingal~d'cl:ac-kin:g:'" st;ong ' :  
beautiful - -  healthy nails. Service Is $35.00.  For 
more information call Jan Dozzi at 
A TOUCH OF CLASS. 
I I 
J 
q I )  
HOUSTON - -  A broader ~<~:..-.,,~:;.::7~ :" -= 
pul~lic should be told about the :2:..~ I . 
"orgy o f  killing" taking place .,-:,. " " 
at the Moricetown fishery, says 
the'region's fisheries biologist. "" :' i~:"~ ..... .... 
• Addressing a recent con-.- ~ IG ,RAND " OPENII-~ ) ference of northwest steelhead anglers, Bob Hooton said it was -! 
time people riving in the south i ' 
of  the province became aware 
of .what he described as a I~ :. 
"seven-days-a-week, free-for- ,, -\  
all slaughter." : "  ~ I Y l  na.' ' Saturda Oetober27 praY:rice of gaffing fish, Hooton 
said "They have a major fishery ~. I CFTK : o n  l o c a t i o n !  there-but here's no resemblance ' ' t0. resourcel husbandry or  con- ~ . .: 
servat ion.  They ' re  taking \ " ~ " " 
thousands'off ish and not put- 
resource," he added. ": : ' *  FREE ballOons and face painting /~:;,i 
While conceding there was a : Complimentary coffee ~!iii: I legitimate basis for the fishery ''~'<: 
founded on the tradition of " ..:.. 
explained " I  have a problem ,.~:~;/:~:-::. ~.~.~:~'~,, -"" ::: 
with the means by which the :. . . . .  , 
fish are taken." . , 
~ Hooton said he suspected i:" 
gaffed fish fall off the hooks - : : -  
back into the water or are " '"- - 
discarded if they are inferior ~ >:" " (over 100  to choose from) 
s'~ies.: "Local people know all 
e~('pr'es'.~edi~bOut-ihese practices and have h i r  "concerns to ) i'ii' :><, - -  .=liveries until Halloween t ~) 
,~':l~[~pehed."thg:~!":~sp0nsible ..... a,d nothin  i:i: :,::~;:., :~i:.!:.>~:~>;,:::';Roraloons FREE for the first 100  customers! 
,--He suggested the time had :"'<  :I NT • ou0 Bali rel ase come tO "publicly embarrass - ,!.'.>~" "i i" : . '" . '  " - : " th,.people who are performing ;"/.~' , = ' :: 
'hes¢ atrocities" by ensuring the : " : : '  con  • 
public at large learned the "full ~:i!!~,.i!i,/,i;,,..... : _ . .  , 
story". ' :2 00 p m:, DO N T MISS IT! At the same time, however, : ~ . .  ' < :~' . .  I '. "People.have to be aware that ~: \  . ,:::~:.,.,..i II i 
.We,ie hot raving, lunatic, red- ... ':-:,: '~:, ~. .. . 
• becked bigots trampling on the ~ ,,:- 
red man," Hooton added,' :":.~:-::'.'!::  " ,." .. . ,, 
' 635  6312 
i 
,   orrup ' ,Kalurn,  Terl: ¢e  = 
:~:'[CO,op~TERRACECO;OPBOMEcENTRE I MON,,- WED. IITHURS.'-FRi. 
l' ~ -i':: >2012 MolltorSt.: 63 s 9595 ' I = .  _.~ : : : : , .  ~ I 
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COURTREPORT " 
i Heieare convictions resulting 
from recent cases he~d in Ter- 
race provincial court: 
August 22 
Donnavan Meierhofer plead- 
ed guilty to assault and posses- 
sionof a narcotic. He was fined 
a total of $900. 
Michael Otto Terries pleaded 
guilty to driving with a blood- 
alcohol evel over the legal limit 
of .08. Terms was fined $500 
, and is prohibited from driving 
for one year. 
August 24 
Gaydene Audrey Wilson 
pleaded guilty to one count of 
mischief. Wilson was given five 
months on probation. 
Benedict Joseph Gerow 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol evel over the 
legal limit of .08. Judge Paul 
Lawrence sentenced Gerow to 
two Weeks in jail and prohibited 
him from driving for one year. 
Frederick Kenneth Benard 
pleaded: guilty to threatening, 
and was ordered to post a $250 
peace bond: 
August 27 
Robert Alwyn Bartlett plead- 
ed guilty to breach of probation 
and being unlawfully at large. 
He was sentenced to serve 
another four months in jail in 
addition tO the term he's cur- 
rently serving. 
August 30 
Marvin Grant Quock pleaded 
guilty to theft under $1,000, and 
was fined $200. 
August 31 
Michael Nagj pleaded guilty 
Attempted 
murder 
charged 
TERRACE - -  A Dease Lake- 
area woman has been charged 
with attempted murder follow- 
ing the multiple shooting last 
week of her husband. 
Doreen Day, Of the Dease 
Lake area, was released from 
custody Friday on $1,000 bail 
with conditions after appearing 
in Terrace provincial court for a 
bail hearing. 
The charge follows the 
shooting of her husband, Flet- 
cher Day, after a party last week 
in Dease Lake, according :~to 
Crown prosecutors; who said 
alcohol was likely a factor in the 
incident. 
Prosecutors allege Day shot 
her husband four times with a 
.22-calibre handgun - -  twice in 
the face, once in the thigh and 
once in the back. 
Reports indicate the man was 
in critical condition and was 
flown to hospital in Edmonton, 
where his condition eventually 
stabilized. 
No trial date has yet been set. 
Also in Terrace court Friday, 
a Kitimat man was sentenced 
for assault causing bodily harm. 
Prosecutors said David 
Saulnier, of Kitimat, pleaded 
guilty to the charge and was 
sentenced to three years in 
)rison. , 
to Pbssession era narcotic, and 
was fined $50. 
Anthony Dean Wilson plead- 
ed guilty to driving with a 
blood:alcohol evel over the 
legal limit. He was fined $500 
and prohibited from driving for 
one, year. 
James Frederick McGrath 
pleaded guilty to theft under 
$I,000, and was fined $50. 
Rodney Nelson Buss pleaded 
guilty to breach of probation, 
and was fined $250. 
Harry Thomas Kelford plead- 
ed guilty to driving while over 
the legal limit. Judge E. Lloyd 
Iverson fined Kelford $1,600 
and gave him one year on pro- 
bation. He is also prohibited 
from driving for one year. 
Michael Wesley Primeau 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol evel over the 
legal limit. Primeau was fined 
$650 and is prohibited' from 
driving for one year. 
Sept. 4 
Gregory Walte~ Penner ~#as 
convicted of assault. Penner 
Was fined $I00 and given six 
months probation. 
Sept. 6 
Jeffrey Brian Quock pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving. 
Quock was fined $400 and is 
prohibited from driving for two 
years. 
AGAR RED S WHITE 
Mon.-Sun. 7:'30 e.m.-MIdnlght ~ 
Locally owned and Operated for I Agar J,~,. I - -  12~1 
"The Personal Touch" [ - Ag, rRZW ~l  
FRESH FRUIT 
COCKTAIL 
Seasonal fruit marinated in ' 
honey and brandy. 
SPINACH SALAD 
Fresh spinach leaves, slices 
of mushroom, egg, and 
cauliflower, spdnlded with 
bacon bits and tossed with 
vinaigrette 
BURGUNDY STYLE 
RLET MIG)ION 
Broiled and gain'shed with 
small onions bacon and 
mushrooms. Served with 
parlsienne potato and 
cauliflower au gratin. 
ROCK CORNISH 
DELUXE 
The hen is split then broiled 
and sewed with a rich wine 
gravy, long grain and wild 
rice, and vegetable. 
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you wait, so relax and enjoy an 
evening of fine dining at its best in our 
elegant new dining room. 
Reservations Recommended 
HOURS 
Monday- Saturday 5:00 p.m. • 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday & Holidays 5:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.,~,~. 
MOUNT LAYTC 
HOT SPRINGS I 
RESORT LTDi~ 
798-2214 
With3jetsaday 
there's onlv one choice. 
I I 
~ NIRVANA 
MODERN METAPHYSICS 
Courses - -  Open Channel Readings .- 
Past L~e Therapy - -  Store 
• ,...!~. L,i . . . .  3611 Cottonwood Crescent 
. ,  ,.-~ " "  Terrace, B.C.V8O 5C5"  
LAUREL GP.F, GG . 635-7776 
. MONDAY, WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY 7.9 p.m. 
"AbbeyCiossicAbbey Classic Abbey Classic 
.~ Tiie bestMind! for thc~]d~. 
fl g 
• i ! 
]-hero's not a window in your house that wouldn't look better 
dressed in the lean, clean lines of Abbey one-inch Classic mini 
blinds. Energy efficient mini blinds--in an entire spectrum of 
colours, metallics, pearlized and textures--are ven more attractive 
at this special price. 
Manufacturer's Special 
,Add beauty and sun control to all your windows for only 
5¢ 
per square inch 
strongest head rail * deluxe channel valance 
heavy-duty cords ,= • : Abbey's 'Non.Stop' warranty 
enclosed bottom rail - : uu h * ~ over, 160 i:olours available 
Sale Ends Nov. 10, 1990 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
YOUR,DECOR 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16W 
TERRACE 
635-2976 
~u choose AirBC you'll 
~ritish Aerospace 146 JeL 
you'll be choosing a
a much quieter jet. And 
~etter 
ning, 
arly 
8. 
dch 
h only 
~1 agen 
069. 
, AN AIRCANADA CONNEC OR 
. . . . . . .  ...... i/.., ,.:!..,:. ,i :,.: ~,, 
: i " i I I • l i  I I 
~TERBCOaOp~,..~.,.,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .   ,, effective MondaY, ~ October 29,!~1eS0 ~ ' ~  . . . . .  ACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT ! ISTORE~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ m ~ ~ B "  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i! MON9a. !,p.WED'm. THr 911URSi= a,.m  9: '  p.m'IFRii!i l " ' :SATURDAY:a..m 6 .. ..... ;
; 63§,6347 . . . . . . .  ~ ~'Gas Bar & Bulk Fuel open"atga,m,:; ..... ,i;i:'i,: i ' " ' i i ' ' ' ~ ~' '4 • ''1 , ' . :~ ' r '4  ' '~ '~,  ~ " ' ' ' '~, , ,  , ....... J~'~'~, ' 
t 
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Kitlope logging plan 
delayed until 1994 
TERRACE - -  Skeena Sawmills of these issues before we get in 
is delaying its plans to log the there , "  Marleau said. 
environmental ly  sensitive 
Kitlope River valley until 1994, 
to allow more time for studies 
of the area. 
!Environmental, native and 
sportfishing groups have attack- 
ed plops to log the 
317,000:hectare watershed, say- 
ing it should instead be preserv- 
ed.• The valley, is south of 
Kemano at the end of Gardner 
Canal. 
Company representatives said 
they have now decided to put 
off their Kitlope logging plans 
in part as a result of public con- 
cern. 
• Skeena Sawmills planning 
forester Scott Marleau said last 
Week the company is instead 
giving notice of plans to resume 
operations in the south end of 
their tree farm licence. While 
the company reviews its Kitlope 
plans, he • said, it wants to log 
other sections of the Gardner 
Canal to meet their annual 
wood volume targets for the 
region. 
Marleau said fisheries depart- 
ment requests for more studies 
and delays in getting approval 
from the forests ministry were 
also factors in the decision. 
"We are trying to resolve all 
"Originally we were going to go 
in next year. Now we're propos- 
ing to go into it in 1994. So we 
want to harvest in alternate 
areas while we try to resolve 
this?' 
Alternate areas to be cut in- 
elude continued logging of  
wood being cleared for the new 
powerline right-of-way to 
Kemano, and A-frame logging 
of smaller areas along Gardner 
Canal, including the Barrie 
Creek watershed. 
Marleau said logging plans in 
the Kitlope are "controversial" 
and said this is really the first 
time Skeena Sawmills has faced 
a concerted effort to preserve an 
area of old-growth forest over 
which it holds cutting rights. 
"It 's kind of a sign of the 
times," he said of public in- 
terest in the Kitiope. "But I 
think it's good that we address 
the issue before there actually is 
a problem. After all, it's not 
Skeena Sawmills' property. It's 
Crown land - -  you and I own 
it." 
Mar leau said Skeena 
Sawmills is carrying out far 
more studies on the Kitlope 
than it ever has for any other 
area, 
More study needed 
TERRACE - -  Skeena 
Sawmills' plan to tow logs down 
part of ~the Kitlope River is 
meeting opposition from the 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans (DFO). 
The companies logging plans 
for the valley include a proposal 
to tow the logs on the lower six 
kiiometres of the river, to avoid 
building a road through the en- 
v i ronmenta l ly  sensit ive 
floodplain and tidal fiats near 
the river mouth. 
"There's quite a bit of sen- 
sitive habitat on the lower 
floodplain area,"  Skeena 
Sawmills planning forester 
Scott Marleau said. "We feel 
that towing on the river is a 
much smaller impact than iLyou 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT 
• Dbf . N ,. 
appoints 
TERRACE , -  The University 
of Northern B.C. has named 
Geoffrey Weller as its first 
president - -  he is currently 
academic vice-president at 
Lakehead University in 
Thunder Bay, Ontario. 
In making the announce- 
merit, interim governing council 
chairman Murray Sadler 
described Weller as a skilled ad- 
min is t ra tor  and strong 
negotiator who worked well 
with both government and com- 
munity agencies. 
Weller assumes the post Jan. 
1, 1991 and will spend his first 
few months in office travelling 
throughout northern B.C. talk- 
ing to individuals, groups and 
institutions in the various com- 
munities. 
Also announced last week 
was the hiring of the project 
manager for the new university. 
Desmond Parker, a one-time 
20-year resident of Prince 
George, is now employed at the 
UBC wher he works on campus 
planning and development. 
Porkers first job will be to 
assist in the selection of design 
architects and other consultants 
needed to draw up plans for the 
proposed Prince George cam- 
pus.: 
Heller to-- 
Hazelton 
TERRACE -- School district 88 
maintenance superintendent 
Lothar Holler has been named 
to supervise construction of the 
district's new secondary school 
at Hazelton. 
Schools uperintendent Frank 
Hamilton said Harry Eberts will 
replace Heller in maintenance. 
He also said Bruce Matthews 
will take over as both purchas- 
ing agent ' /and, ~assistant 
secretary-treasurer"-- a new 
position. Matthews replaces the 
had to build a road." 
But DFO fisheries biologist 
Leslie Poweli said approval of 
the plan isn't likely until the 
federal fisheries department is
convinced the log-booming 
won't disrupt the riverbed and 
destroy spawning habitat. 
"We have told them that the 
proposal is not supported by 
adequate information and that 
we don't feel they've adequately 
examined the alternatives," 
Powell said. 
He said DFO has requested 
the company carry out further 
environmental studies of the 
channel as a result bf the 
"definite gaps in the data" col- 
lected'in a company-sponsored 
The estimated five ,:million 
cubic metres of commercially 
accessil~le timber inlthe valley 
would provide 13 Percent o f  
Skeena Sawmills" annual re- 
quirement for the next 50 years, 
at the proposed cutting rate of 
roughly I00,000 cubic metres of 
wood a year. 
Marleau said that amount of 
wood sounds enormous, but 
represents 0nly 14 per cent of 
the vailey's productive forest, 
and only 2,7 per ceut' of the 
watershed's total area. 
Environmentalists and guide- 
ot~tfitters who use the area say 
any logging there will reduce the 
valley's tourism value and 
destroy grizzly bear and salmon 
spawning habitat. 
Marleau said the Kitlope is a 
vital component of the com- 
pany's logging plans that can't 
be deleted without costs to the 
operation and its workers. 
"Either it (the wood) has to 
come from somewhere lse, •or 
we shut the mill down for a 
while or lay off a shift - -  and 
that means jobs," he said. 
"There's no reason why we 
shouldn't (log it). There is the 
potential for working forest 
there with minimal disturbance 
of the ecosystems," 
I 
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Thank You 
The Terrace Stock Car Association would like to extend special thanks to 
the following business' and people on helping to make the 1990 Stock Car 
Season the great success that It Was. Without these great people we 
wouldn't be able to put on the races for you. 
Again, thank-you very much. 
Able Electric (1988) Ltd. Norco Septic Service . . . .  Todd Oellamy 
Auto Marine Bectrlc Ltd//: i Northwest Auto Repair " Peter Brock 
Bare's Trophy Den ~ Pizza Hut Frank, Halvorsen [ 
Blue Ridge Graphics /: Riverside Auto Repair ~ Shaunce Kruisselbdnk 
Budget Rent A Car ~.: Sandman Inn Ken Nigh 
Cedarland Tire : : SKB Auto Salvage (1985) Ltd. Dan O'Bden 
Cber.Phil Towing., ~.- Skeena Broadcasters Sharal~,n Palaglan 
Dairy Queen ' ii~ . Tefface Ambulance Service Chuck Paupst 
Domac Equipment ~: Terrace Interiors Jean Pearson 
Elan Travel I.T.P. -i~'~ Terrace Review Inge Perkins 
First Choice Travel Terrace Standard Les Reinhardt 
Irly Bird Building Supplies! Terrace Totem Ford Kathy Thicket 
J.P. France Cont. Thornhill Husky Service Dawn Thomas 
Jim McEwan Motors (Te@ce) Ltd. Thornhill Volunteer Fire Dept. Phil Truscott 
R. King & Sons Trucking Tri City Refridgeration Cherise Willms 
Moon Bay Marina Wilkinson Business Machines 
Extra special thanks to the cornerstones of the TSCA Norm and Marg 
Cooper. 
[ 
;i 
Rivtow Serving you with quality equipment 
Equipment from Queen Charlottes to Burns Lake 
SALES., PARTS AND SERVICE ~.....Rivt°w is pleased to introduce 
• Komatsu .Barmac .Gomaco 6~1=1 Ik  B~z~ .~ l~ l~: : ]~ l~ 
• Koehring =Blaw-Knox ".Gormon Rupp Lr - .~ .m " 
• T lmber jack .Century  II (P&H) .Highway 
• Ingersol l -Rand .C lemro  .Layton T IMBERJACK S KIDDERS 
• JCB .Eag le  Iron Works .Mayco  The Right Sk ldder  at  the Right Time 
• Athey .Etnyre Wyl ie Wilh the skidding function more crilical lhan 
ever to the success of most togging operations. 
I [ ; ] ']lJ.-"~ d : |  ~.]  I I ::[.] I J  j :.,,1 J, | :[ ~ Jl ~ : |  :[ ,~ II If'_~ I~ Timberjack's single minded commilmenl 1o 
the industry is reflected in this latest upgrade el skidder line-up• Ouile simply, these are 
the linest skidders TimberJack has ever built. PURVES RITCHIE RENTALS DIVISION 
(Sub-branch of  Purees Ritchie in Pr ince Rupert) T IMBERJACK T IMBCO FELLER BUNCHER 
A Logging Mach ine  from the ground up des igned by Loggers  - -  
• Air Compressors .Saws .Demolition Equlpmenl for  Loggers . . .  
• Levels & Transits .Pumps .Sandblasliqg Equipment When you're ready Io increase your felling productivily. Io tim your railers safely og II~e • Conu0te Equipmenl .Forklifts *.Compaclion Equipmenl 
• Air Tools & Accs. .Loaders & Barricades ground, to bunch trees for increased skidding 
• ira.ok Drills .Jacks ,Efeclr ca Equ pment elliciency. Io improve tire work flow of your ~ . ~ . ~  .~ ~:~.~-~ 
. .we,sets *Hoisls & :Electric Too s entire operation, take a good hard look at the ii~.'t~,.~jLr~2, r ~ =  ,~:~,qf~ 
I . . . t l ea tets&Fans  - . . -: . . . . .  ~, [  ' - . -~ . .  TimberjackTmbcoFelereuncher-- ~ .~,~~.~iL . :~ .~ - ~ , '~  
' l Par ts  *S  es .SetviEs , ~ • . .S~, , - '~) ' :~ , - :~ i i  
" • Sm,thers . ~ ~ i!]  Rivtow 8473226 
"There are differences •'bet- 
ween their assessment of the 
towing route and the depart-. 
ment's;" Powell explained. 
"Our study did not agree with 
what the company's consultant 
found regarding the water depth 
in the deepest part of the chan- 
nel." 
A(-',TION :DS 
638-SAV 
CHRISTMAS IN THAILAND DECEMBER 21 TO JANUARY 4 
Visit the exotic cities of Bangkok, Chlang Mai, Pattaya and 
Singapore. Cost from Vancouver $2977.00 per person 
sharing double. 
TRY A NEW VACATION IDEA: 
Fly from Vancouver to Los Angeles, then cruise from Los 
Angeles to Puerto Vallartaon the Jubilee of Carnival Cruise 
Une, then spend a week In Puerto Vailarta t the Holiday Inn. 
Finally cruise back to Los Angeles (also on the Jubilee and 
then fly back to Vancouver. 
PALM SPRINGS 
Air fare from $299.00 per person, midweek travel out of 
Vancouver, when booked with Silver Wing Holidays. 
RENd ~ 
Umited time offerl 4 nights, air and hotel from $329.00 for 
first person $164.50. fo r f l~e:~ person. 
i 
CATCH THE:SPIRIT AT 
~ ~~,~;~:6~3•S-6181 
r ~  "Sk"n8  Me i '  
i 
JACK GLATZER ] 
Saturday, November 3/90 
8:00 P.M. 
:::/,;/ R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
:!~i:i~i:~:Adults: $12.00 Students & Seniors: $8.00 
Tickets available at 
Erwin's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall 
and at Kermodei Trading 
Jack Glatzer - -  a Terrace Concert Socletyproduction sponsored by Gemma's Bed & 
outgoing Basil Griffin, who is ~ i'ii!~ih Boutique and Gemma's Kitchen Boutique. 
retiring next month. ,, ,.ii;::; ~ , ~,;, : =~ : ,,°, = = ,;i 
I . . . . .  I I 
Monde Oct I o,a,m..o p.m. II o a.m. =~ p.m. :. U a.m.;b p I ~ e r - 2 - 9 . 1 9 9 0 f f o c t i v e  . . . .  ~• "y ,  ' obor 29, 1990 _ i!..?O~p.m,s . u =. , ,  ., _P(,. , , , .  ' . . '  O p.m.,•:;: .m. :;._ 
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°RTrr~£ill ~ °  twnwielfl ~ l t  e r e ar eee~i~at i f lu  ~ t ~ 
• Never go inside a stranger's house. 
• Always stay in your neighbourhood. 
• Always know where your Block Parents' houses are or 
know a house you could go to if you need help. 
• Always start trick-or-treating early and get home early. 
• Always let you parents know where you will be. 
• Always cross the road at the corner or a crosswalk. 
• Always look both ways before• you cross the road. 
• Always wear eflective tape on your' costume. Drivers will 
see you better. 
• Always carry a flashlight. 
• Be careful if you wear high heels or a long costume 
because you may trip. 
• Never go into alleys, parking lots or vacant lots. 
• Never go near animals you don't know. 
• Always eat a good supper before you go trick-or-treating 
and ask your parents for a sample of their treats to eat while 
you are out trick-or-treating. 
• Always let your parents check your treats before you eat 
them. Don't eat candy when you get iL Take it home and let 
your parents cheek it over. 
• Never eat unwrapped candy. 
. . . . .  y, • . . - .  . . . . . .  , . -+  • .~ • . . . . . .  . . .++ +. - - ,  . 
,+  
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' + C+ ARRIER i;:~i i?+` .: 
OF THE WEEK 
Danls Burton 
- Quarter Cheese or Big Mac 
- Large Fdes 
- Regular Soft Drink 
-.Sundae 
Compliments of+McDonald's 
In a clear+ record of 
delivery and  a job well 
done you've earned a 
FREE McHappy Meal. 
TERRACE STANDA 
4647 LazelleAve., Terrace, B.C. 638-7283 
• "~" ~'~" (~ JP  '~';Ido~dest" 
iS 
Wunderb'art 
Oct. 1 - Oct. 31 
SPECIALS 
SCHWBNE BRATEN 
Pork roast with sauerkraut 
and dumpling 
'13.95 
POTPOURRI OF SAUSAGES 
Veal bratwurat, pork brstwuret, • 
Bavarian emokle, red cabbage, 
sauerkraut end home fded potatoes 
*12.95 
MUENCHENER 
SCHWBHSHAX'N 
Pork hocks with fried potatoes 
end warm cabbage salad 
"BAVARIAN BAUERN 
SCHMAUS" 
Grilled sausages, smoked pork 
loin, Bavarian meat loaf, 
sauerkraut end dumpling 
Sl 4.95 Sl 2,95 
Oktoberfest Luncheon Specials Also Availablel 
I OKTOBERFEST DANCE ReserveSat' OCt.Now127 I 
Ask about our Banquet Facilltlesl We cater in our downstairs 
location from 60 - 160 peopJe. 
MUSIC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATURE! 
For more Information end reservations call: 
DINNER: Mort, • Sun, LUNCH: Man, - Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5p.m, to l lp .m,  11:30a.m. to2p.m. TerraceD,C, 035-9161 
Mormons 
to meet 
TERRACE --  Terrace residents 
can get-a closer look at the 
Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints' this Sunday, 
when local Mormons host an 
open house and film presenta- 
tion at 1744 Kenworth. 
The film --  entitled "The 
Prodigal Son" --  is a modern- 
day depiction of the well-known 
biblical parable. Organizers aid 
the 30-minute video is to be 
transmitted from the Mormon 
church's Salt Lake City, Utah, 
headquarters. 
Anyone can attend, and can 
get raore information by con- 
tatt ing Larry Sipple at 
638-1774. 
Gas hike 
hearing 
TERRACE - -  Pacific Northern 
Gas is holding public hearings 
here next month into proposed 
increases to residential natural 
gas rates. 
The hearing is scheduled for 9 
a.m., Nov. 6, at the Inn of the 
West. Anyone can attend. 
i '  
,'~M DO IT UP 
LqkltlSHT, gC 
S~UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 I.al~else Avenue 
Phone 6356302 
I +~++ 
I 
I m~{ 
i ~~~~ 
IJcen=~ed Premises 
HOURS: 
Monday 
to Saturday 
7 a.m. - 8i30 p.m. 
Sunday & 
Holidays 
8a .m.  3 p.m, 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES, 
McEwan 
Terrace  0 
CLEAROUT SA.LE !. 
Make your best deal of the year on all remaining . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 990 new cars & trucks. Bring it all home with 
10 .9  % FinanCing+or~Up"to OR,000 cashback 
*O.A.C. up to 48 months on all new 1990 and 1.991 vehicles 
New 1990 Pontiac Tempest New 1990 Pontiac Grand AM New 1990 Pontiac Tempest LE New i990 Pontiac Firebird 
-4 dr. Sedan, blue and sliver, air CORd., 3.1 MPFIV6, 4 dr. Sedan, 2.3L quad four motor, auto Vans, 4 dr. Sedan 3.1 MPF/V6, 5 speed manual trans., Formula blue, 2 dr. sports coupe, 305 EFI V8, auto 
auto trans, am/fm cassette, cruise, tilt, Stk. 90027 amlfm cassette, blue and silver Stk. 90171 power locks & windows, cruise, tilt, air cord, amlfm trans wloverddve, am/fm cass., air cord., Stk. 90403 
cass, aluminum wheels, Stk. 90241 
10.9% or $750 cash back • 10.9% or $750 cash back 10.9% or z750 cash back 10.9% or $1'000 cash back 
New 1990 Chevrolet Cavalier I New 1990 Chevrolet + Lumina 
4 dr. Sedan, black, 2.L EFI, 5 speed'manual bans I 4 dr. Sedan, white, 3.1 MPF V6, 4 speed auto 
w/overddve, amlfm cass., air cord., Stk. 90602 wloverddve, air cord, cruise, tilt, power.looks & 
windows, am/fro coos., 6 way power drivers seat 
. " : Stk. 90649 
10.9% or $750 cash back , i 10,9% or $1.000 cash bick 
gpv°"'rt New 1990 Chev 314 Ton 4X4 PU New 1990 Pontiac Trans Cheyenne, 350 EFI V8, auto trans wloverddve, H.D, 
7 passenger family van, red, power 3,1 EFI VT, auto cooling limited slip differential, arn/fm cass, cruise 
1990 Chevrolet Sport Van 
8 passenger, two tone blue, power windows & 
locks, cruise, tilt, 4 speed auto w/overdrive 
Stk. 90146 ' 
s23,995 °° i 
10.9% or $750 cash back 
New 1990 Chev 314 Ton 4X4 PU 
350 EFI VS, auto trans w/overdrive, air cond., 
cruise, tilt, am/fm cass., H,D. cooling limited slip di!- 
New 1990 Chevrolet Tracker 
4 passenger, 4 wheel ddve, 5 speed manual trans 
w/overdrive, white, hardtop, Stk. 90129 
... ,12,995oo 
10.9°1o r $750 cash back 
New 1990 Chev 112 Ton 4X4 PU 
Cheyenne, 305 EFI VG, heavy half, amlfm cass,, 
KD, cooling skid plates, Slk. 90534 +. 
trans, power locks & windows 6 way power ddvers & tilt, Stk. 90540 ferentlal skid plates, Stk. 90441 " 
seat ,  am/ fm casset te ,  t i l t  & cmL~,  S tk ,  90357 ' • 
s22 99500 .. 
i 
10. o r 1,0 "0 cash back 10.9°/o or 1,000 cash back 10.9% or $1,000 cash back 10.9% or $1,000 cash back 
- -  - + m c m  a n  " " - + ' w -  - + +_ ._  0 ,e , ,+ '  ca,, ' 
Out of town Customers 
collect: 
• +.  . t '  ; "  + ' + : i : " "  • ~ , + . , 
"The br ,ght+spotO~ High+ " + ++i/: ~+i' + way l  6" 
, + +: .  j,+~ +., ,,S',+'I~: ,~?,:;~+ ,:c+; + ~+ +.,,, ~ .; , 
' I I 
1 6 +-4941++ + + + I' 35 ++ " :+  " • ,? 
. . . . . . . .  + " ' • , . . . . . . . . . .  •~ ,+ . . . . . . .  4 /I+S,+++ ,+.++i?!  
; 
t , ,+~ ¸¸  . - /~ /~ i  ¸ ~ .~ +,  , .. . 
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WHAT'S  
.. UP  
OCTOBER 17, 1990- NOV. 
17; 1990 -- Khimat Centcnniai 
Museum presents he work of 
Halsla artist' Derek Wilson: 
BODY ORNAMENTS. This 
exhibition demonstrates ; the 
versatility Of this artist ~ilh 
paintings, jeweilery,= "drums, 
rattles and other items. 
Museum HoUrs: Tues.. Fri. I 1 
a.m. - 5 p.m.; Sat. 12 - 5 p.m.; 
ClOsed sun. and Mon, 
• ~/. ~***  
OCTOBER 24- NOV. 17,1990 
An exhibition of water- 
' colours, photographs, oils and 
drawings by local poet and at. 
tist Michel K. Bateman iscur- 
rently on,display tthe Kitimat 
Centennial Museum; Evoca- 
tion: The POetry of Paintins 
runs until November 17/90. 
~r "k'k "k ,k 
OCTOBER 25, 1990 -- Film 
ni8ht at the Kitimat Centennial 
Museum. Bill Reid features the 
work pf this'renowned Haida 
artist.~"Behind the Mask" 
looks~at he meaning behind 
the I~orth Pacific coast Native 
musics. "Wood Mountain 
Po¢(n" explores the 
mul)icuitural background, 
Native heritage, customs/and 
stories of different ethnic 
gro~lps in Saskatchewan with 
poelAndrew Saknaski. Thurs. 
7:30 -9 p.m. For more info call 
632-7022. 
,' ~/, ' , ' ," 
OCTOBER 25, 1990- Jean 
Rysstad will be reading at the 
Terrace Public Library on 
Thurs. at 7:30 p.m. Her stories 
have been aired as radio 
dramas on CBC 
"Morningside". Travelling In, 
her first book of stories, was 
recently published. Admission 
is free. 
OCTOBER 25,1990 -- Trustee 
education.Speaker: P ggy Me- 
Clear,/, Prenatal .Instructor, 
Mills Memorial Hospital in 
Education": Room. at hospital 
startingat:7 p.m. 
'.'k 'k" ~" -k "k 
OCTOBER 25,1990-- Terrace 
Health Care Society will be 
having a-board meeting on 
Then' at 7'30 p.m in.the 
- .~ .~. :  . . . . .  ' , ,  . , , , , .  . -  ; ,~  
.~t~d~cation ~ R~.. .  ~tls  
Memor[ai Hospital. 
, oc r~ im ~; ~ ~o ,.- ~itm 
• nig[U~t ll~'leJtlnlat Centennial 
MuseUm from 7:30 - 9 p.m. 
""Bill!Reid" features the work 
of this renowned Haida artist. 
"Behind the. Mask" looks at 
the ~neaning behind the NOrth 
Pacific .:coast Native masks. 
"Wood Mountain Poem" ex- 
plores the multiculturai 
background, Native heritage, 
cuitoms and stories of different 
ethnic groups in Saskatchewan 
w!th poet Andrew Suknaski. 
'7 OCTOBER 26, 27, 1990 -- 
First conference for parents of 
l~rimary and intermediate 
s~udents. Fri. 7 - 8:30 p.m.; 
Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 3' p.m. at 
Uplands Elementary School. 
Sponsored bySchool District 
88. 
~ ~. 'k" "k "k 
OCTOBER 29, 1990 - -  The 
Canadian Diabetic Society will 
be holding a.generai meeting at 
7:30 ,p.m. in the Education 
room at Mills Memorial Hosp. 
There will be a discussion on 
our association and a decision 
made as to the direction we 
il want our,meetings to go. If 
anyone would like to get in- 
volved with the executive, there 
will be eut'ei~tion f President 
and Treasurer. New members 
always welcome. 
i NOVEMBER 6, 1990 - -  The 
Terrace Breastfeeding Support 
Group ~iil be meeting on Tues. 
at 8 p.~. in the education room 
at Mills Memorial. Our topic 
will b~ "Nursing aNewborn". 
Snacl~s and juice are serv.ed; 
For further info. please call 
Terry Walker at 635.3287. 
• k. 'k 'k '# • 
ADULT FEMALE SURVIVORS 
OF ~XUAL ASSAULT GROUP. 
Every Wed, 7 - 9 p.m, Call 
63~-,1042 for further Info. 
. ,k..t..k ,it,k 
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i" The  Terutee Standard 
-!offm;S What's ~ Up as • 'a 
!pub l ic  (serlvlee. to. :Its. J 
' readers~and thOSe ,com- "I 
~ munlt~ i°rgan'~atl°nS in I 
'i, th eateg. , ~•1  
, : . " I tems for this section [ 
are'-for non.pro f i t  s 
, organizations and for 
~i those  ~ events in which 
:'there~ls no cost to gain 
:gdmj~don, 
' . "To :meet  our produe- 
"Sign ) deadlines, we ask 
,that all .Items bembmlt -  
, .tedi,by noon on the  
FR IDAy. / i~ lng  the: 
We ads0 ask that I tem be 
tyi~wHtten Oil+be p~mt~ 
GOOD ADVICE. Skeena student Norm Dreger pi.cl~s Up 'some tips;en how best~to set up his drums from 
Nonl~ ~fincouver,musIc,,teacher Bob [~ebag a)~ I~e'fiaghat= recently spen[ [:WO days in Terrace and 
Thornhill passing on his knowledge to the area's YoU .ng musicians. , : ,  
repa ng read y 
The 1991 Pacific Northwest Music Festival is 
still five months away but both organizers and 
would-be competitors are already hard at work 
preparing for the region's premier music event• 
As part of those preparations, local students 
last week received some expert advice from Bob 
Rebagliati, a music teacher at Hansworth Secon- 
dary school in North Vancouver. 
An expert on the percussion/rythym sections, 
he has in the past adjudicated at music festivals 
and so was able to pass on some valuable instruc- 
tion and tips to the young musicians. 
During his two day visit, Rebaglia~ .v~mted 
Caledonia Senior Secondary and Skee~a and 
Thomhill Jr. Secondary schools. A largegroup of 
local elementary students and 15 from Kitimat 
also took advantage of his visit. 
Those planning to take part in the Festival are 
reminded the syllabus is now available at Sight 
and Souncl outlets in Terrace, Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert, Terrace and Kitimat public libraries or by 
writing to the Secretary, Box 456, Terrace, vgG 
4B5~ 
The s~liahus contains advice for-competitors 
and Festival rules. Classes open for competition 
will be piano, vocal, choral, instrumental, band, 
classical ballet and speech arts. 
The Festival takes place March 10-21 but com- 
petitors and their teachers should note the closing 
date for entries is January 10, 
• k "k .k .k .k 
Members of the 1991 Festival executive are: 
Marilyn Kerr, preside/~t; Norah Ferguson,'past 
president; Marilyn Davies, first vice-president; 
rio Euverman, second vice-president; Irene 
Kuhar, correspondence secretary; Marilyn 
Christensen, recording secretary; and Craig Mills. 
treasurer. 
The Festival committee meets on the second 
Tuesday Of each month and the next meeting is 
set for 8 p.m. November 13 at the Northwest 
Academy for the Performing Arts. Anyone 
wishing to volunteer their help in organizing the 
event is welcome to come along to a meeting. 
School holds open house 
The Centennial Christian 
school held an ,Open House on 
Friday, Oct. 5. It has added 
four new classrooms since the 
new school's official opening 
one,year ago and enrolment has 
gone from 100 to 150 pupils. 
There was a ribbon cutting 
ceremony for the occasion with 
Christina Talstra and Shelly 
Mantel holding die ribbon, for 
Simon Fisher to Cut. The three 
of  them started 'at the school in  
Kindergarten and are now in' 
grade ( ht, their las.t year there ~. 
. Harry Nutman, president of  
the Ch !inn Cemennial school 
board, gavea slt6rt,address and 
later everyone l~ad: an 0ppor. 
tunity to walk through the 
classrooms before refreshments 
were served, 
News 
Birthdays during the month 
of October are being celebrated 
by Fern Capling (82), Willie 
Valverton (88), Katicia Horvat 
(89), Lena Mason i90) and 
Cecile Senechal (55). 
* ****  
I t  was a lovely afternoon 
wedding Apgust 11 as Janice 
Elizabeth'Maroney, daughter of 
Dave and Jean Maroney,. and 
Lloyd Rodney Higgins,. son"of 
:, ~ ML and Mrs. Rodney Higgi~ns 
~ * ~" ~ " 1'  , ,~ of Kelowna, exchanged vows at 
from ~- TerracevieW.' Sacred Heart church. :' 
Janice carried a bouquet of silk 
flowers consisting of teal green 
orchids surrounded by white 
and red roses, peach lilies and 
babie~ breath. 
,.~ Her friend .Faye Smith was 
matron  of  honour  and 
~ridesmaids were Susan Ran- 
drup and sister Susan Maroney, 
both of Terrace. 
:< Best man was Brunt Smith of 
Kelowna and groomsmen were 
-Steve Hall, also of Kelowna, 
'and Robert Maroney, brother 
of the bride. All wore grey suits 
Residents .were entertained : The lovely bride entered, the L~ith teal green ties and cummer- 
recently:  by, 0hiidren:~<from church on her father's arm/lib i~unds, 
Parkside sch6ol who gavea per: the music of Ave Maria: and, ~:i~The lovely flower girl was 
formance, njdyed by everyone~ :"Walk Hand in Hand. ~ : rS~ Maroney (niece) who was 
The staff .have', p lanned-a ,  .~ Herwhitesatin dresswas full dressed in white taffeta, full 
Hallowe)( L party for OoL':26at.,--length with lace motifs on, a .,'~,length, with an overskirt trimm- 
which c10 /as Gyzmo and;Pel~;~" long tralnwith a scalloped lace ~ ~1 With teal green rosettes and a 
bles, gue S ,of,Wayne Robin, edl~e, Hand sewn beads on the :,s~sh of teal green ribbon. She 
s0n, will : [e[i~e ah :~ l~ '~,  b~lce,  ~a sweetheart necklace ~i~icatt-ied a basket lined with white 
: ,And  TerracEvie'w,41Ki slill and a Victorian collar wereac- ' :~ i t in  i' and 'long streamers of 
holding teas ¢veryThursda Chili amed b a wrest length red . . . . . .  
anyone can drop in. • t r immed with lace. - ~ • : cont  d B2 
It's Foster 
Parent Week  .... 
With media advertising quite a handful and quite ~n 
placing much emphasis on influence on families if 
"fostering" children from you're not ready for them." 
underdeveloped countries she points out. but adds the 
around the world, "We department is careful to en- 
some't'imes forget there's a sure placements are going to 
need right here in our own work. 
community," says Natalie de De Andrade says often 
Andrade, area resource parents applied to become 
social worker at the local foster parents without really 
Social Services office, knowing what it entailed• 
Although there are up- For that reason, Social Ser- 
proximately 30 foster parents vices took them through an 
in the Terrace-Kitimat area orientation session• "We 
at the moment, de Andrade want to give a realistic pot- 
emphasizes "we need a lot trayal of  what to expeCt,' she 
more than that" and points explains. There is also a 
out Social Services has more lengthy approval process - -  
than 75 children in care at the it could take three or four 
moment, months - -  to be completed. 
Apart from the general If the applicants how they 
need, there are also specific Understand what fostering is 
areas where more foster about and that they "have 
parents are required, she the skills and the time 
says. necessary for the type of 
The first is for more homes child they are requesting," 
ready and able to accept then she can recommend they 
teenagers. While some now go ahead. "But they have to 
are simply unwilling to take be pretty realistic," she 
in that age group, she says it stresses. 
is difficult to place teenagers Because it is also impor- 
in other homes because ither tans to the child's welfare 
the parents have no ex- that the placement works 
patience with teens or there out, pre-placement visits to 
are already oung children in the prospective foster home 
the home who may be too are also arranged. These 
easily influenced by the older allow the child and foster 
child, parents to meet each other 
While many of  the and often give an indication 
children currently in care are whether the pairing is going 
native, de Andrade notes on- to be successful, she ex- 
ly two of the present 30 plains. 
foster homes are native. However, this lengthypro- 
Since the most suitable place- cess can be cut short if a 
ment for these children is a relative of the child is willing 
native home, that is another to take them in. "we would 
area of need. definitely work faster in that 
Finally, although the ma- case for the sake of the 
jority of foster, homes are child." 
prepared to foster children De Andrade says anyone 
12 .years old and  younger wishing to learn more about 
who do not have severe foster parenting can contact 
behavioural problems, a their local ministry of Social 
number of the children Services and Housing office 
needing homes do not fall in- in Terrace (638-3527), 
to that category• Kitimat (632-6134) or Cassiar 
"Our teenagers can be (778-7227). 
Foster Care 
You can make 
a difference. 
Experiences recalled 
Foster parenting can involve a wide variety of experiences 
each of  which is unique, says Social Services Natalie de An- 
drade. And the people who become foster parents also d~ffer. 
Below, "she recounts the trials and rewards experienced by 
two families in the Kitimat- Terrace area who have been offer-. 
ing a home to local children in care. In keeping with the 
ministry's policy of confidentiah'ty, the individuals real names 
are not used. \ 
Marrie and Oswald are a mature couple with five grown 
daughters. They decided to foster after noticing howmuch 
they missed the sound of children in the house when their 
daughters moved away. 
Their first placement was a group of five children they were 
asked to foster Dec. 22, 1988. Marrie was asked if she would 
take all five - -  one girl and four boys - -  for the next little 
while. Unable to picture brothers and sister being separated at 
Christmas, Mafrie agreed. 
The two eldest boys, nine and 10 years old, only stayed with 
the family 10 days. Marrie and Oswald quickly noticed the 
boys h~id poor ideas of cleanliness and were unused to follow- 
ing household rules. 
They acted-like 14-year-olds, leaving the house whenever 
they pleased and proving extremely argumentative whenever 
• they didn't get their own way. 
Oneday an arguement began and the older boy went to his 
room, packed his clothes, took $5Ofrom marrie's wallet and 
walked into town with his younger brother in tow. Marrie 
quickly called Social Services and had the boys removed from 
her home. 
Marrie became so frustrated at one point, she cailedher 
foster worker and asked for someone to help her. Soon after- 
ward, Penny, an experienced foster care worker and teacher's 
aide, began helping out in the evening. 
The children that Marrie acepted into her home began to 
reflet the neglect they had faced in their own homes, The baby 
had bowed legs from malnutrition and all the children had 
defective teeth and learning disabilities. 
In  the end, however', both Marri¢ and Oswald agreethe 
positive side of fostering is the children themsdves and the 
only negative seeing them leave.°: i ~ : 
>As adVice tO pcople considering fostering, Matrie recom- 
mends they make sure they ategetting enough money for the 
children's needs, She also warns they sometim~;wi|lhave to 
be ready to fight for what they consider necessary. 
cont 'd ,B2  
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I! ...... parents  Foster 
", Lisa, a nurse, is married to Richard and has three children 
aged 12,13 and 17. Shebegan fostering eight years ago. At 
the time, business meant her husband was away for long 
hours and she found herself at home with her then small 
children. She fek she needed something worthwhile to do with 
her time and therefore applied to be a foster parent. 
Lisa still fosters today because her family is used to it, her 
home is set up for it and, most important of all, it gives her a 
sense of fulfillment. 
Lisa likes taking handicapped children into her home 
because of her nursing background, the fee she receives for 
her help and the long term placements his allows. Since she 
began, Lisa has taken in six long term and several short term 
placements. 
Lisa's first child was a four year old, mentally handicapped 
boy. He wasn't oilet trained, could not feed himself and sat 
on the floor drooling all the time. 
At first her two youngest children were the most open to 
the idea of her fostering with her eldest daughter wondering 
about he new addition to the family. 
However, when it came time for the boy to leave, it was the 
daughter who was most saddened by his departure. This boy 
was a native and from the experience Lisa's daughter 
developed a keen interest in native people. 
Next was a five-year-old boy who was so severely physically 
handicapped that he couldn't even put his arms around so- 
meone to hug them. Lisa's family became quite fond of the 
boy and saw his stay with them as good, even though it 
ultimately ended with his dying. Presently, Lisa has two 
native boys, 13 and I0, living in her home. 
Looking back, Lisa has very few saddening memories. She 
does remember one child who came to her directly from 
hospital at the age of eight months. She had lived her entire 
life to that point in thehospital. Lisa foun'd her to be very ag- 
gressive and mean, a personality trait she later learned the 
child shared with her father. The other saddening memory is 
of one of her own brothers who refused to visit her house 
because he was uncomfortable around handicapped children. 
Lisa feels better quality foster parents could be obtained by 
offering a fee for care for all foster children, not just the 
disabled. 
Lisa's advice to those considering fostering is to learn as 
much as they can about it by asking a lot of questions and, if 
possible, observing someone who is already fostering. She 
also recommends conmsidering all the different types of 
fostering before making a decision so as to find the one best 
suited to their home. 
If the applicants how they understand what fostering is 
about and that they "have the skills and the time necessary 
for the type of child they are requesting," then she can recom- 
' mend they go ahead. "But they have to be pretty realistic," 
she stresses. 
Because it is also important o the child's welfare that the 
placement works out. pre-placement visits to the prospective 
foster home are also arranged. These allow the child and 
foster parents to meet each other and often give an indication 
whether the pairing is going to be successful, she explains. 
However, this lengthy process can be cut short if a relative 
of the child is willing to take them in. "we would definitely 
work faster in that case for the sake of the child." 
De Andrade says anyone wishing to learn more about 
fo~t~:b'areriting-cancontact' their local ministry of Social Ser, 
vices :and Housing office in Terrace (638-3527), Kitimat 
(632-6134) or Cassiar (778-7227). 
:from B1 
Moen 
white and teal green ribbon. 
Nephew of the groom Jonathon 
Canning was ring bearer carry- 
ing a white satin pillow with lace 
trim and embroidered. Michael 
Maroney and Jamie Eckman of 
Langley acted as ushers while. 
At the reception which 
followed, Corina Best attended 
the guest book, Craig Canning, 
the groom's brother-in-law, as 
master of ceremonies and the 
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Koo lTone Ant i - f reeze  
4 L-. 4X4  Case . . .  =26 °° 
Barrel : ........................... : ....................... $375.00  
Cool canine 
ZUDNIK THE WONDER DOG once again steals the show in 
Extreme Winter, a Ski Smithers film presentation to be shown 
next Tuesday, Oct. 30 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Filrnmaker 
Warren Miller and his crew take the audience to ski spots 
across North America. Showtimeis 6,30 p,m. •. 
Road show 
to visit 
Next year's Riverboat Days 
will feature a special, additional 
feature - -  a visit by the Music 
'91 Roadshow. 
Music '91 will include a con- 
cert with a "named performer" 
to be named at a later date. 
Other Roadshow programs in- 
clude: 
• Community Showcase - -  
entertainment by top quality 
amateur performers; 
• Streetstuff - -  street enter- 
talnment including hands, jug- 
glers, clowns and roving musi- 
cians; 
• Streetscape- designed to 
festoon the city in red, white 
and blue decorations to add to 
the celebration atmosphere. 
Riverboat Days next year are 
i Scheduled to run August 1-5. 
Terrace is one of 100 com- 
munities ucro~ B.C. selected to 
h,~t Music '91. 
! 
• Windsh ie ld  Wiper  
Ant i - f reeze  $ 700 
4 L 4X4 Case 
Good for diesel, gasoline, propane and 
CNG engine coolant systems 
3226 River Drive 
Terrace B.C. 
635-7887 
ili 
~ ::~: i~i~: ¸  : 
wedding cake was decorated by 
ii Dorothy Alway. Dallas Prevost, Esther Malmgrem, Tamn~/ Brink, Angela Hamel, Ravinder Kunat;, ! 
Out-of-town guests included Cheryl Degerness, Gurjit Kular, Shirley Bowman. | 
fami ly and friends from The SAAN store management  and assoc iates  | 
i ~ : :  Caalgwsa~on E~::l:?n'#:ul°st~na: THE WALK up the aisle complete Janice (Maroney)and Lloyd Hig- ,n Terrace~nv~l;youtoeceliebe~tn~:14:afTbu~ous years I 
Langley, Kitwanga and Prince gins pose for the camera. The couple reside in Kelowna where they , • ~ " | 
Rupert. both work. ' • .= 
• 1 1 - -  1 1 . m - m m  1 ~ l  m - - m  m 1 | , I I I"  , ~ " , , " • 
I I .  MOL ' " -
RESt 
I FuN- FUN-  FUN . ,  . T  • • 4 DAYI3 G 
| S l ides  & pools ACCOMMODATION I--,;~---'] ~(-T" / '7_ ) " / - r , ,o  ~- ~-,,'?',," , - ' .  
,:., " eve Wednesday (Beve,~ Garland Hotel) I~.~.~. t ~-'~fX"~'~'XIg~/C-'~:T'~'Ie/'- ~'#='~yr'/'~ 
. , 'Z  . " * UMOUSINE SERVICE" L._=zJ - 
',r:. II Z Tor 1, . $500 SPENDING MONEY 
| bring a friend. (per ~nni.gcoupte) 
5~ el - . FREE GIFTS! 
II ¢11~--1~'~ OnAWCLOSes: " 
. _ . _ . .  s T r J~  for  = to be dr= 
- P . :HY  ,.s,r,o.E ~ o~r,.= . I 798  2214 .... EV _ i 
., After 4:30 p.m. all pools  WEDNESDAY. t  , =.=, , . ,  . 
I I and slides are 2 for 1, : | =raeo-4~41 L,~,c~=e Ave. 
:~, , • : : - TmTace ,  8 .C .  • : 
' {4  
i * I  . . . .  
. .  
L . t ,  
" "  ' " i ~ - ' ' T  Th,.  . , . .  
L ' ~ " Qrlks.:,i ,.  
Dear sir: : ' ~ ' ~ ': 
• 'As lain poured own from 
Heaven.hordeS of/leather 
clad ang¢lj made their Wa~/ 
down Lak~lse'Ave. On their' 
two wheeled i' Oh/a-lots. Tliese 
angels W~re no ~rdindry type 
to ~'. be isure; ::They were 
members of an~elite but often 
malign e~i group of men and ~ 
Women..:motorcyclistsl 
Welknow /hem for their 
black leather jackets and 
loud bikes but do you know 
the other side? The side that 
drives these~ people to don 
their helmets and leather 
jackets and' ride down the 
street ~t ' l i f ' ra in  pouring 
down all for one very special 
purpose. That purpose being 
'none other than a mission of 
love. 
'Sat. ~ Sept. 29, 1990 at ap- 
prox. 2 p.m. over 50 men and 
women took to their motor- 
c~'cles ~nd braved the 
elementsl in order that they 
might' be a part of a child's 
Christmas. With toys and 
money in hand they set off 
from the weigh scales and 
made their way down 
Lakelse Ave. to the Inn of 
the West to present their gifts 
to The " Salvation ,Army 
Christmas Cheer Fund. 
• ,TOYS of all sizes and 
descriptions were piled one 
on top of the other as these 
we, soggy messengers of love 
brought their gifts. As well as 
toys there was $1,000 raised 
for the Christmas Fund. 
From the Salvation Army 
and from all of the children 
and adults who will benefit 
from your generosiW and 
tenacity I want to express to 
you a very heartfelt...Thank 
You! 
Thank you and may God 
blessyoul • 
',~ Mike Hoeft, 
Lieutenaut -- Salvation Ar- 
my 
Seniors 
Dear,sir, 
~The ~,~B~G.~,>Senior~m~:' 
:sogmty,!,~Op,Ao, e po4nas .
ally:thds~e!i,wh0 suppor'ted ifS: 
recent Zone 10Tri-biW raffleL 
by selling •and/or purchasing 
tickets, 
The draw was made at the 
Happy Gang Centre Sept. 1 
and ihe winners were: M. 
Wright of Prince Rupert who 
won! the inflatable rubber 
boat; B. Defrane of Kitimat, 
an entertainment centre; and 
K. :! Stromdar of Prince 
Ruiner.t, a diamond dinner 
ring. , 
Yours, 
Senior Games Society. 
i It 
' UN ICEF  
,i B r i t i sh  
 olumbia 
i 1 . 6 0 4 - 6 8 7 - 9 0 9 6  
II II 
I THE WORLD 
IS!YOURS...IF 
-,YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHTPEOPLE... 
) ' . 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the right person to 
halp you find a place in your naw 
Community. 
/:. K@ren O3B-07O/ 
: : Kethnrln 636-7604 
[::". Brenda-Lee e31~,2eos 
/ 
A 
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I "  ' - " " - " 7 ' - -  I , - , r  no , - ,  An Educational Conference for Parents , . 
~*: ~'el~ome to ~.ound"Thor . ' ;  ~ "  ">~ ~ ~ . '*~ ~__  .' : ;  >1 l i l t ' - - - - , ~ - -  n l . .~ 2 i  ' , i  
nhil i .  " . ' " ' = , . . 
"hat a gorgeous time ofyear 'A 'u"d : :  " '  . , I   'ar lll8 #'1['81 
With the coloui of the changing ,mt.A___m2", i , .  '~/: ,a ,  I _ _ _ 
leaves andthesnow on the'tops i ngrnn l l  ! i : ,~ i  ~ I Uplands Elementary School a /  ~ 
beautiful, pictflre-perfect scene, b ~ ~ ~  ff  . I 4110 Thomo~ Street, Terrace, B.C. ~]L~m~ of the mountains making for a b j:  Goll  Kf i~en635:3142:  ~ ~ ~ 
-And  the birds: All -~610urs, " . . . .  " ' i October 26, 1990 - 7=00 tO $:30 p.m. ~B~:: i J .  
)nd.kinds'~and coming to my _ . I October 27,1990 - 9:30 a.m. tO 3:00 p . m . ~  
nuislae to Ices on the mountain lyson Hull, Jamie Hill, Don- r-dday, Oct 26 GENERAL ADDRESS 
ash berries and the many bugs. nits Vienneau, Jamie Bennett, flHfl $'l~aker.- --ur Ila-- ga~ 
I was feeling fairly sorw'for Bernadet te Buck, Linda . . try , Director of Curriculum Develop- 
about six' Steller Jays that were Lockyer, Kareen Stringer, Bent, Ministry of Education 
trying to feed so I went to'buy a Stacey Clark, Sharla Salem, Topic: "Year 2000": Bucltional Changll b tim 9O'l 
big bag of sunfower seeds to fill Brandy Alexander, Chris SatuNay. Oct. 27 -- MI~SESSWN 
my window sill feeder. Stanley, Dylan Fowler, Jamie 
It took a few days before they Chaimers, Heather Lavoie, ~ Rofe of parents - Role of play 
got brave enough to fly down Robert Yeast, Tracy Shelford, Dual Entry - Whole language 
and eat but now they peck away Tyler Scholz and Charlene ~ Reporting student progress - Special needs children 
with the whole family getting a Cooperative l arning 
"bird's-eye" view of them. In the second week of the Buck. , , . , .  Contres .., 
In fact, they've got downright intra-school games, the Eagles Thank you for reading Primary ane intermediate multi.aged classrooms 
snotty! If I don't happen to are in the lead with 76 pts., the Around Thornhil l .  Until next 
have the feeder full when they Wolves are in second place with week, give someone a hug. G.K. 
decide to eat, boy, they are 36 pts., the Bears are in third 
dgwnrightindignant" They sit place with 30 pts" and the L a ~  l ~ [ l l ~  
on top of my house or in the Ravens are fourth with 24 pts. 
branches and holler for 10 On October 5 Thornhill 
minutes at atime -- "Where is Elementary students had their 
our food, ladyl" Then they smiling faces pointed towards 
the camera for their pictures. It I J  
argue about who's going to eat is expected that the pictures'will 
fir,t mml . . . , t  
Now if only I could find a be here for parent approval by 
way to feed the lonely squirrel November 15. Reprints will be 19  Fu l l  C01our Professional Quality Por t ra i t s  that hangs around looking for a ,  taken before Christmas. 
few leftovers from the Jays. It The hot dog sales have taken 
• the effect at Thornhili Elementary. PACK AGE OFFER: ,  - - "- doesn't matter where I hide 
The students will be having hot • 1 -  8X10' • 2 -  5X7'S* ] ~ [ ~ l ~ [  squirrel's food~ the Jays find it. 
. . . . .  nh ,,~._,, .t .~o . . . . . . . . . .  .. ,ho,,o tild°gseveryFridayfr°mn°wun-December 14 • 16 WalletSizc (2xl)* I ~ l ~ l ~ l  
something to figure out tomor- ~ . . . .  "- - *Sizes are approximate. ~ ~ ~ ] ~ l  I IB[ll~llDDil 
row . ~maenzs ot tile Week were: Packageofferfeaturesourselection(Ipose) I I~WW~l  ~ ~ : ~ :  I [ l l~ l i~ l l~] l  
• . . . . .  Corrine .Bourassa, Dainis Bur- on traditional blue background. A ditional I~ B~I i I l i l iB l~ l l~~l~ I lBg lml [ I  
. . . . . . . . . .  t School news . on ,  Tyler Thomas, Tracy portraits are available. Customer I I ~ g ' ~ l l ~ ~ : ~ : ~  I P~- -~-~l  
THORNHILL Warner, Warren Eichhorst, satisfacti0n s guaranteed. [ ~ ~ ~ - - -  - - - - I l l l~ l i~l l l l l i l l  
ELEMENTARY Richard Jenniss, Travis Mills- Circle your calendar 'now for 1~~--41~lBB~Bi l l~t l~ l t l i t l l l  
By ,lamie Hill Carson, Amy Stack, Selena advertised ale(s)! . l~ l l l  I I~[W~l~l~l  
and Steen Skode : Popovitch, Martin Oudlet, Jill G i f t s  to  Remember!  ] ~ l  I m ~ I ~ l  
The district cross-country run . Thiessen, Aaron Davidson, 
was goingtobeheldonOctober ,CaraHill, GizeleCharbonneau,Thiessen, g O i~] i -~  " j L 'Z  '> ~ " i ~ 4 1 ~ '  
II, but has been postponed Dawn Steven '~)O(~'~!~'~ 
because of bad weather. Southgate, Chris Vienneau, Lakelse Ave. - Terrace, B.C. ~" I~Z~ ~ ~  I~1 Byfield to speak Thurs.,Oct. 25--10-8 ~q~= , ,~ l~-~l~ ON Frl., Oct. 26 -- 10-8 vm ~[~P'  ~ '  ~ '  DELIVERY 
e=*  n , , .  07  .t ~© i i l ~  $2.00 Sitting Fee Per Person. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  - -  ,u-.,, I ~  FAMILIF3 WELCOME. 
Ted Byfield, president of B.C.'s only regional news Last time before Chdstmasfl ONEOFFERPERFAMILY. 
United Western Communica- magazine, B.C. Report has at- 
tions, will'be guest speaker at a tracted 16,000 subscribers in its 
Terrace Pro-Life association first year of operation. 
fund-raiser to be held Friday, I T 'S  OUR Oct. 26beginning at 7 p.m. in The son of a Toronto 
the Happy Oang Centre. reporter, Byfield began his 
Publisher of the news career as a copy boy with .the 
. . . . .  ;n .  l J  I "  17 . . . .  t he  wil l  Washington Post in !946 After 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  . . . .  sT ANNIVERSAR ' 
b~.~eiil~Jn~'.'0n:i,Bi~fS ~,,th'~':~'~stmts~on"Onta~¢ff, M~spape~s, , , ~.~ 
~ ~:~` .~`~.~`x~. ; .~"~` .~ ~`~.T~'~,~` .`~-~k~'~°~`~`~ ~ i - ~  `~•~ ~ ~ ~ , ~..,~ i, ~ .. 
~,Media,,,The,chlef dif erence bet.,< -, n%moyea: wesv ~:~z  4o.,joln ~ ~  ~i ' ~ ~ 
u t~n and other the staff of the ~Winmpeg Free ' ween hisp blica 'o s, '  ,," ' s 
='Byfield says, is "we know were Press where he won the Na- 
biased and other journalists tional Newspaper Award for AND TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION TO 
think they are not." political reporting in 1957. 
ALL OUR CUSTOMERS, WE'RE 
MICRO-EXPLORER OFFERING THESE GREAT PRICESl 
Fisher Price Oct. 17 - 31 
845.99 -4 / no0. 
reg. 59.99~.. I Backpacks Asst'd From9.99 rw6.99 
BaHai Amusement Park 26.99 19.99 
Hems Tool Box 17.99 12.99 
Duple (vadous) ~rom 5.99 r~m4.99 
Lego (various) .From 5.99 r, m7.99 
little tikes 
Waffle Build a House 23.99 10.99 
• i:-: ~:i BaHat Bead Loom 11.99 8,99 
DANeA TABLE & CHAINS. ,~ ~Hat Cable Car 1 o.99 0,99 
Marble ~ck 32.99 25,99 $169.9 L*~Battat Round Bells 29.99 26.99 
Matchbox Can .1.99 1,49 
Matchbox Skybustm 3.99 2.99 
MAGNA PUZZLES ALL  
CHILDRENS CASSETTES $12.99 
. . Plus many, many more 
introducing the / unadvertised speclalsf 
PlayBobil ~i / : i~  Be sure to enter our Sandyllon ( 
"MN.K LINE" - ~,~:!~'::, st icker contest! \ 
/ d il~(>;' '~i~'~ ~ See our knowledgeable and friendly staff today. 
~"-"" ~,.~ NO layaway on sale items.. " 
.... ~ 7!" ill ordem welcome,/ 
\ ~EDUCO SUPERMAZE 
$59.99 / 
reg. 7 9 . 9 9 ~  ~ C0Z 
little tikes 
ro~. • • Video Station Playmobll ~ as,co 
Skeena Mall rm, zoo, fort, tower) "~. - .  BA'n'AT JOINARY 
Terrace, B.C. . / " ~ "'"~ • $99,99 .$99,99 635-6121 " 
Open Fr0m10:00.9:00 .............. ,.... ..... Sunday. Thursday ~ G IN  G E RBRI  " t 
10:00-Midnight ........................ , . ,  ...... Friday & Saturday ' ( 
Video Station No. 2 282a Clark St. Thornhlll, B .C .  PLAYH0 SE 
635..4841 
Open From 10:3Q'9:00,....'...;..i.."....,$unday. Thursday~ 
10:30-9:30 .... , ...... ...,....'. ..... "......,..Fdday & Saturday Skeena Mall Terrace 635-5236 
TERRACECO'OPDEP RTMENTSTORE MON., WED. THURS.-- FRI. SATU DAY : ,o  .... 
Effective Monday; October :29;: 1990 " . . . . . .  
, :,~> :iGas Bar &,Bulk Fuel o, Penat8 a,m,: '9a  p.m. p .m, 
, , , ,  , i  " ~ . . . .  , ' i  ~: ' . '~"  ,, ~l,i " ' ' " 
t 
B 
t = ! % , 
:!!i-! 
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i Steelhead on th 
delicacy, Ray takes a sharp- 
edged template and stamps out 
a miniscule pair of poly-vinyl 
chloride wings from a plastic 
bag. But beforemoundng the. 
wing, he pictures light shining 
through the veined, outstretch- 
ed wing of a spent mayfly spin- 
ner, and pokes a number of 
holes in each wing to effect hat. 
Now to the legs - -  again 
delicacy is the order of the day. 
The indentations of the 
mayfly's fet describe a circle. 
Employing a complex process 
with surgical dexterity, Ray 
selects a smaller feather from 
the same rooster skin to wind 
hackle legs on top of the fly in a 
manner that guarantees it will 
land upside down and keep the 
hook above water, away from 
the eyes of fish. 
It's taken 15 minutes to 
assemble one fraudulent mayf- 
ly, and before turning in for the 
night, Ray has constructed a 
dozen more in anticipation of 
the next day's fL~hing. 
P 
! The conquest begins when 
Ray gently" squeezes a hook 
(slightly bigger than a question 
~mark-from the page of a novel 
the jaws of his vise. 
Mayf f i~ commonly have 
three'evenly)spaced tailsexten- 
din~ f/~m t~-abdomens; after 
he h~ plucked three fibres from 
the stiffest feather a carefully 
bred blue dun rooster is capable 
of producing, and bound them 
at a slight downward angle to 
the bend of the hook, Ray's fly 
does too. 
A mayfly's exoskeleton is 
hard yet delicate, and to match 
those hrittle segments, Ray 
strips the herl from a peacock 
quill, binds it to the hook just 
ahead of the point where the 
tails are set, winds it two thirds 
of the way to the hook eye and 
ties it down. 
Ephemeroptera byorder and 
ephemeral instructure, mayflies 
carry themselves aloft on wings 
thatgive fresh meaning to the 
term fragile. To. mimic this 
During the three hours it 
takes to get from Prince George 
to Fraser Lake, Ray replays past 
victories in his mind - -  the 
handsome trout of four pounds 
which gently inhaled a size- 
eighteen black ant in the tail of 
the Millionaire's Pool is one; 
the reD" large trout that took a 
streamer, cartwheeled across 
the fiver, and pulled him two 
pools downstream before sur- 
rendering, another. 
The four miles of road to the 
campground are no smoother. 
Ray parks the truck and hur- 
riedly assembles his gear. 
Yellow Saffys are in the air and 
all over the bankside vegetation. 
Other than the few anglers 
whipping the water below the 
bridge, and an older fellow 
fishing the Cabin Pool, he is 
alone on the river. 
At the Wing Dam, Ray 
straightens his leader and sear- 
ch.es the water for rises. He 
notices a dimple on the far side 
of the river then another. He 
slides into the Water and moves 
toward the rises from below an. 
til he is close enough to cover 
the fish. With continued 
methodical rises, the trout tell 
Ray they are feeding on mayfly 
duns. and his approach was 
good. 
Ray pulls his spidery tippet 
between his thumb and foref- 
inger to straighten it. The fish 
still feed. He false casts, 
lengthening the ~e in the air. 
One poor cast will send the fish 
to the bottom or to distant lies. 
A tight loop of tan-coloured 
line sboots up and across the 
stream. The monofilament 
turns over.the fly with it, both 
straighten out over the surface 
and land with barely a ripple. 
Ray's fly floats downstream 
dead-drift and passes by the fish 
without alarming them. Ray 
snaps the fly aloft once more 
and makes another cast. 
A fine trout takes the fly in a 
purposeful rise. Ray wrestles 
him away from the other fish 
and skillfully nets him. 
Ray is a prodigy. At nineteen 
he can cast as well as anyone, 
wade with strength and dexteri- 
ty, and tie flies with a level of 
skill most dedicated 
flyf|shermen will never attain. 
He has devoured the ,video 
tapes and instructional books 
and tested their a0,vice on seleo. 
tire rainbow trout in his beloved 
Stellako River---~ a!diffiealt 
achievement I deed,;/ 
After releasing ~ree. more 
fish, the rises, cease,...~ay.makes 
hls-way back ~ipstrcam. •Always 
eager to observe andr:leam, he 
stops to watch a grizzled angler 
throw a long line oyer t~e Cabin 
Pool. The man js searching the 
water with a,streamer of some 
sort. When hey.comes ashore, 
Ray --  thirsty for knowl~ge - -  
begins to grill him. 
At first the older angler ~eems 
diffident, but soon the harriers 
are down. He,:gelb. Ray of 
steelhead and rugged river~. In 
his short career, Ray has ye.t o 
fhh steelhend. , - 
He writes down the 
steelheader's phone number and 
resolves to pursue the largest of 
rainbows. At this point his 
troubles begin. 
Part two next week 
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CALEDONIA'S Morton 
Feddersen storms 
downfield with the 
ball, zeroing in on a 
beleaguered Prince 
Rupert goalie in last 
week's lop-sided con- 
test. Feddersen 
scored once ,to help 
the Kermodes on their 
way to a 10-0 victory 
over PRSS in nor- 
thwest high school 
soccer action. 
Ru p, decimated 
TERRACE --  It was one of those games where They added insult to injury with the one-man 
the home team scored so many goals the car- advantage they held the rest of the game. That 
nage left spectators embarrassed, came after a Rupert player was ejected for 
Caledonia's brutal 10-4) mutilation of Prince 
Rupert Senior Secondary's soccer team last 
• week gave the Kenmodes a 2-0 undefeated 
record in high school soccer action so far this 
season.. 
' The Terrac~ kickers hammered the Rupert 
team for five goals in the first half- -  capitaliz- 
unsportsmanlike conduct following an alterca- 
tion with a Caledonia PlaYer and.subsequent 
words with the ref. 
Cat's sharp goalie and defence neutralized 
any serious attack as soon as,it developed, 
blanking the Rupert offence. ' " 
The easy 10-0 win puts the Kermodes in good 
ing on shots by Brian Allen, David Wolfe, Rick position to grab the zone tide at this weekend's 
i Dhami, Morton Feddersen and Harry Brown. zone playoffs in Ten.ace,. ~ Caledonia, Prince 
Rupert, Kitimat and A i~ playoffon Satur. 
The second hal~ of the. Oct. 16 scoring clay for the fight t o ~ t  the zone at the 
-, smorgasbord saw Rick Dharni pump in two Nov,  8-10 proviticial iiehampionships in 
' more to lead Caledonia scoring with three, ~ Kandoops. : . . . . . .  :: 
~ iwhile Harry Brown 'scored his second of the ..... 
:~ ~t ,~d J~.Ew ~ and Paul Manhas each Caledonia takes ~e f ield against Prince 
Rupert at 9::]0 am.  on the" ~ turf, and the 
• " fwed in; another to put th~ team into double ' final is slated for 3 p.m. " ' i  . . . .  
[ digits" ' .i , • " Team sponsor H~ Drege~ t~id Kitimat is 
|'~ Rupert squandered a chance to get on the the only team likely togive Ca l la  serious 
| board when they botched a penalty shot mid- trouble, although e said A i~ co'uld be a 
| way in the second half. After that it was wild eard~ 
| downhill all the way, withCaledonia seeming to "We d0 have a good team this year," he 
| almost score at will late in the game. &aid " ...... ! . . . . . . . . . . .  
i '  I I I I II 
I I I 
Ansems edged out 
TERRACE-- After leading for most of the race, 
Terrace's Ed Ansems lost the lead on the t'mal 
hill of last week's half-marathon to finish se- 
cond. 
The 42-year.old master-class runner --  who 
last yeax finished first - -  settled for a time of just 
under an hour and fifteen minutes in the Oct. 14 
21-kilometre race. The time pm Ansems 17 
seconds back of race winner Mike Flagel of 
Prince Rupert, who is about 20 years younger. 
Flagei clocked in at 1:14:25. 
A total of about 73 participants [urned om to 
run or walk in the three events - -  21-kilomctre 
(half-marathon), 10-K,,a~zd 5-K. ,- 
• ,- ~'  " .~-. iV  ~ ~ ~,--- 
The fastest woman tug'he hilf-marathon was 
'Jhnls German, of PrinceRupe~, o  !finished m 
1:40:37. Paul Clark wheeled across the 21-K line 
at 1:10:15. 
Telkwa's Peter Douglas was the first 10-K 
racer over the llne, finishing with a time of 34 
minutes, 22 seconds. Rose-Marie Cheer finished 
first among 10-K women at 40:.20. Gaff Sheasby, 
of Terrace, was third, six minutes back of Cheer. 
Terrace's Cynthia Kenyon finished the 
10-kilometre with a time of 52:49 to take first 
among the und~-19 girls. 
In the masters (over 40) events, Terrace's 
C-eoff Phillips ran a 39:48 in the 10-K for first of 
the masters men, and Jack Worobey, also of Ter- 
race, came in I0 minutes later for third at the 
same time as Marilyn Earl, who was f'u~-t of the 
masters women. 
In the five-kilometre race, Srnithers' Peter 
Hynd ~ in the 13- to 19-year-old boys division 
- -  was f'ust overall at 16:48. Hard on his heels 
f'm~shing second and third were Terrace's David 
Shepherd and David Edmonds, both around the 
17-minute mark. 
Other Terrace finishers included Nathan Nor= 
thridge, who placed second in the under-13 boys 
division of the 5-K with a 21:35 time. 
Menghan Reid (13-19 girls) finished the 5-K at 
22 minutes, ahead of the open women entrants, 
fastest of whom was'Becky Easton at 23:23. 
Roy Vick finished at 24:22 in the open men's 
division, and masters men 5-K winner Mike Reid 
clocked in at a fast 19.36. Cathie Freudl was the 
first masters woman over the line at the 
30-minute mark. 
Karate sister 
TERRACE -- Kitimat's Ling 
sisters combined two weekends 
ago to capture the team gold 
medal at the Canadian ational 
karate championships in Mon- 
tread. 
Rassammee, Tanya and Lisa 
Ling won the gold in the 
women's team kata event - -  
which is the individual forms 
event, as opposed tokumite, the 
fighting event .  ' 
Indisputably ' the :strongest 
women's karate team in the 
same family in  Canada, and 
perhaps the worldi the Liars ac- 
cumulated, numerous other 
medals at  :the ~t  Canadian 
ing fourth. 
In individual sparring, the 
three were not as much of a 
force as last year, s ince 
Rassamee - - -  ' the defending 
champion:--was still recover- 
ing from a summer knee injury 
m 
championships. .~  
• Alth0agh they lost the final 
round o f  the  team kumite event 
to the home province's Quebec S¢comdnry's Junior ~ girlsl 
team, theLbzipwon:the silver ~l¢~lmll tma umwty: , lo~ J~Um,~lO~l~uds~q~mlil~,- 
medal in the sparring eveu. ! out to Kitimat In t IO~M.  ~ fo r~e fin el round on  fltdr 
In "ilidiv|ddal-~~-om~tion, + ~ vo~Ml l  t o m t  r ,!~.D, 6.15, 16-14:victo~ over 
th~ younsa ~, I :M  ~ Lain ~.,two ~Wa~kmdJ tie,.. ~ i i :: '~aepm_ :, eootnt ~ 
Ling, Won g01d in individual KIMfmst's Moat  ElJmbeth Tarrace girls named t~a-  
kata in the junior divJsion.~ : Jmdor 8bb defeated ~ ' s  .Line=mr 8114tnnr~i~:ludech ~r -
R ~  Ling won die silver '&' tatm 16-14, 7.15, IS-10 in ,hm a Woni~ Wmbdo and 
m¢~lal'iin women's open in- the rmJd. : ~ Skama's Mandta Pom~ sad  
dlvidua/ka~al with Tanya plat- 'gibe 8keema team faced , Sberri Postuk. ..... , ,~ 
pionships in Vancouver, and are 
likely to remain a force when 
the Canadian national cham- 
pionships come,back to Van- 
couver next ,year, 
Meanwhile, however, 
Rassamee, Tanya and Lisa are 
and decided not to enter.L'Lsa preparing to leave for a Nov. 
Ling was disqualified from the 3,10 world-level karatetoarna- 
sparring event when she hit and : meat in Mexico City, Theywill 
injured her opponent with an  be  among around nine B.C. 
excessively powerful blow to the karate*competitors representing. 
jaw. . ' ' "Canada at  the tournament,i 
The Lings virtually swept he which is held, every two years 
top women's pots at last year's and draws teams from 80 coun. 
Soke Cup international chain- tries. 
Skeena * out- volleyed 
- Sk, a, Jr. 
elfin "A' iS41, ZS4I - ~t ins l  
Terrace Stanearo, weonesoay, uctoOer 24, 19g0 - Page B5 
 ames" . . . . . . .   hting soon 
WhlC~i~o~iUro~nfhef lo~:  ..i  ames 
peti(De :::Sl~i~t of the-!athlete; : I h ; . . , , im,&.  
honours at/the NorthernB.C. _ ~1~all~]~'O~r, Tgr~ ~ i :~;e  ~ f aSsoteS~ticmmein thane 
~Winter Genes in February-  . 
'will behallpenin's°°n" ' !ii~Iv~e~nm~!is40~;na:~raCk~°~; ' l i ~ ~ E ~ . ~  FRO[V I  ' ' 
Prior ttt the Opening of the tion in the Northern B C better place to star t with than 
;Winter C~unes ~e will:see the Winter Games. While this date speedskattng? 'i . Skaters are required to I ~ ~ : ~ - . ~  / / / ' /A I~ ~'~im~l l~gt  I 
torch ~ffame anl burning right may seem rather far in advance, Speedskating has been pro- change lanes after each circuit I _._ /~ . / / - - /~=~V ~=O~mW I 
up :unti~/the~co~clusion of the it is most necessary in Order to viding thrills for humans ince in an event Each competitor 
gamesi¢lt is th([classic beginn- provide times for anyand all is- man first strapped animal bones must wear an arm band -- white , 
ings of:these W zter Games and quired playdowns. Any of  the 
makes~us reali~ how soon they events where more than one in- 
will b~ upon u! dividual or team registers will 
The lighting f the torch is to require a playoff, a winner will 
be a Ceremoni~ zs and gala occa- be declared and that winner will 
sion.'as this fl~ ~e will serve as a be the contender epresenting 
prot~d ''refliin~tr ' o all of us in Our area'at the winter (3ames. 
Terrace of ,flour duties and If you have not as yet attend- 
ple&sures a i hosts for the ed to this registration or if you 
games. Furtler information as wish more information you can 
to 'time and~lace Will be made call Flip Cervo, regional direc- 
available tO,he public th rough tor. at 635-6511 (local 212) or 
the media ~ I'm sure we will ~ 635-7445 at home and he will be 
want to att~hd this initial func- l~leased to clarify any questions 
tion of the~Winter Games. you may llave, 
to his feet and slid across and 
icy patch of ground. Howe~,er 
in a more recognizable form, it 
is said that speedskating dates 
back to the twelfth century in 
Holland. Then asnow it was 
one of the most popular. 0u't- 
door act ivit ies in the 
Netherlands and it is not sur- 
prising that after the sport was 
introduced to the United States, 
Canada and the Scandinavian 
countries during the nineteenth 
century, the first World Chain-. 
for the skater starting in the in- 
ner land and red for the com- 
petitor in the outside lane. The 
skates used are generally a low 
backed boot with long narrow 
bletde reinforced with steel tub- 
ing. 
With our modern alloy blades 
and full body suits we have 
• changed a great deal fr()m cave 
man days or even those of Hans 
Brinker. But the thrill 0f the 
sport has not changed and I 
know that many of you will be 
pionshipsin speedskating were looking forward to attending 
Also brpging to mind the With the games approaching held in Amsterdam in 1893. the speedskating competitions 
speed ofaiproach of the Games so rapidly we thought it might Men,s speedskating was in- being held in the Kitimat and 
are all th/posters about town be interesting to take a brief eluded in the first Winter Olym' Terrace arenas during the Nor- 
noting th~ registration deadline look at some of the games that pica in 1924, but i t  was' 1964 thern B.C. Winter Games. 
is OCt. 31for possible participa- will be competed in and what before an event for w~men was Another instance of Kitimat 
i i ~ :i~/ 'i . . . . .  included (a  definite double, and Terrace cooperating to !'  J: CTION ' A D S  I bladed standardt)../~.~_ "~ '  ~ make them both terrific, 
i . , ' :     BUNDLES !'; j 63e-SAVE 
"ORRECTiON 
i 
! i !~he Terrace Co-up winners  circle ad in the i :':" ~"  
' !v~dnesday, October  3,  1990 issue shou ld  have ' Ba=y', Name: Chdstlna Elizabeth Scares Furtado 
r~d. iSharon  Mapes $1 O0 O0 not  $100.000.  We Bat= & Time of Birth: September 23. 1990 at 2:12 a.m. 
a lo log!ze for any inconvenience this may have 
c=used, 
i I 
./~.i,.] ? - .., 
, ~,,/ 
I Weight: 7 Ibs. 3 oz. 'Bax: Female 
Plnlntz: Made & Bizabeth Furtado 
!UI]~L n, i iiii~; ' 
Baby's Name: Chdsteln Ashely Venus 
DIt~ & Time of Birth; September 24, 1990 at 10:18 pm 
W~ht: 71bs. Sex: Female 
Pamntl: Edc S Venus, Mary Johnny 
: Baby's Name: Rianna Michele Sulleld 
Date & Time of Birth, September 26, 1990 at 10;27 p,m, 
. Weiliht: 9 Ibs 1 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Ray & Vlkki Bulleld 
I Baby's Nine: Jenna J0yce Smith ., ',,, ~: ,,Batl & Tim M 8h'tiz: September 280 !990 at 8:32 a.m. 
• '. :~.~ "; ~ltOht Tbs 60Z Bax'.Female :" " '~ 
~ .-~ hi: Stu~ & ¢oralynh Sm th ";, ' " ' ' 
• i "  ! i  ! .E ( i  '{"  . ; :  "~., : , ,. : ' 
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Don' t  be  le f t  out  In  the  co ld  th i s  year .  
at me take care  of al l  your  snow removal  needs .  
i 
, , -,! 
No Job too big or too small!  
I RATES. 
,/ 
,pRIVEWAYS: 
1 '  $20 .per  visit or 
/ $150.  per  season(based  one 
max.  of  10  tlmes)~, ~ '  ~' 
! 
PARKING LOTS: ,... 
$40.  per  hour  • : 
• STORE FRONTS & .', i. 
SIDEWALKS: . . . .  ~ '  
$15,  per v is i t  ~ : 
• Starting at prime plus 3% ' ' 
• Your choice of term 1 year to 215 year plan i :  : 
• Home Improvement loans 
• Bill Consolidations 
• New mortgages arranged , . ~' : ,~  ~, 
• ~ Existing mortgages purchased , , :  ., ~,,:~i, i!~, 
• Pre-payment privileges - , :, , ..... , 
 #AVCO 
' FINANCIAL sERVICES 
.Our peo'ple mal~e the differenr_~ 
4609 LazelleAvenue : . (604) 635-2826 
OF 
"" ' r  
/ 
* NoE'W'S 
BY ROBERT Q.  SMITH 
• GENERAL MANAGER 
HALLOWEEN TREAT 
We'll paint your kids faces free. For Halloween the clowns Gyzmo and 
Pebbles will be at the Terrace Inn between 4:00 and 7:00 p.m to paint 
the kids faces for Halloween, Wednesday October 31. We'll be set up 
in the lobby, so you can't miss us. Balloons and treats will be given cut 
too. Bring the kids down to see us and get a face paint. See you next 
Wednesday. 
Shell out- Shell curl 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
A perfect Gift idea for Christmas is a Gift Certificate from the new Ter- 
race Inn. They can be purchased in any amount and can be used for 
food and accommodation'. A good idea is to purchase "Sunday Brunch 
for Two" certificates $10.95 for adults and $7.95 for seniors. Gift Car. 
tificates are available at the front desk of the hotel. 
CHRISTMAS PARTIES 
Book your Christmas party at the Terrace Inn. We have several rooms 
to choose from that will be suitable for large or small groups. Call us for 
availability: Margaret or Jackie will arrange everything for you. 
. . . . .  " ..... EARLY BREAKFAST 
Our restaurant opens at 6:00 a.m. for breakfast. We feature a fine 
'new menu that will please you. Breakfast is served until 
1 1:30 am 
SEE OUR ANNIVERSARY 
SALE AD ON 
PAGE B3 
;keena Mall  635-5236 
4551 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
For Reservations, 
Call (604) 635-6630 "or 
JToll Free 1.800.663-81 561 
Fax (604) 635-2788 
BACK TO YOU 
FACTORY NEW! 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT! 
Put your car In our care and let our experts handle the 
job. We have the mos.t experienced staff In townl 
- Most advanced wedge clamp system for straighten- 
Ing unl-body frames back to factory specif ications 
- Body work specializing In collision 
- ICBC claims 
- Sikkens European paint for "the wet look" that lastsl 
- Custom painting in special effects colours. 
- Windshields 
- Fiberglass work 
- Rust repair 
All makes and models 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
: '  Ask  about  our  
;/ ~ :r'- Sen iors  D iscount  
i ' 
,i RIVERS EDGE 
BARRY DOELL " QUENTIN ROY 
/ . . . .  Ma prep. specialist 
. . . . . .  635 6309 i M 1Veyrs, exp. 
]~/ m " ' 
,' : i ,  • 3002 Kalum ( Just past ICBC) 635-4837 
I . - - . - - -  . • 
m 
" ~l .... ' ' ' . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ..... ~ ...... ~ ' . . . . . .  " ' ,, ' ' ' ' J i in "F 'll [/ O.OP TERRACE CO,OP HOME CENTRE MON.-. WED THURS., ] : ; V  1 2912 Mollisr St: 635,9595 8 a.rnl 9p.m. v - Ef fec t iveMonday ,  October '29,  1990 : 8 a.m..6 8 a.m'6 p.m. J' I . . . . . .  , p ,m . . . .  
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TERRACE - -  It took even les's 
than the normal regulation time 
for the Terrace Northmen rugby 
team to pulverizethe Sutz'dawgs, 
of Alaska, into submission and 
capture the consolation title in 
their division at a rugby toUrntt- 
ment in Hawaii. 
They were playin8 +in the 
social division consolation final 
two weekends ago in Honolulu 
at end of the Hawaii Harlequins 
invitational rugby tournament.. 
Terrace's 20-0 rout of -~ the 
Fairbanks team was but short'in 
the final minutesof  the+game 
when Nor thmen players 
mistook a game-ending whistle 
from an adjacent field as 5e~hg 
intended for theirs. 
"The cheer immediately went 
up from the Terrace ranks 
'Three cheers for ~the 
Sundawgs,'" recalled team 
spokesman Dave Hull. "Then 
the ref came running over, wav- 
ing his arms, saying "No!, no[" 
But as the exuberant Nor- 
thmen players, Spouses, friends, 
groupies and faro poured onto 
the field from the sidelines to 
launch the vietory,~:elebrations, 
the referee abandon~J efforts to 
complete the game and awarded 
the 20-0 win and the plate (con- 
solation) title to Terrace. 
"It was obvious the Sun- 
dawgs weren't going to + win," 
Hull said. "It was Lthe Nor- 
thmen's game - -  we dominated 
from the beginning:. Near the 
end we ran away with it." 
They were up 10-0 at the half 
and doubled that bythe time it 
was over, 
"The calibre of the teams we 
faced was high," Hull said. 
"And the +Northme, played 
considerably better as well. We 
were at the very top level of  our 
rugby ability." 
Players suffered "numerous 
missing pieces of hide but no 
serious injuries," hesaid,  ad- 
"ding plans are already beginning 
for a trip to New Zealand in '93. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 
Beginning at 9:00 p.m. 
' A Costume C1 
Pumpkin ,C 
all---- 
• ~ ~ ti , ,ol J I  I IgO t 
•+Plus 
Live mus ic  by "Three '8  a 
Talent night Fdday, 
$8500.00 to be won 
THORNHILL 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 
2387 Thomhill St. 
B 
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TERRACE NORTHMAN Rick Weisner and the rest of the pack bears 
down on opposing receivers the Northmen are kicking away to dur- 
ing a rugby match two weekends ago in Hawaii, against the 
Ngongotaha Hawks, a Mauri team from Rotorua, New Zealand• 
Guest speaker 
Ted + 
Byfield 
Publisher of B.C. Report 
Friday, Oct. 26 
HAPPY GANG CENTRE 
Fund raising DINNER 7:00 p.m. SPEAKER 8:30 p.m. 
Tickets $15.00 individuals - $25.00 couples 
Sponsored by Terrace Prolife Association 
For tickets & information call 635-9359 
Foster Parent Week 
October 21.27 
In Brmt~sh Columbia there are more than 3000 foster 
famdms providing canng, stable homes for children 
temporardy in need, 
Th~s year, 10 of those families received the Ueutenant- 
Governor's Foster Families Award• in recogmt,on of their 
outstanmng contributions. 
For the rest• the rewards are less public - a smile here. a 
hug there. But this is Foster Parent Week. and we're 
going public now with a heartlelt thank you Io all the foster 
families of British Columbia. 
Most people already have the basic knowledge and skills 
to be a loster Darent. It also takes patience and 
commitment to meet the challenge. 
If you've got what it takes.., please call us. 
 osmrCate 
~ British Cdumbia 
1-800-663-9999 
~ Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Social Services and Ho~Jsing 
~rab le  Norman Jacobsen, MiniVer 
j • . 
gvei s c+a 
/'//[i uS /I] 
egci/ma+ r
[33312ZN3EI  
NORTH AMERICA'S 
#1 SELLING CARt 
Astl~ benclvn~ for Family S~ns, the 
1991 Accord continues to set the standmd for 
st~fng, engineedng, ride and ha~dlin.~ which " 
alSo-Can ody fallow at a respectful distance, ' 
t : : ; [  . . . . . .  T - - '~ 
DONOTSmLE 
HII AH INHLr I 
The 1991 Civic Hatchba~'s refined balance 
+ of fresh, sporty styling, intedor space 
and su .pedative ride and handling makes 
• :it one of the most enjoyable 
automobiles in the wodd to drive. 
i ' ~ - .  
AM OUISTAN91NG "SPECIAL ,t 
EDITION" OPPOglUMnY 
gorgeo~"SPEClALEOff1~"Givic Sedanlealures: 
, Cotmr matched ora lmn<J~ mitrom & bumlz~, 
, Fac~ lnmXed ~ing ; ,  P,+~-han<l minm;, 
,, ~mm labric ir~d~,, AM~M ¢ectmtm~ tuned sterna 
11m 1091 Hondas continue 
the cemmilmenl to producing 
automobges which am 
pedect for Ilw times. 
A test ildve will assure you 
that Honda offers a slonHicanl 
Investment In pleasure, 
dlmdabll~, imMonnance 
anal d~Ing eaJoymeng 
• i' 
. • L + _ 
4838 Hwy.  16  West  - -  638-8"171 " 
Dealer No. 8920 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~+*. 
TERRACE co.oP DEPARTMENT+ STORE; i ~ + 
Effective Monday, October 291 i 990  °, + I a , . _  _m _ _ I I ~ i/+a,m.-Gp 
635-6347 Gas Bar & Bulk Fuel ~ Open at 8 a.m. ~ :  
I . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • + +,m~+~$~ - - + ~  ~ "~-='/++:"+-:. .+++,:+',~--z+,+ . . . . . . . .  
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, . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  , ~.~ -:DN DISCOUNT 
Saver Store 
M OCTOBER 26 • FRIDAY, • 
" - -  - "~.~~rS  0~~.~ ~ 8 a.m.-9p.m. 
& SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27 
8 a.m.- 6 p.m. ~ 
PRODUCE 
& BAKERY 
, MEAT 
DEPARTMENT 
OFF 
CAFETERIA 
r 
GROCERY 
' r  ' 
% 
OFF 
FF 
Also  
Featur ing  
:FRIDAY NIGHT 
'FAMILY  DINNER 
FURNITURE & 
APPLIANCES 
FAMILY 
• :~ FASHIONS 
% 
OFF 
GAS BAR 
OFF 
BUILDING 
SUPPLIES 
% 
OFF 
' HARDWARE 
% 
OFF 
GARDEN 
CENTRE 
i 
. i  
FF 
% 
OFF 
: ii:: • 
MEMBER~ APPRECIAT 
;~ , ' i  ~! ~:  ~ J* ;  : .  i~ i  ~* ~!~:~/.:~ '. : ' .  ~ ' : "~, !  ' : :~: : " i :  • '~" i  '~:~ ~' 
TERRACEi:,CO-OP DEPARTMENT 
ORE 
L 
" race  
'TO: MEMBEB,~.):;S! ALE **  
, ~ . . : , :~ :  i'~!/~ii ~ ~::,i:~ ~ ~!~i:ii,i i : , i i  
Monday to Wedhesday- 8 a;m,i i 6 p.m; i 
Thurs'- F r id~- -8  a,ml ~9 p.m, !: I 
Saturday i8  a.m. - 6 p.m. • / "~ 
• , i : ; i  ~, • , • 
MEMBERAP! i! !BECIATION .-- DISCOUNT 
l: ?i! 
!:1 
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Feature 
home by 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
MEMBER 
! 
LEPAGE- / - - "  " ,  - -  l I 
Associate Broker Netwo  
N O | P I N D I N | L  Y OWNEO , IND O P i R & f | O  
Rare  f ind 
Cozy ,  fami ly -o r iented  k i tchen  
:~ '~ ~ ~, 
[~ ~:, ~,~ :: 
' ,~ ' :T  TM 
. . , . ,  
- - . =  
: i : /  :•: : •::/• i:i:;i • / : :  • i i!~i i : : , i  ~ i ,~ : 
Fenced  and  deve loped  one-acre  proper ty  
The house you have been searching for !! 
One of the most tom- Meal preparat ion This home as been of fruit trees and' 
men requests from.home 
purchasers todayis for.a' 
nice family home, on a 
larger piece of property, 
not too far from town, 
and for an affordable 
price• Here it is - -  the 
home you've been sear- 
ching for. 
The focal point of this 
l,lO0 sq. ft. residence is 
the warm and friendly, 
generous-sized kitchen, 
reflecting the philosophy 
that the kitchen is the 
"heart of the home". 
becomes a joy with the ~ recently upgraded" and 
built-in appliances and flooring, bath fixtures, 
lots of storage for all :- roof and n.gas heating 
your supplies, system are" relatively, 
.Glass sliding door new.  
looks out to  the back "" Growzng active 
sundeck. : families will enjoy the 1 
Each family~ member acre property with two 
,can enjoy' their own outbiii ldings - -a  
r0om - -  there's three workshop which is 
bedrooms plus a stud,y or gyproced and wired, and 
4th be~droo/ii, all on the a second'building with 
main floor, carport,,storage area and 
An unfinished base- sauna, also wired. 
ment provides space for Totally fenced, 'the 
a recroom, laundry and yard boasts good garden 
storage areas, soil with an assortment 
raspberries. 
There's a single garage 
and lots o f  room for 
parking. This property is 
located close to schools 
and service centre; 
minutes f rom 
downtown. 
Sounds good, doesn't 
it?f TI/e best part.is the 
price ~ $82,5001•.Don't 
wait to view this high in 
demand home:. Call 
Sylvia Griffin at Terrace 
Realty Limited :-- Royal 
LePage abn, 638-0371 
for more information. 
! MEMBER 
ROYAL "~I'EP/~GE~ - __  
 !0ker Netwo  
! 
~: : ,~ i  ~;~ • ~.~ ' '. 
ALL THE COMFORTS OF 
HOME 
2 bedroom, full basement home 
with HaL Gas heat. The let is 
situated next to a designated park~ 
area and very private. This is an 
ideal first or retirement home, ready 
and waiting for immediate posses. 
slon. Asking $57,000. MLS 
FAMILY PLEASING HOME 
Located west of Skeena School on a 
100 x 297 ft. lot with room to have 
your own tennis court, this 1,344 
sq. II. home features 4 bedrms., 
fplce., 3 baths, family room, 
separate laundry, nat. gas heat and 
carport. Asking $105,900. MLS 
i 
RIGHT NEIGHBOURHOOD -
RIGHT PRICE 
Modern, well constructed bungalow, 
full basement, only 7 yrs. old and 
located in the Horseshoe, 3 
bedrms., fplce., bay window in the 
living room, nat. gas heat and car- 
port. Asking $04,900. Exclusive. 
TRIPLEX REVENUE 
For the investors..fuIfy rented.new. 
ly painted,.some r novations com- 
}leted in the sundeck area. Close to 
hospital and easy access to the 
downtown area. By appointment on- 
ly. 
LOOK TO THE FUTURE 
Located close to the Municipal 
Building this 1 acre parcel, fronts on 
LazelJe and Park Avenue, is 
presently Zoned R3, but adjoins P1 
Zoning to the East. House presently 
rented. Ideal holding property for 
future development. MLS 
RRST CLASS QUALITY 
Tasteful two storey located on 
prestigious DeJong Crescent, quali- 
ty throughout, European kitchen 
with breakfast: area covered rear 
sundeck, 3 plus 1 bedrooms, 2 
bdck fireplaces, Channel Cedar 
Siding and brick facing exterior, 
paved double drive, carport, fenced 
and landscaped yard. MLS 
THORNHILL - RESIDENTIAL 
Recently constructed 3 bedroom, 
1,192 sq. ft. full basement home 
with natural Gas heat and hot water, 
patio doors off dining area to rear 
sundeck, located on a 75 x 118 ft. 
lot, early possession available. 
Price $82,500. MLS 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Laze l le  Avenue 
638-0371 
FAX: 638-1172 
~ ~  basement,-Price ~ " '  
~ U T N - S I D E  ACREAOE,,, 
~ o p t ,  older, 3 bedroom 
, 
Ralph Gedllnskl "' RuSty LJungh Sylvia Griffin 
836-4980 L 635-5784 R.I.(B.C.) - 630-0404 
home. Numerous outbuildings in- PRICE REDUCTION & 
eluding a 14' x 24' greenhouse and I TURN-KEY CONDITION 
a 40' x 100' barn with concrete.[wha t more can one be looking 
floor. Over 19 acres mainly cleared I for newly painted inside and 
~hn:lln hay !ields makes this one of J out':.lmmaculate condition..land. 
.~_~r_ge_s[ farms wnn.m crzy ,ml_tS~. |scaped, fenced yard with fruit trees, 
vy~uur m, ay ~Kea home_ as parL.~greenhous e and a cold storage room 
!raoe, ASKIng Z14U,OO0 MLS |~ownstairs. 4 bedrooms, two 
A HOME TO APPRECIATE fireplaces.truly an economical 
Modern 4 level split, over 1,700 sq. homo to live in. 
ft. plus basement, 4bedrms., bdck 
tireplace, patio doors off dining 
room to rear deck, Jacuzzi tub in 
master ensulte, 2" x 6" framing, 
spacious kitchen with pantry, dou. 
ble garage and triple paved 
driveway, first time offered. Asking 
$129,500 MLS 
Bert Ljungh 
R,l,(e.c.) Joe Barbosa 
635-5754 ..635"5..604. 
IN THE 50'S 
Sp/~clous non.basement home on 
concrete dngwalL Natural gas heat, 
3 bedrooms, small detached shop, 
paved driveway, sundeck in the 
back, rear lane access and central 
horseshoe location. Listed at 
$51,000 MLS 
Carol McCowan 
798.2200 Chdstel Gedllnski 638.0397 
ONLY $59,000 
A nicely renovated four bedroom, 
full basement 24 x 56 mobile 
home. New roof & siding in 1986, 
natural gas heat. Located on a 
large lot in quiet subdivision. Call 
Mike. MLS 
I STARTER HOME 
'on half acre in the Keith Estates. 
Three bedroom, non basement 
home with separate garage/shop 
and cold room. Asking $52,500 
Call M ke, EXCL. 
SKEENA RIVER VIEW 
MAKES LIFE WORTH 
LIVING 
in this spacious well finished 5 
bedroom home, The like new con. 
dition reflects pride of ownership, 
Two separate furnaces, 1 wood & 
1 n.g. will give economical 
heating. $89,500. Call Joy. NEW LISTING. 
I CHECK OUT 4738 
r STRAUME This is a great family home in ex. 
cegent condition. The light & 
bright main floor has 3 bedrooms, 
fireplace and ensuita plumbing, 
Full basement. $79,000. EXCL 
Call Joy. 
VIEW THE SPLENDOR 
of a newly constructed modern 
home. Easy care cabinels make 
the kitchen bright and spacious. 
Entertain your friends in the ad. 
!joining family room or n the for- 
mal dining room, Comes comp eta 
with beautllul mountain view. 
Listed at $145,000, Call Erka 
Peet er for full details. 
NEAT AS A PINI 
Enjoy this immaculately kept 
homo: 
- 3 bedrooms - oak kitchen 
! - full basement- sundock 
- large yard - carport 
Across the street from an elemen- 
tory school. Asking $79,500. Call 
Vendors motivated. Will consider 
.all offers on this 4 brm full bsmt 
home in the 4800 block of the 
Horseshoe. Vinyl siding. Faro y 
in finished basement. Reduced 
from $81,900 to $78,000, MLS 
Call Dave now for more inlo. 
: J - - -  / ] ReST X=ME HOME 8UVE,  
.... ~ .......... • . . . . . . .  ~,~ /uua=-y ~u~ Hm morzgaoe 
EXECUTIVE HOME i VAULTED CEILINGS lass stance Program & move into 
in a prime location. OualitY]l 150 =,, it home In town ithis beautifully maintained 
features Over 2 500 sq ft of fly ~ • dou I 
iln~rarea'fl4ep~;cm:' g~  ;eaarts' X:;" I ~r~lsl ~u~le~is~m~' ~n Ikml~Cr~iv~ J heab ~:~-I~S~nC-nr: f~;~r°er 
For more inform;ton, call Dave'ir~rep'~-ce:7M'ore'f'or" "Y~rlm-°neyl J ~sKmg) ~.OUU ML;i Ua 6offlje / ~=_' ,~g~,.uuu. ML= 
Asking $153,500, MLS '1~ . . . . .  / CLEAN AND BRIGHT ~or an appointment ]' " | . THROUGHOUT 
l .[Super house located on 5 acres 
REDUCED, REDUCED t~! ! i~~Omm~ I~!~e~!!i;i~9~i~.l~n~LS~h~i°n Brauns Island. 3 largo 
an o,or Co tac, i]or ,o / OPEN I She'dan' / 
Approx. 20 acres of 1 f treed land, I Erika fo r full details. MLS. 
approx. 20 km west of T e r r a c e . ' ] ~ B E  NIMBLE, BE QUICK THINKING OF SELLING? Excellent s arter home, 1,230 sq. Creek runs JUST LISTED through part of the pro. J in Caledonia Sulxflvlsloc, Large 
perry. Has potential for lodge site. |bdght rec room, 4th bedroom and With the limited amount of homes, ft., full bsmt double wide, 3 brms, 
For more information call Mike. jadditl°nal bath make this home available, NOW may be the right 2 full baths. Patio doors off dining 
Ask ng $33,000. MLS great for the growing family, time to market your home the room, For more Into, call Oave 
most effective way. Call Erlka to $46,900, MLS $103,000. Call Joy to view. MLS discuss the HRS advantage, .~ 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. ' 
[. 
Dave Re ~nolds 
, O311.SlZl. ] i eSO,.011OL ' 
John Currle 
. . . . . . . . .  6311-7068 , 635-9698 , , ' 
HOUSE • 
I 
/ ADULT ORIENTED l i;; 
/Now executive home in one of ~ ~:,~;~. 
rTerrace's best subdivisions Ex. i ,~ 
cellent family area. Too many I
features to list In this 1,935 sq. I 
ft. home, Offered at $169,900 I 
Call John Evans at 638.8882. I
~ 5 / ~  ma~;s thta ihome~/~; tu ' /a~ 1 
EXCLUSIVE ~ " ....... 1 ~fl 
Jo Dover', 
1131bTeTO 
I INVESTMENT REI"REAT TO ROSSWOOD I October  27  J oppn . . . . .~  
! 10 acres, of idctulasque property ' r v .=vm.  / 
In nosswoed. Road acce.. Spring J 1 2 - 2 p .m.  J Motel/restaurant complex on 30 
water available, Call Gordle | At Lot B, Lavergne Road I a_cres: H~hw~ ' 37;~ Iskut,,iB.C, 
~nerdan for map and details IJoin Suzanna for a nnAk'Ar rhl,,| uourt.oraereo sale ASKIn 0 
A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15000 sklno$10,000. Open to offers, ~quatity~ constructed home one} , 0'CallD!ckEvans'MLS 
46i I ] 
III 
Gordle Sheridan ' Edka Pelletler " 
11114111 . . .  !81147~. ,  
% . ,~. 
1dike R c s 
ttb.  if| , 
m i  
VACANT LOTS 
BuDding lots in the Keith Estates 
area raoglog from .7 acre to 1' 
~ cre from $12,000 to $19,000 in 
own• Lot in Themhofghta Phase 
111!.$16,000: Call John Evans. MLS 
635-61, 
• 2 ...... I 
. . . . . .  ; ,3  
Terrace Standard, EARL.,, ' m ~ . . . . . .  S m ) ' T .... . ' r "~ i~ ] 
HOME PLAN 
( ~ ~ ~O¢x~6 / 
, -  
) "  
o: 
• ! 
" 7' 
"7, 
Compact  Rancher 
Full Of  A t t rac t ive  " 
Features  . . . . . .  
- .-, . . • ~ ..... ~ , ~ : ~ . .  
L_ .~[ - -  
,,~, ,,,,, ,,,,,% 
990 ;~ l/D9 
~,~,~; ~ . 
~ .. '.~.~.~ :
1 
,~'.,,,.,,,,,~.~e'1 ~' "ii ~'~| '~"~' % • • 
DEIGN NO K-65  -, 
-This:two bedroom non-basement 
ranch  ,home is full of at t ract ive  
' fea'tures that will make it an 
attractive retirement or starter 
home. Although the overall 
area is compact, you will notice 
that all of the rooms are a 
.good size• The zoning.of rooms 
according to funct ion is 
: ...... excel lent and there is plenty 
of c loset and storage space. 
ileasing colonial-style 
is a warm blend of 
Siding, brick and louvred 
shutters. This lovely home 
would fit well in any modern 
. . . . . . . . . . .  'neighborhood; 
. . . . ,~  . .  , ~ ,,, . c~ - ' .~ - : '  " "" ) , ' , l  .~ . .  
~ ,L , i .A t J L IL~{I~J  -~" A." , I t1. . t ; l ( ;  I ''~ ~1U C;.l~ : ,~"L' : t t  Cl•t~:' ';:;,~ ¢ ').,t~ | l l~:' '  ' !~ '*~ ' :  
:" :  ~',"',' Wzdt :h :  56 '=0 '8 ..... ....... 
jr 
Depth-_  29~-0"  
Main Floor: 1007 sq. ft. 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
l I • . . . .  l 
I ' ' I I " I ' JA  _n_ ~... .n~. ~.q._m.'~ m H u ' .~ law lee  imz~'  ~ ~w :~m~'~ ... S INCE 1955 i TRANSPORTATION ! =_'S YS TEMS L TD. =_ 
• HI BOY 
• VAN 
• FLAT  DECK • 
~ •'FORKLIFT SERVICE .::: 
• DALLY FREIGHT TO, KITIMAT 
• SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE 
:V LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE ' '  
i;' CHARTERS 
'o SCHEDULED SERVICE ON ~ 
HIGHWAY :37 N. 
! • DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL 
• FREIGHT SERVICE FROM 
!,i, VANCOUVER ~ 
: : ,  DAILYFREIGHT SERVICE TO :: :i:: 
STEWART . . . .  
' ...... United Van Umn : 
? ] i:]:::i~ : - ru ined  
~' i : :  MAT I~uONN/~D~ TERRACE 
632-2544 635-2728 i 
or e S-ZlO2 : ' 272  '3rd Street 
,~r ~: Kitimdt 3111 Blackburn 
. . . . . .  Ter race  
RURAL PARK-LIKE 
SETTING 
Solid 3 BED/BSMT home. •60 Acre 
private and landscaped Grounds. 
*Gardens and fruit trees. *920 sq. 
ft. deck and ~)uilt.in pool. 
*Workshop °Party room* Wonder- 
ful home, upgraded and modem. 
*$116,900" Priced to sell. Jackie 
Collier 635-2677 MLS 
REDUCED] REDUCEDI 
REDUCED! 
Hospitable South side quad level 
Contemporap/ includes fireplace. 
Freshly decorated. Den, eat.in kit. 
chen, 3 BP,/4 Pce. 2Pce. baths, 
Available immediately. $88,000 
(900.143) Verne Ferguson 
635.3389 MLS 
• RURAL HOMESTEAD AND 
SHOP 
3 6ed/Bsmt home• Partly land- 
scaped 2 acre private ~roperty in 
Keanza Subd. *30 x 40 2 storey 
shop. Great acreage for the 
owner/operator or hobby farm. 
Minutes from town and Affordable 
at $67,500. MLS Jackie Collier to 
view. (900165) 
:.:! , ~.. ,~:~! ~
INVEST IN VALUE 
Mtn, view enhances this delight• 2 
story. 3 6n/4 Pce.13 Pce. ensuitel3 
Pce. baths. Well constructed home 
in Good area is still like new. Move 
in ~mmediately. $136,509. 
(900096) Call Joyce Findlay MLS 
635-2697 
REDUCEDI 
Rewarding Koith Estates bungalow 
~n 169 x 185 lot. Ouiet street, gas 
heat, carpeting, eat-in kitchen, 2 
bedrooms, 1 bath, fruit trees, city 
utilities. Good value at reduced 
~dce of $65,000. (900123) Gordon 
Hamilton, MLS 
KLEANZA MOBILE WITH 
SHOP 
12.48 acres, has 32 x 80 three bay 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
Horseshoe bungalow. Fastidluos 
upkeep. 5 8R/1.4 pce., 1-2 pce. 
baths. PLUS *Balcony *Near 
schools - shops *carpeting *Gas 
heat, Patio, fruit trees, garden and 
storage sheds• *$79,900" 
(900172) Gordon Hamilton 
635.9537 MLS 
shop. Propane heat in one section. :BENI r~:~:  ' ~ ,;~.~:.~.~E~.~ 
Wired 220 Ths 1980 mob e wth I ~ ; '  , : ;~ ' !~ i~ 
~dd,~on and shop is ~dna~ for the I ~ ~ ~  
logging contractor. Priced at l.* -~_  ~"~ -_ -  . 
$140,000• .,,MLS !900186) Call |~. -7--y -- ~ --_-- ~. - 
" 8PLENDII) ELEGANCE I' COUNT;YDANDY 
Distinguished view-site home• 2 
fren ~= m =n,, .,nm ~l Begin a new life in this Thornhill ,.laces, fo,,,,=l ..n,.u . . . . . . . . . .  
BRI 4 P~ P Pe~ ~ m.,~ h=th~ | restdance. Tree-hned street, cheery 
.~n ;P.~m~ti'n'n'" o~'r~'n"r:~'J'fireplace gas heat Walk-in closet. AL . . . . .  ,...,_= . . . . . . . .  • , , 
1 568 sq It 3 bedroom home ecutive home on view lot in prestige | , • • 
• n . nna .¢ rao~nn. / Iocated  on large private lot neh, hbo.rh . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
(900163) Verne Ferguson| $69,900 (900181) Call Joyce 
635•3389 MLS | Findlay MLS 635.2697 
%' N '~!- 
Cameron Simon Verne Ferguson BrenJa Erickson 
635.7950 635.3389 638-1721 
MTN. VIEW 
Friendly Thomhill bungalow with ge- 
nuine charm. Freshly decorated. 
Modem kitchen, 2 BR/ 1-4 pna. 
baths, woodbumlng stove• Well 
kept home, only 10 minutes from 
town. *$55,000" (900185) Gordon 
Hamilton 635•9537 EXC. 
10 ACRE BENCH PROPERTY 
Prime parcel on HalJiwed *Zoned 
ruial *Within city limits *Offers to 
$65,000. MLS Jackie Collier 
BEST OF THE BUNGALOWS 
Close to schools and shopping. This 
older remodelled home is a must 
see. The fenced yard encloses a 
large wired shed and $57,000. 
(900170) MLS Carl Brenda 
Ron Redden 
638-1915 
Jackie Collier Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635.2677 635-9537 635.2697 
TRUCKER & WIFE'S 
DREAM 
For the trucker, a 2 bay, 16 ft. door, 
3# x 70' shop for $75,000 and for 
the wife, a beautifully finished home 
wilh a separate pool house on a: 
1.25 acre landscaped and fenced 
yard. $175,000. This Kitwanga pro, 
perry.can be bought as a pack#ge or~ 
separatelv. Call Shaunce for more 
IMMACULATE MOBILE 
This older but great conditioned 
mobile comes with a large addition 
and sits on a beautiful andscaped 
I ard with 23 x 20 shop• A must to 
, ee for starting out. $32,000 MLS 
haun( o. 
EYE APPEALING 
-- 1,186sq, ft - 4 bedrooms 
- 2 baths - Fireplace 
And much much more 
Priced at $82 000 MLS 
Stan Parker' 
.. q36.4031 
LOTS OF POTENTIAL 
Home and rental situated on 5 plus 
acres just minutes from town• 
THORNHILL DUPLEX 
Here is your chance to own your 
own home and have someone else 
help pay the mortgage for you, or 
perhaps you are Just Interested in an 
investment, Each side rents for 
$550 month, Located in Phase I of 
Thornheights'~ulxlivlslon, Call Hans 
for more information or your par. ,av! 
sonal appointment to view, I I 1  
$84r900. MLS 
REVENUE PROPERTY - LET In 
SOMEONE ELSE PAY THE 
MORTGAGE 
That's dghtl Let the revenue from 
i this 4 plex pay off the mortgage and ML 
also bdno ina substantial income. 
I this attractively pdced 4 plex is located in Thomhlll and Ideally located for the renter with family as it Is located close to all grade 
schools, Fullyrented and at 
$110,000 shows a good return on 
your investment, Call Ted now, 
635-6361, MLS 
. . . .  . . . .  ~ "C i , ,  , -~" 
• ,  '~ /? 
I 
Jim Dully Laurie Forbes 
Da5.esee ea~.s~e2 
STOP-CIRCLE-CALL 
Very attractive well maintained 
1,045 sq. ft. 3 bedroom home, 
Located in the Horseshoe featuring 
NIG heat, fenced 60 x 122 lot, 
WHAT? NOTHING TO RENI?! 
I IMPRESSIVE SPLIT- 
LEVEL 
storage shed, and large patio, For _ 4 levels - 9 years old 
your personal appointment to view, I - 4 bedrooms - 3 baths 
call Hans. Askl~ $83,000 ~ And much, much more 
PRIME BUILDING i Pdced at $139,500 Exc, 
LOTS t " All these lots have all services i i 
wailable: . ' r 
n town: 
2307 Cromer - 72 x 264 
2503 Kalum - 78 x 256 
Thornhill:" 
3688 Hawthorne - 75 x 118 
Lot 4, Moontainview - ,31 acre 
For more information, carl Shaunce. 
ATTRACTIVE FIVE 
BEDROOM HOME 
With good assumable mortgage. 
Asking $84,900 MLS 
TASTEFUL, MODERN & 
FULLY RNISHED 
A home with all the fine points, 
Tastefully finished up and down, ira. 
maculate condition inside and out. 
Neatly landscaped with fully fenced 
backyard, NIG heat, paved 
ddveway, carport, wet bar, bay wln- 
l Ilvingroorn, Many pleasing dew In 
features as well as quiet location in 
town, Call Laude or Shaunce for n, 
fo, on this neat family home just 
reduced to $84,900 
Why not try this? With a small down 
payment and approved financing 
you could OWN this 12' x 72' 
mobile home, This mobile has a 12' 
x 53' finished addition, two 
sundecks just built on this summer, 
well maintained and with every pay- 
ment adds to your equity instead of 
your landlords pncket,,Pickap the 
phone and call Ted hOWl 635-5619 
STARTER HOME 
If you are looking for a starter home 
but want something that has some 
potential, then. check out this 2 
bedroom, full basement.home, 2 
baths, natural gas heat, 60 x 122 
lot. Located in quiet area in town. 
Priced at $44,900 
. RURAL ACREAGES, 
Just north of Terrace we have for, 
sale 2 aueagns.One ofthem te 16 
plus acres in size and the Socoud Is  
10 plus acres In size. ~ For maps or 
more information, please givQ Hans 
a call, Asking $22,900 each• MLS 
Gordon Olson 
638-1945 
'Hans Stach Shaunce Krui~elbrlnk 
636-5739 635-5382. 
Ted Garner 
635-6619 
, I  ~+; 
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HELD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN AL UMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS --  BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRIC~,TION -- GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR 
, : "~LL200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS ! 
~]/ /  / (so,,6,,.,4,, I
[..YX~B I / / I  ~ 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I 
,h~=~...J ~/I . . . .  --- . . . . .  TERR~,CE~ B.C. VS~ 3Y8 I 
• ro l l  1 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
~~ TERRACE STANDAR D 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
F~NEST ESCORT SERVICE 
per & Tease  ' ~ :  
::i:,, ~ . 'Cause  We Aim ToP 
SPECIAL 
Main off ice 
For t  ,St. John 
785-2629 
--:':::~ : TERRACE : - :  ) -•: 
GRAND OPENING Look for, 
Dawson Creek 
782-1132 
i ~ ~ R E C K I N G  
4129 Sub Station Avenue, Terrace, B,C. VSG 3W6 
Out of Town Calls 1-800-6~3.8151 
SUMMER SPECIAL! 
NohtHERN CARPET & :UPHOLSTERY CLEANING. 
: ' " 635-3944 i 
I 
let's talk 
b, ,o . .  
• Portable radios 
• Marine radios 
• Mountain top repeaters 
I~ IDLAN ~ dealer 
Northland ,.~oo~ o,,, ^.o.. 
Communications 638-0261 ' 
This space available to advert ise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayf 
C 
lr'jr,~JFt,=~"S 
FINEST ESCORT SERVICE 
We Pamper & Tease 
: 'Cause We Aim To Please 
635-5323 
TERRACE 
Main office GRAND OPENING Look for 
Fort St. John Dawson Creek 
~8~-~62~ SPECIAL ~B2.~ 2 
"And Aesthetics by Jan 
4646 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1 R2 
835'3727 
or 635-4565 ' 
I 
BALLOON DECORATING, '.~1~ ,(. ~ . .. 
{~ FOR ALL OCCASlONSI ~ • 
" ~" : . ' .~,. ~k. ~' • *PromotlonalWi~dw DiSplays =~ 
~O;;e~:SA~:7 u ' ,, : : ;  ' ' (mln24hourn0tice) ~j).~ 
i ..,0,ouo, oo. i 
465 e TANNINGPLUST = PAR. COSTUME RENTAL, '~ 
BOOK NOW BEAT THE RUSHI 
B.C. 
w~ ~s6 ,o,o, ooo,~, ,,oo,, Ooro I 635"6312 NO. 1"~23' Kalum AVI.TerrI©I. B.C. 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crernatorlum 4626 Davis Ave.~ Terrace 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANEI-rE DE FRANE 
S,o.z. pta,.~ 24 HOUR / ' ,  & monumentS 
• Answering and Pager Servlce iA  
Terrace, Klllmal, Smllhers . 
~.n~.B~.. 635"2444 ~un.,.,,.... 
• . . As~pCia l ion  . 
Weddings 
Portraits 
Family Portraits 
5 Min. Passports 
Dry Mounting 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Edition Prints 
Laminating 
Bateman - Brenders 
Barns- Doolittle 
Lester - Danby 
Kennedy - Isaac 
Frederick - Parker 
4809 L.akelse Ave~e 
Telrace 1,1111,1111 
ANE TERRACE TRUCK RENTALS i 1 , 
FL N'ER L HOME "*Moving vans ' i:; i 
*passenger  vans | f i  
BOX 247:, DirectorS~n]th ~'s~B.C, • ga~,E~ae~ '847"2441"./~4' "p ick  'up trucks : ::i: ~ !: 
~L~ ~ Specializing In I I I__~LL" I .U IC : I  I I 
', . ~ Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries I I ~ • . ~ .~.. ' " 
~ ~  and other memorable occasions I I I  ~ IL  Am ~ ~ ] 4711 A KEITH AVE I 
• "/ ' :  ~ , . '~ .~ Real Estate, Insurance -Inventory, I I~"~.~ . . . .  "~  ~. )  "rc-.~.^t-~ ~ ~ l ion ~',.~ I 
'~ l~ i~ iL~l  ~ and Video Editing I I ~  '.""";~%°~:i 166~' "~'" I 
Ron Clark ~ ~ v ~ : I  .ooe . . , .  =, . .  W,n . . . , . I . . .  I 
• ' I; .~..,,~-,.,. ,,, Glass Medic Repairs I 
| -rv,,,=.,,,,,, ~" I.C.B.C' c la ims,  ' I 
Terrace Electric and Heating ~ 
,,,~..~Class'A" ElectrlcalContractor I ~I ~ 3ervtc~ L t~_ ~ I TRANSPORTA TIPN"' i 
, . : - -SYSTEMS.  L TO..= :, 
J,S. PAIAHICKY :: 
' P~o,e :~8.~0~: ,  ~ox:~-~,~o~, ~ . . ! ~ , m .  , , I ' TEL::(S04)635.2i28 : ' : {,. : :f ::,:'::: ,f:: :::; ~:::i!! ;}::: 
' 4~aLombly Aw~riue;Te,rrace, B;C;V8G4NS:: I I :~ ;~"~'" '  ' :; : ' " " ;o '~~ 
: i II" I'l # ~ . <' 
. " - : .  ':-~::"~ :: Y; ..: ; /:',: '::.; '~'~:~!t~1 ::... ' .13111BLAKEBURNST.;TERRACE, B,C :VSG~f ....... :~' . :  "-""~ ::, 
i (. 
t 
! 
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 BUY v 'SELL  v" RENT  "TRADE • 
FOR SALE 1986 Ford Escort. 2 doufl In ex. 
cellent running condition. Has 5 speed, new 
Ores and low mileage. $6,500 OBO 
638.1098 • 4p25 
1984 RED Z28, .Good condition, Asking 
$8,000. Call 635.4760 for enquiries 4p26 
TOYOTA TERCEL 1988 hatch. Automatic full 
warranty, 69,000 kin, $8,000 OBO, Phone 
842.5839 21)26 
1976 FORD FIESTA. Good for parts. $250 
635:5302 or 635-4593 •. 4p26 
MOVING MUST, SELL, 1990 Mazda MXB. 
Special edition. Make an offer. Phone 
632.6898 2p26 
1987 HYUNDAI EXCEL. AM/FM cassette, 
82,000 km. Asking $8,500, Phone 636-4607 
8p26 
1974 FORD F350, 1 ton with flatceck and 
camper $4,000. Call 635.4894 4p27 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1987 GMC JIMMY, fully loaded, excellent con- 
dition, low mileage, price neoetiable, 
636.9157 8p24 
1982 GMC CREW CAB, 8.21 diesel, auto, pb, 
ps, 10,000 th trailer pkg, $8,900. 
627-1751 "4p24 
1983 DATSUN 4 x 4 Hustler with canopy. Red 
in color, GC and very good running cond. Now 
tires, Asking $5,200 OSO 635-5385 4p25 
1985 GMC RALLY WINDOW VAN STX: Great 
for family or businossl Lots ol features, An ax- 
cellent buyl Phone 635.3602 4p26 
1987 AEROSTAR VAN XLT 5 sp. AICI,PW, 
PDL. Intermit, w~pers, lumbar capt, chairs, 
stereo, tilt str,, cruise, courtesy lights, 7 
pass,, 42,000 q~i. $16,700. Will trade, 
1695-6483 4o27 
11, Recreational 
Vehicles 
1987 HONDA GOL0WlNG 1,000co Motorcycle 
c/w Vetterferdng, Ksauser bags and trunk, 
Kenwood stereo. New Bike cover and trailer 
hitch $3,000 699.6460 15p17 
1973 CHAMPION MOTOR HOME. 25 foot class 
A lth ton chassis. 4000 watt power plant 
sleeps 7, $15,000 Phone 699-6460 15p17 
19V= FT, FORD MOTORHOME, fully loaded. 
Call 635.5674 for more information, (Leave 
message on'machine.) 4p24 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE. Ford van, 1976, 
fridge stove, heating. No rust, super condition, 
$6,600 050 Call 635-4806 after 6 p.m. 4p25 
1984 CITATION 5th WHEEL. 24 ft., awning, 
queen sized bed, shower, tub, antennae, 
separate ffldge and freezer. EC. Reduced 
$17,500. 638-1280 4p25 
NOTICE 
CLASSIFIED 
IIIIIADVERTISERS 
,i Due to the increased cost of production and 
handling in our classified ad department, The Ter- 
race Standard is compelled to adjust their rates for 
'classified advertising effective Sept. 5, 1990.  
NEW CLASSIFIED AD RATES.I 
First insertion (20 words or less) $3 .95  plus 
10¢ per word for additional words. 
Additional insertions - -  $2 .70  plus 
8¢ for additional words 
PENNYSAVER SPECIAL - -  4 weeks for $7 .95  
(not exceeding 20 words- non commercial) 
THANK YOU 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Class i f ied and Classif ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADL INES:  When a s ta t  ho l iday  fa l l s  on a 
Saturday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  the  dead l ine  la Thursday  at  
5 p .m.  fo r  a l l  d i sp lay  and  c lass i f ied  ads .  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VgG 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercord. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Ineorflon) $3.95 plus 10¢ for additional words. "(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $2.70 pfua 8¢ for additLanal words. "$7.95 for 4 weeks 
(not exoeedln9 20 words, non-commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For SaleMisc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For R~t Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Tri~cks for Sale 
1.0. Aircraft 
1. Recreational 
Vehicles 
i 
.... = 
I tmle , I  1'arm 
The Terries Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under app(adriats headings and to set rates therefore and te 
determine page focaUon. 
The Terrzce Steaded reserves the ~ht  to revise, edit, 
classify Or reject in'/edve~sment and to ro51in any answers 
dk'ectod to the News Box Reply Service, and to rnpay the 
customer the sum paid fOr the edvertisment and box rental, 
Oox replies o~1 "Hold" Instr~n~s not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroynd unless 
mail l~ instfuctinne a~e re¢elved Those answenno 9ox 
Humi~rs ~O |O~UOSted not to send o~lnals of documents In 
avoid loss, 
NI claims of errOrs In advertisements must be received by 
the publJs~r within 30 days after th~ nret publCatlen, 
It IS agreed by the advertiser roquesbng space that tf~' 
lability of I~  Torrzce Standard in the event of failure t* 
Ind~sh an adve~lisement or in the event ol an erre~ appoann( 
In the adveflLsement as published shall be limned to th~ 
I amount paid by the advertiser'lo~ ly  one Incorrect insertion 
for tho portJ~ of the advertising apace occupied by tbe locus. 
rlct 0# o111 ned tern eniy, and ha hole shall he ne lablltty in 
; any event Fearer than the amount paid for such zdvertisino. 
1. Real Estate 
33 ACRES, t/z NORTH LOT 1712 off the Nass 
River. Asking $31,000. Call (313) 725.6363 
(Michigan, USA) 4p24 
17. Garage:.Sales i ,, 1-28. Card ofThanks 
18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel 
23. Wqrk Wanted 
1. Real Estate 
A 600 SQUARE FOOT HOUSE FOR SALE; two 
bedroom. Asking 15,000 or best offer, House 
must be moved, Phone 845-7707 4p24 
CABIN FOR SALE, Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 sq, It. available for sale on 4,24 
acres of leased recreational property located 
on Scum Lake, 32 miles south of Highway 20 
and 55 miles west of Williams Lake, B,C. C/W 
propane stove/cook stove and propane 
lighting, Finished cupboards and interior water 
system. No field or well, Lake has private air 
strip• Asking $15,000 for quick sale. Call In. 
dra 'Grainger at Crosina Realty Ltd, for further 
Into: 392-4422 days or 398.7470 evenings, 
Property of 4.24 acres is on an assumable 
lease or is available for purchase through the 
B,C, Government. 25tfn 
NEW ON THE MARKET, 12 yr. old 3 bdr. ranch 
style home with no basement, Has 1,650 sq. 
ft. Economical Nal/Gas heat and hot water, 1 
full balhreom and 2 half bathrooms. Front 
room has healalator fireplace. Located on 
nicely landscaped yard with paved driveway. 
Asking $75,000. To view call 635-7576 
4p24 
SKI CABIN for sale. 625 sq. ft. Hudson Bay 
Mountaln,•Smithers, Easy access, 847-9127 
after 5*p,m. ,:,, ,,-. 4p26 
FOR SALVE lOi568cre lot in Rosewood, Lot 1. 
With ,ihouse~ and cabin, 4 acres clear, 
Breu~eau ,:eulXllvlslon. $25,000 Phone 
635.43|7 alter 7 p.m, 4p26 
5 8EORCON~ HOME(I,300 sq. ft,) on 2 acres 
(Thumb I)~;2'h,baths, basement partially 
finished f replace in basement. $90,000. Call 
635~966'4~: , : " " 4p27 
LAND:AND BQILDING'in Thomhill (Skeena 
Valley.:.Meats). Very good location for 
tradesman etc, 5 acres approx, 3000 sq. ft, of 
cement block building, 220 3 face power, 
778.7668 (bus) or 778.7871 (hm). Ask for 
Bruno or Mike, 10pl 8 
3 BEORDOM HOUSE, located in Terrace on 
Mountain Vista, family room downstairs, 
basemeht partly ~inlshed, has enclosed car- 
port, paveddrlyeway,',deCk, garden area, on 
~s route, '2~fl~l)Isces, very Clean an(I well 
kdpt.;O~vner tranfeh'~d:. Phone 635.36697p22 
MI~. FROM BURNS LAKE, 4 ,bedroom, 6" 
walls, 3 bathrooms, full basement, central 
,VaC sundeck, double carped drilled well, 
some timber~ 5-19 acres; Pdced to sell 
! .898-7 ,463 ,1 .694:3435 4p25 
ii 
;~ Land:in Kelth Estatd ~ Trace s,c, 
:~ i , ,  =r, Jot peo'x~oo) 
~WelliWd, I has dea~ site, paved at 
,~ ;~ ~ gravel at hack, Services along 
' 
~;:~ix~az:Pt~o~e'!6~8~1458 or B~ 134, 
~Tinaul, VGG 4A2, 
] " II 
! .  
Revenue Property 
For Sale 
A combinat ion  o f  1, 2 & 3 
bedroom housing and  trai ler 
)ads in Thomhi l l  on  2 ecres.  
Asking $210,O00 
Phone 635-4453 
3. For Rent : 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE for':rent~ 7 mllesOut on 
Hwy. 16. Oil heat, power telephone. Prefer 
non smoker. Available Nov,. 1,' Rent 
negotiable: Please reply to Box E2, c/o The 
Terrace Standard 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Tar., 
race, B.C, V8G 1S8. : 2p27 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. ~Fomlshed room 
to non.smoklng matu=:e female} Kitchen 
facilities, all the comforts of home. $25Oper 
~mo, 635-7504 after 6:30 p.m:~Lsavo 
• message. ,4p24 
850 SO. FT, of office sp~¢e, 4623 Laketse, 
$525 per month, Call 635-2552 . . . . .  24tfn 
ROOM & BOARD for working person. Call 
638.8293 • 4p24 
,FULLY FURNISHED CABIN for rent $400 per 
month. $100 damage deposit, no pets, For 
more Into. 635.7004after 6 p. 4p28 
TRAILER SPACE FOR RENT, Park Ave. Trailer 
Park. Phone 635.5986 2p26 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT. $200 weekly. Call 
635.9151 4p26 
1 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED bachelor suite. 
Heat & Ilgh~ included $450 month. Suitable 
for non.smoking professional; Horseshoe 
area. References required. '635.5081. 
Avallable Nov. 1. 4p26 
SMALL HOUSE FOR RENT (1 bedroom) in 
Horseshoe area. Available ~ov, 1 $340 per 
month. Call 636-2587 2p26 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT for single gentleman 
with kitchen facilities. Cal 635-5893 lp27 
FULLY FURNISHED 1 bedroom bachelor apt, 
Suitable for one qutet person, Utilities & 
cablevtsioo included in rent of $400 per 
month. Available Nov, 1. Phone 635-7559 
2p27 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT in the 
Horseshoe. Available Nev. 1190. 
$800/month, Includes heat & lights. 
References required. Call 635-9446 2p27 
FOR RENT: 4 bedroom house on Agar Ave. 
Available immediately, 638-1178 lp27 
2. Mobile Homes 
10' x 56' TRAILER $5,000. Also 12 x 64 
trailer $7,000. Call 635.4894 10p23 
14X70 MOBILE with 12 x 25 addition on 80 x 
125 lot in Coppers/de Estates, 3 bedrooms, 
rec room with wood stove: Large 12 x 55 
cedar deck, Completely landscaped and ¢edsr 
fenced, CMHC standards. 635.6538 or. 
635.5168 $45,000, 4p24, 
14 x 70 MANC0 MOBILE HOME wl 14 x 40 
unfinished addition on 75 x 100 landscaped 
ot, Trailer has 3 bedrooms, fireplace & hullt.ln 
hutch, Comes with 5 appliances, Asking 
$39,500,' Phone 635.9176 4p24 
12 ~ 68' MOBILE HOME. 3 bedroom, fddge in, 
cluded, good condition. Must be, moved. 
Phone 632,2270 4p26 
1979 14 x 70 MANC0 MEACOWBROOK ~ 
mobile home, partially furnished with new Dv- 
ingroom and dining room suite; Comes with, 
Washer/dryer,' frldgelstove, dlshwashei' and 
mlsc, items, Must be seen, must be sold, 0f- 
fers 635.9139 after 6 p,m, 3p27 
3. For Rent .... 
3 & 4 BEORCOM TOWNHOUSES teatud~ 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths 
private yard, earport and satellite T,Q 
Houston, Phone 645.316t, ~' ~ 31flnl : 
OFFICE SPACE 
TO LEASE 
245 sq. ft., 525 sq. ft., 580 sq 
ft., prime downtown location. AI~ 
conditioning. Lots of parking. For 
more information call 638.1863 
evenings. 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
COW OF KALUM & 9COTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8CHOOLS 
1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments.. " 
Fridgo, stove, heat and hot water In: ] 
cluded. Carpet throughout. Laundry I 
faci l i t ies,  storage space.  
References required for I, 2 & 3 
bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
I f  sva l lab lo  
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED to rent or lease (with option to pur- 
chase) 2 or 3 bedroom house or trailer in town 
or ThomhilL Call 638.8695 after 5:30. tfn20 
WANTED TO RENT 6Y COUPLE with 2 small 
children, Prefers 2 or 3 bedroom apartment, 
trailer etc. 638.0853 after 4 p.m, 4p25 
RETIRED COUPLE WOULD LIKE TO RENT I rent 
to own 2-3 bedroom houseltra]ler in Thor- 
shill/Terrace area 635.3677. No pets. 4p26 
3.4 6EDRCOM HOUSE for professional couple. 
Needed for Dec. 1st or Jan, 1st. No pets, non- 
smokers, clo Terrace Standard, Box 229, 
4p27 
5. For Sale Misc. • 
J.D, 350 LOAOER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc, $1400,00 0,C.3 Crawler Cat: blade & 
bucket 80% now. $5500. 32 It, house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2.door auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Tfl.hull speed boat - 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd, jacks, $2000. New Kuboda lira plant & 
battery,change $550, Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle, Ph, 697-2474, 19ffn 
AD.LIB MUSIC BOARD with extra songs and 
utilities. Like new, $120. Phone 798-2551 
after 6 p,m, tfnl 7 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best, Over 20 
years In professional taxidermy. For free 
estimate; call Wolfoang at Bus, 1.692.3093, 
Res, 1:692-7682 Ifn21 
HEAVY DUTY 45 pal plastic barrels, suitabla 
for stednO feed, water, planters. Also ex. 
cellent for domestic oravity feed. $20 per. 
Less for more. 1-695.6691 4p24 
6B X.RAY DIAMOND DRILL, 150 feet E.rods. 
Complete, Ready to go with BItts & shells. 
Call: Please write: H Hewett, RR2, Bums 
Lake, B,C.:VOJ lEO 4p24 
1990'YAMAHA BLASTER. 200co 4 wheeler. 
Helmet, gas cans. $2,500 ODe. 692-7457 or 
692.7380 4p24 
FULL SIZE FIBERGLASS CANOPY, Sliding 
front/side window, Beige/brown, GC $450 
636,3762 4p24 
AIRLINE TICKET for Air B,C, Terrace to Van- 
couver one way. Asking $100. Good for Oct. 
24 M2:26 p,m, Call 635.3102 4p24 
i 
OFFCE OR STORE space for renl, lebae ~ ~: 
lease purchase, Air condition,' g~und, floei'i )i 
1968 sq. ft, Located at 4639 Lazelle Ave. 
635-2643 o1"1.656.0365 . . . . .  6p23',..~; :~'*i'~-]' '~.. 
6, r-w h ie  Mlee, 
FIREPLACE INSERT, GC, Reasonable pdoe, 
Cull 6~35.5191 ' lp27 
NEWEST BASIC BABY .PRODUCTS, ac- 
cessories of highest quality. Plus environmen- 
tally fdendly items. View at Arena Nov. 3190 
'or by eppointment 638.1204 4p27 
AN ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING BANg SET. 
4 pt. diamond, wedding band 10k/14k gold. 
$650. Call 638.0416 4p25 
FOR SALE lOOlb propane tank with regulator, 
wringer washer. Call 635.2692 anyt/me,25tfn 
WEANER AND FEEDER PIGS $45.$50 ca. 
Pork by the side or whole. $1,35 per pound. 
842.5408 or 842-5778 4p26 
ANTIOUE TURN OF CENTURY WALNUT dining 
room set. Includes ideboard, table with 1 leaf 
c/w 6 chairs, including captains. $3,500. An. 
tique walnut parlor table $275. Telephone 
635.9196 2p26 
OUEENSIZE HIDE-A.BED Chesterfield, Very 
comfortable. GC $350 Phone evenings only 
635-6660 4p26 
ELECTRIC MOTORS, 3 to V4 HP. Also 5 pc, 
fireplace set (brass). New. $50 PBP Call 
635-6537 4p26 
14" COLOUR "iV. $100, 2 wall units (oak 
finish, glass and wooden doors) $100 each 
OBO. Call 635-6537 4p26 
APARTMENT SIZED SANYO washer/dryer 
with stand. 9 months old $500. Portable CO 
player, plugs into stereo system. New $195 
635-6537 4p26 
1 STEREO, double cassette (Lloyds) $100 
060, Stereo (Garrard) twin speakers, double 
cassette $125 OBO. Both EC: Call 635.6537 
4p26 
DtAWA GOLF CLUBS. Complete mess right 
hand set. Never used. 635-3095 evenings, 
2p27 
WASHER AND DRYER FOR SALE, $500 for 
pair. Washer Is 1 yr old. 638-0121. 2p27 
19" SONY COLOUR TV. "IV and VCR stand on 
wheels, AM/FM radio and record player in oak 
cabinet. Storage bench, brown electric Juicer, 
electric shoe polisher. Exercise and rowing 
machine. 635-2607 to 5 p.m. only. 3p27 
SOLID WOOD WALL UNIT. 6 sections; 
shelves, drawers and cupboards. Total 61/= ft 
x 7V= ft. $200. Call 636.4824 4p27 
22 CUBE FT. FREEZER, VG condition, 
798-2245 weeks. 624-2030 anytime, lp27 
1 LARGE OFFICE DESK with side table, 5 of. 
rice chairs, 1 answering machine, 1 small fd- 
dge and hot plate, kitchen table and chairs, 2 
beds and dresser drawer, 1 side table. Call 
635-3262, 635.7259, 792-0305 or 
792-3450, 2p27 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED .TO,BUy. c!ean.:lO00 gel 
motal/fibregiass or stainless tank for 
waterhauling. Call 1.698.7627, 4p24 
WANTED TO BUY cedar buds, sfab~-'d ~r 
whole 20" diameter or larger. Also cedar butt 
logs 24" diameter or larger. 1-698.7463 
or 694-3435 3p26 
WANTED DUCK AND GEESE DECOYS, Call 
847-3220 or 847-3619 Smtthers. 4p26 
WANTED TO RENT: A PIANO, Please call 
635-6956 after 5 p,m, Ask for Angola or 
leave message at 635.3225 2p26 
WANTED LARGE MOOSEHORNS and large 
blackbear h]das, Call Burns Lake Taxidermy 
1.692.3093 27ttn 
WANTED TO BUY cedar shake blocks by tho 
cord. CaH 847-5551 4p27 
7. Misc. Rent 
Halloween 
Costumes 
TO RENT 
Over 50 to 
choose from 
call 
635-4763 
8.Can for Sale " 
1986 SUBARU,  FRONT WHEEL  Odve, tilt, 
Cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallogen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleanl 
75,000 ~kms. $9,000. Call 638-8654 even. 
logs. tfn 
1973 OLDS classic SS. Swivel bucket seats 
ps, pb, V8 350 rocket engine, Next to new 
tires all around. Good for parts, $350. o,b.o 
call 638.8695 or 635.5128 alter 5, tfn 
1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red with hardtop. 
695-6698 tfn22 
1981 CORVEI"rE. 3,000 km on rebuilt semi 
high pedonnance, 350, 4 spd, pb/ps/pwlps,' 
leather Interior, mirrored T.tops, excellent per. 
former. 24.26 mpg, $17,000, 1.695.6393 or 
1.695.8501 4p24 
1986 ONEVETTE. 4 cylinders, 40 ,  GC, 
$43,752 kin. 635-4448 4p24 
1989 MAZDA RX7.GX, Metallic blue with 
16,700 lun, Excellent cond, Asking $21,900 
OBO Call 638.0778 4p24 
1982 SILVER & GRAY FORD LYNX, 4 door 
hatchbaCk. A.T, EC $3,600,635.6407 4p24 
WOODGREEN - 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
• • 4632 LAZELLE AVENUE 
' -Nrffural Gas Fireplaces, DlshwMhers, Fridge, Stove, Drapes, 
' ; :  Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Personal Patios, 
. . . .  Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & Ensuites 
/~ ~,  1/2 Block from Skeene Mall & MecOonalds 
.~..• Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed, 
........ "~" Resident Manager and Security Entrence 
~!:";~ Undercover Psrklng 
~'~ / ~:' ' Prl©o Renoo $31,000 to $4/,600 
PHONE:  035 '9E17 
H "! II I I I  '-+ ' ' '+~ "- 
FOUR TRAILER AXLES. c/w brakes and tires, 
High capaci~, Flaideck trailer 6~/e ' x16'. Ex. 
: ceil'eat for ~i'l'tO~ "'Sfi0wm0bR(~sr,: hay etc; ~:  
Brakes, lights, ramp, painted, certified ready 
Io go, 692-3722 4p26 
11 th FT. CAMPER, Completely overhauled, All 
appliances, flusl~ toilet, dishes, cutlery, 
towels, Moving must sell! $4,500 050. Call 
635.6537 4p26 
OLDER 10 FT, SELF-CONTAINEO CAMPER; 
frame damaged, all appliances in good order. 
Includes hydraulic iacks, hnt water system. 
$(]50 OBO, 845-7681 4p27 
13, Snowmobiles 
SNOWMOBILE - 1989 Yamaha Ovatten. Only 
173 km. New condition, $4,000, 635-3303 
after 6 p,m. 4p26 
FOUR SNOWMOBILES FOR SALE. 1984 - 
1987, VG condition. 798-2245 weekends. 
624.2030 anytime, lp27 
14, Boats & Manna 
t9 FT, RIENELL FG, Deep V, new hardtop,. 
tinted g~ass, New canvas• 140 HPOB. Fully 
equipped, Heavy duty trailer. $5,250 OBO 
635.6537 4p26 
15, Machinery 
1978 KENWORTH W900 truck an{ 1977 
Brndex Td-axle log trailer. Both one owner. 
Good condition must be seen to be ap- 
preciated, Phone 699-6460 15pl 7 
910 CAT LOADER with third valve, bucket an(I 
spare tire, excellent condition, Asking 
$27,500. Ph, 1.692-3665 4p24 
1975 RUBBER TIRED BACKHOE LOADER, 
2500 B Series International. Runs well, 
Everything in working order, $8,000 firm, 
627.1431 (Prince Rupert) 4p25 
MF 235, 1256oh, $5,200, NH 488, mower/. 
cond. $3,000, NH 847, roundbaler $5,500. 
Farmtruck, 74 GMC 5000/V8 c/w hoist, HD. 
rearend $2,500. All in exc. working cond, 
846.5594 4p25 
JOHN OEERE 440 SKIDDER. Snow wing blade 
included, extra wide tires, Excellent condition. 
$8,500.695.6568 or 695-6662 4p25 
1986 GMC 1 TON with steel flat deck plus a 
200 amp lincoln welder with cables, New 
radials 34,000 kin, $14,900 OBO. Phone 
635.6437 3p25 
1984 JOHN DEERE 740 Line skidder, tilt 
Made new tires, good condition, 
1.692.3929 4p27 
9U, 0.6 CAT, BLADE & WINCH, 350 JD 
loader, JD backhoe, 0C3 crawler blade .& 
winch, All in good shape, 1-697-2474 4p27 
1 SHOTGUN CARRIAGE, 1 12' x 60' camp 
trailer with utilities, 1 ton flat deck - 1976 
Ford, 1 668 A Clark slddder - 1976, 1 595 
American loader - 1976; 1 90 1967 band 
brake Madil yarder on M6 carrier.1 90 1966 
Tyee yarder on M6 carrler~ 1 1979 HD14C 
Fiat Ellis crawler tractor, 1 5kw Lutz IRe plant, 
1 3 ton shop van with shelves, 1 1979 Subur- 
ban ambulance, 1 250 gallon tidy tank, first 
aid stretchers and mlsc, Other supplies, 4 
power saws & 1 cutoff saw, misc, other 
blocks, straps, cwllne stubs, shackles 
etc,.call 635.3262, 635.7259. 792.0305 or 
792.3450 2p27" 
16, Farm Produce 
i 
HAY FOR SALE. Good quality, No rain, $3,00 
,per bale, 636,3380 ,~ 8p26 
16. Farm Produce 
EAT MORE LAMB. From Cummins Rash Meat 
Market. Available yoar'round. Hwy. 16 W~t, 
South Hazalton, Call 84~:5316 4p28 
HAY. 18,000 DALES. Brome, alfaffa.brome, 
atslke.brome.~Also 3,000 bales, 2nd cutting, 
Alfalfa and aifalfa.brome, Cummins Ranch; 
Hwy, 16 West, South Hazelton, 642~5316 
. . . .  6p2P 
17. Garage Sales 
NOP GIANT GARAGE SALE, October 27, 9 
a,m. Carpenter's Hall: 3312 Sparks St.' 1c27 
GARAGE SALE AT UNIT 113, 4520 Scott. 
StarOng Wed. Oct. 24, anytime. 79 CO~cdrd; 
$1,500 OBO, 10 speed, new rocking chalr,'~ 
aquarium stands, kids bed frame, complete 
waterbed, reg. double bed, washer, dryer, 
Also other mlsc, items. Call 638.0068, Ask 
for Steve or Chris. 2p27 
18. Business Services 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
years in Professional Taxidermy. For free 
estimate call wongsng at Bus. 692.3093; 
Res. 692-7682 rts 
I Cesl~ct 8uweyw- 9EOP. ILIC. I 
~t~c~ or mineral exp~aUen 
eo paio vadod aold oxpodmo Im 10ml~ 
mmdm. ammO a z p Z ~  
Have own survary equipment 
K.  Caswan- Dex 134 Ten, ane, D.C. 
638-1458 
TJrAJRr.  "S  
FINEST ESCORT SERVICE 
We Pamper & Tease 
'Cagse We Aim To Please 
635-5323 
TERRACE 
Main office Fort St. John 
785-2629 
GRAND OPENING 
SPECIAL 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
Maj  App lE  " ~ .... ~'~ • or  ance  Re~ 
= Electr ical  Widhg .. . . . .  
IVAN & MITCH 
6•8CALL----'--'• -72991 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified, Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
FOUND: TORTOISE SHELL wire framed glasses 
with olive green leather case in parking lot 
beside Terrace Standard. Please claim by call. 
ing 638-7283. Ask for Rose. 6p24 
LOST BLUE PACKSACK and shopping bag with 
work clothes, ID needed. Please leave 
message at 638.0693 2p26 
MISSING FEMALE KITI"EN with gray, peach, 
white and beige mixed fur. Lost In Tab"suit 
area, Please call 635.5794 if found or any in. 
formation. 2p26 
LOST NEUTERED 7 yr old mats cat missing 
from Skinner Street in Tbemhill since Sept, 3. 
Very affectionate, if found please phone 
635-9349 or 635-9138 2p26 
LOST WIRE RIMMED MENS BIFOCALS in hard 
leather case around Sept. 28 (in downtown 
Terrace or NWCO area( Call 798.2521 2p27 
LOST BETWEEN OCT, 5-8 either in Terrace, 
Kitimat or Prince Rupert, a black wallet with 
Id's for Danyl Fisher. Please call 638-8386 or 
leave message at 638.0693 or 627-1733. 
Reward is offered. 2p26 
20. Pets & Livestock 
BEAUTIFUL GOLDEN CAHRACOR retreivers, 
CKC registered, dew.claws removed, All shots 
and tatoced, $300. Ready mid August. Phorm 
747-2638 after 5 p,m. Quesnel. 4p35 
DUE TO AUCTION SALE early September, 
order your lamb now. Phone 694-3456 before 
8 a.m, 4p33 
ONE 4 YEAR old Sulfolk Ram 1or sale. Phone 
694-3456. Best before 8 a,m, 4p33 
REGISTERED, PUREBRED Sheltle poppies. Will 
make excellent small house dogs, Have first 
shots, lattoued and vet checked. $250, 
635-3826 4p24 
PINTO GELDING 7 yrs.old,. 14 HH. Wouderful 
disposition. Goes english or western, Ex- 
cellent pony club prospecl~, $1,000. 
699-6634 4p25 
PUREBRED ARABIAN GELOING, 2 years old. 
$600 OBO. 692.3093 4p25 
FOR SALE: Arabian riding horses, bay gelding 
14 yrs well started under saddle. Would make 
excellent endurance horse, Also a2 year old 
filly, a yearling lilly and weanling colts, All 
have had extensive handling. Gdflin Arabians 
(604) 847-3938 evenings 4p26 
LOVABLE' MINITAURE poodle male, Wormed 
and shots; Come & see him, You'll love him. 
Reasonable pdced. 1.692.3722, Lot It dog. 
41)26 
THOROuGHBRED MARE. 16 hands, 5 years 
old. Started under saddle:Would makea good 
jumper. English dding ~,  We can deliver. 
1.692.3722 .,- ':,~,4!i '+? 4p26" 
WELL BROKE reg, quarter horse mare (stout), 
Make a good family horse+and bd~mare, We 
ALFALFA & ALFALFA,MIX round or square oandellver. 1-692.3722, Letltdng. 4p26 
: baled hay. Analysis a'~ailable, neolstered ong 
yearling Slmmenta I)ol W. Tofsrud, Te kwa. FOR SALE German Shop, pups. 1 male, 1: 
846.5550 ~ '~ "~ 4p27 female left Call eves, 638.1752 ~,: ~'~ 2p28 
i 
:1  
. ~.?£ . 
66 PONT. SUNBIRD SW 
,Auto, n~ " SR QQR 
I , ' " :  ........................... ; .... ", , " " "  
85 CHEV CEL~.~V#,~ 
:s~o, a=o,.~Ul,. ~ nn= 
whits.,....:,,~. .. ...... ;. ....... J r  IO~, /  
84 CHEV CAVALIER SW 
,ufo, b,. '4  996  
°'""°';'"'"'1"o'o.......o.-....o . ,  
84 CHEV 
c,6v  *2 ,295 
1981 OAMARO. __ , 
omen ......... ,.'~..,,,~,. ... ...... • ~ ~P ~P U 
81 CORVET]~Aer~ 
X-bar, auto ,~UL, ,4~ w~ I[']ll~llm 
new palnt 1-. ........... ", I i , ]1 ,~ 
80 SUBURBAN 
Air co~., ,$ A OID l~ cr ,se.auto ................. ;;  
FORD 
90 F150 4X4 XLT 
Loaded, auto *20 ,995 
,~. , ,~o.oo. . . . , . . , . . . . . . . , . . .  . . . .  
90 FORD F250 OUST 4x4 
• .............. *.18,995 
90 FORe MUSTANG 
Interceptor 50 Iltre , 
................................. 15,995 
89 FORD F150 
75oo. in 
................................ Just 
88 FORD TOPAZ 
,.: .................................... Just in 
88 FORe F 150 
2 tone paint 
.................................. '14,995 
88 FORD F250 OUST. 4x4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '14,995 
87 FORD TAURUS 
Loaded 
....................................... Just in  
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NO REASONABLE ~ 
OFFER REFUSED 
ON ALL USED 
CARS & TRUCKS" / CALL  
j L638.SAV ! 87 CHEV c, , , ,  996  
87 FORD F150 4 X 4 
With canopy . .  _ = 
, ....................................... uus[in 
66 FORD 
AEROSTAR 
.................................... '9 995 
CHRYSLER 
I NEW PLYMOUTH HORIZON | 
5 dr.. UB 2.2 I 
EFI From * J~ onn  I 
o.~ o~e.~e, ....... u l~uu I 
90 SUNOANCF./SHADOW "'" 
.'4 dr,, auto, air 
ma y,ochoo. '12 ,996  
from. Just Inl ............. 
90 SPIRIT/ACCLAIM 
4 dr., auto, air, 
tilt, cruise, cass. 
6 to choose from ' 15  996 
Just in ...................... | . 
90 CHRYSLER DYNASTY 
4 dr., auto, air, tilt, cruise 
)wr door locks, maroon,~, t Q~. I~ 
Just Inl ........................ L I I  i~vv  
89 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER 
Auto, black ' 21 .995  
68 DODGE RAID EP~x~ I"k, 
Extra clean, ~ IL~I J~  I~l~l l~ 
blue ....................... " "  ~ ."  I ~  
88 GRAND 
87 DODGE DAKOTA LE PU 
Auto, canopy, * O "ifllifll I~ 
blue ............................... I B | ~  
87 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 
5 dr,, h/b , 
.................................... 5 495 
87 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER _1- - "  
............................ ,,uuK in 
Clubcab ~,~IL - I , , I I I .  ~ QQ_r  t 
77 PLYMOI~'H ' .e~ 
._ "' [ 
Y P 'SELL  P"  RENT P 'TRADE " . ,  
20. Pets & Livestock 
MISTHILLS LOVABLE SHELTIES PUPPIES. 
Papered guamntaed, Ready mid Nov. and ear- 
ly Dec. 61ue, Td, Sables, champion and obe- 
dience titled parents, 1•692•3403 4p27 
1976 ROAD RUNNER 2 horse trailer, new 
paint, new radial tires, brakes both axles, rob- 
her mats, EC. $4,000..635•6400 after 6 p.m. 
• . .  4p27 
ALL BREED 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638-8018 
Mornlnea or Evoninge 
21. Help Wanted 
LOCAL AGENTS REOUIRED by Calgary based 
company. Exclusive dynamic product, new on 
Canadian market. We are looking for bri9ht, 
aggressive individuals. No rnvestment re- 
quired. For more information, please call 
632-7547 8p19 
THOMPSON PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT ser- 
vices Is currengy accepting applications for on 
call commoalty support workers. Oo call rates 
$8.50. Applicants must possess valid 6.C• 
ddvers license. To have worked with special 
interest Individuals is an asset. Please for- 
ward resume to Box 126, Terrace. B.C. 
VSG 4A2 2p26 
WANT MORE OUT OF LIFE? A little extra 
money can mean a lot of extra living. If you 
are willing to work and learn, phone for ap• 
polntment to 635•3484. lp27 
WANTED: A HUNTING PARTNER for someone 
new to this area. I have my own rifle, license 
and tags. I need your knowledge of area and 
hunting expertise. Call 635-9461 after 6 p.m. 
2p26 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS appl!cations for 
employment every Wednesday. For an ap• 
pllcaUcn and Interview please apply in person 
te Personnel Dept. lp27 
SOFT HEARTED PATIENT GENTLEMAN 
(retired person preferred), good with kids. 
Wanted to fit into a red suit at Christmas time. 
Please contact Skeena Mall Admtn. office. 
635-2546 4p27 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST. Kamloops e.c. 
The successful applicant will he part of a team 
of professionals working in this innovative, 
award winning intensive programme designed 
for children who are autisDo or who have 
negro-integrative dysfunction. On-going train. 
ing by the Canadian Institute for Neuro In- 
tngrative Development will be provided every 
6.8 weeks. Applicants must have graduated 
from an approved course in occupational 
therapy and be eligible for registration with the 
Canadian Association of Occupational 
Therapists, Applicants must have a 
demonstrated commlttment to working with 
children and enjoy working with a team of 
dedicated professionals. Please send resume 
to: Giant Steps West Therapeutic Society, 
512-750 Cottonwood Ave, Kamloops, B.C., 
V20 3X2. 2p27. 
23. Work Wanted 
HOME CLEANING. Well experienced in tstal 
home care. Just call after 5 p.m. (evenings) 
635.6537 41),24 
"MR, FIX-IT" Experienced in all trades. Cost 
nothing to call and chat about the job. Call 
after 5 p.m. 635-6537 4p24 
BABYSITI'ER HAS SOME SPACE available for 
children of any age. Drop in and after school 
welcome. Please call 638.7262 4p26 
I'M A HOUSEKEEPER and I'm looking for work. 
I have experience and references. Ask for 
Lynda. 635.5339 4p25 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing 
renovation, Install cabinets, patios, etc. Call 
635•6277 (leave message) 4p27 
TIRED OF HIGH ACCOUNTING COSTS? Ex- 
perienced and qualified for your bookkeeping 
needs• Reasonable rates. Call Liane at 
635•4344 cr 635•9592 4p27 
NEW TO TOWN but have over 6 years ex- 
perience in housecleaning $10 per hour for a 
job well done. Call 635•7396 (please leave 
message) lp27 
24, Notices 
24, NMices " 
P~. I/~Metaphysics Counes J 
I I Introduction :to Metaohvslcs, Pro. I 
I 9 resslvn Metaphysics,. Advancad--~ n~l ta .  I 
I lion 1 & 2, Stress and Retaxal]on Mad ta- I 
tfon, Progressive Meditation, Young Adult | 
Courses, Spiritual Growth, Healing Grouj~. I
8 Wk comes ONGOING I 
Pre.rcglstration f~. each set Space | 
limited. For calendar and Info, call I 
Laurel at 636-7776 i 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
ELITE CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY and glass. 20 
per cent materials for skidoo seats, winter 
fronts, boat seats, bike seats, etc. 
1•699.6288 4p24 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE. Centre. Care in 
Houston Mall. Excellent location and excellenl 
business opportunity. Serious enquiries to 
owner at 845-2441 days or 845•7945 even. 
ings. 4p24 
SIGNMAKING & SCREENPRINTING business 
for sale. Well established & equipped. Dieter's 
Graphics & Signs, Burns Lake B.C. We train if 
necessaryt 692-7276 4p27 
$1,000,000! Yes, some of our people are 
making over $1,00O,O001yearl Six year old 
company, new lo Canada. Work PT/FT from 
your home. Full training and support provided. 
Retirement possible in 3 yearsl $500 min. in. 
vestment required; Don't be skeptical.-. Ph. 
1-498-6324 for 24 ~r; recorded message. 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages In the Terrace 
Standard. Cenfldentiallty is assured. Phone 
638•7283 Monday to Fdday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
ARE YOU TIRED OF THAT DEAD-END JOB? 
Learn what successful people do to find the 
jobs they love. For a free recorded message 
call 1-800-667-8782 5p24 
HERBALIFE Independent distributor. Nutrition 
and weight loss products• Call for details 
638-8134 6p25 
REWARD OFFERED for anyone that witnessed 
the destruction of my fence (2776 Clark 
Street, Aug. 30, Fdday at 4 a.m.) Call 
635.2578 4p25 
PARENTING WORKSHOP on Oct. 27 from 10 
a.m. - 3 p.m., Nov. 8 from 7 p.m. - 10 p.m., 
and Dec. 7 from 7 p.m. • 10 p.m. Place: 
Tillicum Theatre building, 3rd floor. $50 for 3 
sessions. Facititaters are Lynn Hoghes and Ltl 
Farkvam. Please register at Northwest 
Counselling Centre. 638:8311 : 3p25 
WANTED: 70 O~/ERWEIGHT PEO'Pl~E'to"ios"e 
10 - 75 Ibs"while eating the fo~ls you love• 
Toll free. 1-978-3027 4p26 
IS THE ALCOHOL/DRUG USE OF SOMEONE 
YOU CARE ABOUT AFFECTING YOUR LIFE? A 
womans group for co-dopenriants will be star- 
ting soon to help participants underetand and 
deal with the issues involved in these relation. 
ships. For further info, centacl Northwest 
Alcohol and Drug at 638.8117.. 3p26 
LOSE LBS. AND OR GAIN $$$. Wanted 99 
people to lose 10.29 Ibs in one month. Doctor 
recommended. 100 per cent natural and sage. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Serious only need ap- 
ply. Call 403-340-2177 / 403-235.9689@27 
BUILDING A RELATIONSHIP with your 
teenager. NOv. 6, 13 and 27th from 7 p.m. to 
10 p.m. at the TflfloOm Theatre Building, 3rd 
floor. $50 per family. Facilitators are: Lynn 
Hughes and ~.il Farkvam. Register by calling 
Northwest Counselling. Centr e at 638.8311 
2p27 
26. Personals 
Frc~n the DAHA'I HOLY wdtln0s . 
"Sanctified be the. Loci. of all 
mankind, at the mention of 
Whose name aH the atbms of the 
earth have been made• .to 
vibrate," 
To explore those writings further call 
635-3219 or 636-9012 
27. Announcements 
Theresa Lynn (Sue-Bob) 
Melanson 
Here you are six 
and Just had your hair fixed 
! know we said we wouldn't 
But let it go by we couldn't 
We kno W this Is dirty 
But your first to turn b~lrty 
So give her a call 
as she's now mad et os all 
Happy Brihday 
Love ya 
28. Cards of Thanks 
THIS IS A SPECIAL THANKS to all my friends 
and relatives who sent lheir condolences and 
flowers for my late husband Albert's funeral. I
woul(~ also like to thank the people who 
brought refreshments for the lunch alter the 
funeral. Thank you all, I will remember you all 
in my prayers. 
Beatrice Hamel & family 
We would like to |hank Dr. 3trangway I 
and all the nurses that took care of my 
I late husband while he was In the hospital. Mrs. Beatrice Hamel and family i i 
30. 0bituades 
THE FAMILY OF MERRIL (BUTCH) TELFORD 
who passed Def. 12190 wish to thank all his 
friends, the Happy Gang Centre fer the nice 
lunch, Lt. Hoist and his wife for the nice ser- 
vice, Dr. Van Herk, nurses and staff at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Gone but never forgotten• 
Thank you. 
Barb, Edca, Hazel, and Darren 
' ~o~t I t  
• ,~ IUo  t ) l * , . .  .- 
• , - .  ' Pr.TRTIL 
22, Careers 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY in Ouesnel. Ex- 
perienced or jo[Jmeyman glazier• Send resume 
to Box S c/o Caribou Observer no. 4, 462 Reid 
St,, Quesnel, B.C. V2J 2M6 ap26 
Career  
Oppor tun i ty  
We are looking for a 
ser ious  career  minded In- 
div idual  to become a part o f  
our  management  team. Ex- 
per ience  and w i l l ingness  to  
t ransfer  a def in i te asset .  
App ly  in person  to Maher  
Shoes ,  Skeena  Mal l ,  Ter-  
race.  
22. Careers 
Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
has an immediate opening for 
Part Time Tellers 
who are available for call In work on 
a regular bss s Hours of work vary 
depending on staffing requtrements. 
If you have previous Credit Union or 
bank experience and are interested 
in pad time work, call Lorraine 
McDonagh at e35.7282. 
.Terrace & District Credit Union 
4850 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1S6 
JOB POST ING 
Terracevlew Lodge has an immediate opening for a casual Health 
Care Worker. 
Under the direction of the Director of Resident Care, the health care 
worker provides care to meet the physical and social needs of the 
residents. Candidates must possess- the Continuing Care Assistants 
Course certificate or an equivalent of training and experience required. 
Salary is in accordance with the BCGEU contract. 
Please submit applications to: Terra¢eview Lodge, 4103 Sparks 
Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 559 
FAMILY  RESOURCE WORKER 
A tsmlly resource worker position Is available with the Skeens Family 
Resources Program. The successful applicant will be expected to provide 
the following services to families end their children: 
• parent skills training; 
- Individual Interventions with both the child and the parent; 
..... ,. f..e~llly.~te~e, noon; i ... : . . . .  , ~ ........ . . . . . . . . . .  - ~ . 
- chgd/famliy assessment; 
- Instruction in child management. 
Qualifications: 
(1) Must be mature with demonstrated ability to baSl~ life ~k, llla, Including 
problem solving, communication skills, behavlour management skills, and 
personal flexibility. 
(2) Worker must have knowledge of physical and emotional/eoctal 
developmental stages and needs of children and adults. 
(3) Worker must have the ability to develop Intervention strategies to ac- 
complish goals agreed upon. 
(4) Human Service Worker trednlng preferred. Consideration given to 
related trsdnlng and experience. 
(5) Willingness to undergo a Criminal Record aearoh. 
This is a ~arl-tlme position of approx. 15 hours per week, with a salary of 
$9.40 per hour, 
For further information contact Yvonne Reid at 035.7087. Submit 
resumes by November 2, 1990 to: 
Skeena Family Resources 
1 --  321 5 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X6 
L BLANKET CLASS IF IED ADVERTIS ING 
These Ads oppe~, in the more than 1 O0 New,spurs el the B,C. and Yukon Community Newspapers Association 
and reach more Ihan 1,500,000 potantial readem. 
r $195. for 25 words ($3.70 per each additional word) 
• AIROMO1Wi m ~  • 
TOYOTA PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 1970 Ch~v l-Ton Towtmd(, 4- 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, !pe~d, P,T,O, w]n¢ll, near new 
89 TOYOTA 4 X 4 SR5 dealing with human file issues such as abet. tirol, factory boom, ipeon, 484 
Pwr windows, door locks,box tion and euthanasia. Sludent enquiries propels, under B, O00 mlbe, 
liner, running boards $ Q .~ • ............................. 21 ,9 . .  welcome, call 635.5427 or 638.0382. 5tfnc IB,IO0, WithOUt motor, i~q~ne, 
ENTERTAINING EVENING. Only $151 Enjoy a ~ Offerl: B~4-~1170~ 
86 TOYOTA 4 X 4 P.U. ' unique meld cf classical and jazz music. Jazz 1079Kenwodh a~ 1977 Pa¢lfk~ 
................................ s9 ,995  in a Classical Key. M,. Elizabeth Theatre, Oct. wet1 logging t r~m,  v~d on~ 
26190 at 8 p.m. Tickets available at Pyramid mouth kirm~ ourtiflld, 180,000 for 
Pdnters or at the door. Seniors and students both, Ten exVI new new time, 
66 TOYOTA TERCEL ~ Iflidlll~ $12. 2p26 _ ~x~l.idlroond~l~ltion. 1.456- 
Stnwago~,goedshape. . ,~Ul~U LILLIANS FAMILY DAY CARE has openings• 
Preferable 2.5 years old• Call 635-51911p27 abis, ~ Imisollon el rnake~ 
84 TOYOTA TERCEL @e-  er ie  I~RING YOUR OWN COFFEE MUG tO the arena ardntodeis. ~ ~ n ~  
Ino O~.O. M~nl~um le,OOO In- 4wdStnwagon ............. ~U|~/~ Nov. 3190 for a locally distributed natural ~n4Nl~,ex~l i s rdh iGh.  
81 TOYOTA 4X4 ~A /tll~"~"'*'~-"~"~ ' taste treat. 2p27 Wll~OOOtrl~slwIdlab~loqual[. 
Shortbox ..................... ~1 ' ,~0 I)OTI'LE DRIVE 7th Terrace Cubs will pick up lied O/Ope, e~nH111dnlght, rAd] 
bottles at your convenience until Nov.2190. ~ i (~ l~(~. ,  elflO~ bourn, 
MISC ' " - -  CallCoco635.5176orNancy635.44922p27 " 
69.MAZDA 82~O.~x~ P~I~ 
Canopy, 5 s~U~l ,~ Inn  
b~ack ................ - .... : n,%oo5 
EXPORT bu~n~,  av~n m 
89 VOLKS JETTA 4dr ~ze  1N°~.m~YFr~e I~hun~;  
Air, 5 spd,, black, * ,11A irl l/ IE~ 
Now .......................... n. f l~ lU  wad~ w~ Trade, uo c~m 
86 N]~AN 200 SX - -  ~ ~ n11t., D4~pl, Wl, 
L.d., 5 s .  ,o qa= 
,~rey ............ :................. ~ | ~  
I 'o2 Ni~.~,e, iZliU~q, .~W. ~ '  w,~u~, homo. crosse Dmmeu? B~lno~ Fssh. 
I T.Iop, . .~k~LUI7  oar  ~om~. .~oo.~o.  
I Just'n'"" ...................... ; " " " "  AnN r~w~_ ng ma~ can l oI HONOA .' . -- (~)7~,e~y~f= 
............... *2,998 
n ,i, , CONTROL 
S n. 6 = eriE ,--, --.-.E to ",he n.__ ..................... AP C O U R S E go. Wan- 
i'I/:iR ~~C~H~RY ER i Starls.tOblr18,1990 'i =e~d'C~nY;B'¢' Thmd|y ovlmlq ? -e p,m. ' FRANCHISED FAST FOOD 
'. PRE.REGISTER PHONE I ~  In ~ntml M~It& 
I RA SL l "V . .A  . . , , . .=  " - " ' -  ~ I ron= or ~I~ 
:~ l 4916 Hwy, 16 West : CENTRE ' 1108A-80m~' ~lelAw., Gmndmlwetmddw~,Ijm'~,All, 
! ' Terrace, B,C. I TgA1X~I. "" ' - I  l,r~7~e~ .,,m~,59581 _[ 836"7776 
EARN EXTRA MONEYI team 
I~ome Tax P r ~ ,  Free 
I~ur~ No d ~ ,  USR 
Tsx ~ ,  ~05.1~i5 P~d~na 
H~ww, W~nk~ Me, mT 
2Be, 1-~0041~i-~144, 
fr~mohlN I ~  mv~.  
lk~. Topdol~m- no~l l~-  fua 
or I~n-Ume, No Inv~menl. 
MmaPl~.d,  Beflr¢. Phone: 
(30e)~l~1B. 
~ ~,  ~ ~,~ 
~'y ~o, 1-(eo4)e~-aelO, dz~, 
Sendm. l(eO4)e~l.a,~e, eve. 
~ e~=nd~and, 
VOl~Y,D.O, 
BY MArl. FROM OUR NEW 
LOVERS LANE OATAL.OOAJEI 
Yoz,'m le~ pdv~ nnd ss-,,x~ 
~y f~ our ~ itorsl 
Che~k u~ out In I~  B88 ~i 
HOME 6HOFPINGI BEeT SE. 
t.~TION GREAT 0ERVI~EI 
l~'omiouue: LOVER~I; LANE 
BOUTIQUE, 1074 8HOPPEFr6 
ROW, CAMPBELL RIVER; g.O,, 
VgW ~e.  PHONE (eo4)~le. 
1010, 
OIVORCE? No eoud mar -  
wm or eon~et ~I mgm~_ neou~ 
u~y or 0.10 weelgi 0~.$0 Idue 
.v~ ~w ~.  tmy,  r 
i~n~w~~N.  
Bum~l, Ven~m.,vw, 1,10"/,.2900, 
Ramhlmm mudi le .  
pen e~i.mml~ '_ 
.ve Tm  r,w. 
.e.g. v=xow, ,~ , , 
FOIFI 8N.E MmC HELP WANTED REAL UTATE 
HARDWOOD FLOOFItN~ SeE . OneonlyAut~:lyRopalrTech. DEVELOPER LIQUIDATION, 
OlAUS.(~,1InOek, T&G,21/4" nkdan,fultyqnallt]edend~neflret OSOYOOS, B.C. Fulyaervlond 
x~/4', Seb~&BetterGmde- orssco~dyearapprenlioa, Our FLV, altesl~.ParadlouParkR.V, 
12,~lt_~l.fL BowchT&G,2114"x team is the beet, only the best Re~d untg Ootd~er alet only, 
• '4",PdmeGrade-12,951r, q,fL needaRdy. Beet pay plan and 20%dhoxmlformeh, noobalno 
MapteShorti, T&G,2114"xa/4", benefits, Call Hslno Selbell, gouts. Term~andtradelcorcd~ 
Exoele~l qu~ - front $2.30/ Lakedty Ford, 715 Ogv~r St,, Fred, Free two nlght slay (epeoe 
~q.#. Kwdud~yPrefklshadPa~. W~lmLake,  B.C.,V2G1Mg, ; avagebleandsdvanoereeMvz. 
qu~-~gmma.  Fe~noorwo. (eo4)am.44ee. ti~.), cal~: eeo-se22, (Vanoau- 
te~l l -$1  • . "Pmfl~M~l ~ I Ver)or405.7670(Osoyoos), 
~a BC at wooD-  [ ~ k ~  Pre~wmmzoagy~ P ~RV~ 
' " wen prot~u~ e Exceh PECKER HARDWOOD ] .  ,e .Xp~'k~. MA,JORICB~ ~z~lin]urydaln~. 
FLOORS, #10~-11011 ~ I ~nz w~ges ~KI I~emtit~ Carl JoelA.Wen~r, Maliswy~rlot22 
pedRoed,~,27~' l " [  IDaveCox,~m, doeblanager, 1. yearu. Call colbct: (e04)7~6. 
..... : " I 792"2724, 8.6, Mon.-Pd, 
OkaneGen/8huswlp FROM J $40 BILLIOH DOLLAH INDU~ 6~00, ContbgerK'y feel ~vall- 
SPACE.,kntreisueda2e'xa~" I TRY Thebuek~m~-,o~dUNl,,,,~ able. InjumdkiB.O.~ly. 
__'~3~.-__L~o_L~_~.~ I bp~,m~He~ ~ ~ ^USTP~L~N~ ZF.,~,,ND. 
~~. ,o~,~. , _ rn~e I.w¢tghtlo~zandhl~henergy. ln. CalliheseuthPadflospedalist, 
~.a,~m. I~__ .~ _wvn; v{.~m..ew- | mK]gge proofs and freedom to ~ Travel. Van¢oul~r/Auck. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,240 to $1,717. Vano~ ad: (604)~4848, [tapped. I-8~0-665-1727. vemm~r/~ln~y return f~ 
m.pw~mn~D IA.nT~NT~ M_~A~0_~ r ~'~s. X~l~:l-eO~. 
I more l  a l  no f l le .  Tun1 1 ~ Ig lO  - - '  
Tml~lo~ltqeanApa~n~mV /CASH. Beoomelrdund~.Oand *'" VICTORIA B,O. ""  THE 
~ u m  ~xapbx. The I ueS.addressed clamped enve- ADMIRN. MOTEL. Fine ague. 
govem~nenllk~nssdhome~udy i lope: Refund Spedal~, 480 W, mod~lonovedooldngthebeauti. 
oart]Smtlm k~ludez free I~  / KINGS, N. VANCOUVER B.C, ful HM:IBOUR. Hous~ke~ 
ree l / I ,  Frss Ixobhum: i V7N2M3, unl~, rKlmneble mt~e, frbr~fiy~ 
(eO4)B81.64~. Or: FiMTI, 1120. I ~ ~ ~ -  
Wl__ 7 Bellev~le ~,, VkXoda, B.C, 
| FREE PER~ALITY TEST, VOVlX1. Te1(604)388.6207, 
I -"ng'" ,,,,. 
rid. O~wanta~dr~,  Doolor / ~ ' - ~ " ~ " ~ *  m H.Mere, 18211JSD, Oday. 
nmonmeodod, 1.aoo.oe~.~4o~, / ABOUT TIMEI A dist that maly _~_z~. ,e~. ~ USD, per per. 
iwodel  t.=Nj~ound~lnd~L ~-¢~m~z~mcv ln~ 
~ ~  t -w~ui~u / ~  e lM imv ~ I ~  h ,  ~4~ I .  .w l .  m 
mm~,ww~mm, rr~e h~,,,,,,e~;,4 C.Aklkdollne, 1Jw~ ~,~56~.  ,tot]*fre~, 1,000- 
Ovea~ ~ / ~ , t ~ H ~  " ~" r, 
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I 
HOME OF THE 
We are now accepting applications for the 
position of 
ASSISTANT 
MANAGER 
The successful applcant must have supervisory skills, 
good communication skills, be personable and well groomed 
must also have restaurant experience. Please apply in person 
with a resume to: 
4736 Lakelso Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Northwest  Communi ty  Co l lege  
Invites applications for 
Instructor, Adult Basic Education 
Canyon City (Gltwlnksihlkw) 
Northwest Community College, Hazelton Campus, has an 
opening for a full-time instructor to teach ABE In the historic 
Nass Valley community of Canyon City. This ie a term certain 
appointment, which will commence as soon as possible and 
wilt terminate May 31, 1991. The salary will be in accor- 
dance with the college agreement with the BCGEU. 
DUTIES: Instructing English and Mathematics in all ABE 
levels as well as preparing students to proceed to further 
training or emploYment. • 
EDUCATION: B.C. Teaching Certificate or equivalent, or 
experience in instructing ABE courses or other adult educa- 
tion programs. 
For further Information, please contact Lois Shannon at 
842-5291. 
The closing date for applications Is November 2, 1990. Ap- 
pflcations and resumes should be sent to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Northwest Community College 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4C2 
i Terrace Women's Resource Centre Is~cu~erltly Seeking 
applicants for the Position of 
Proj • " ect Co-ordmater 
This project Is 8 Job Re.entry program funded by Canada Employ- 
ment Center, that is designed to introduce women to a vadety of 
technological occupations and to provide them with the information 
and skills necessary to make informed, realistic areer decislon~, 
Applicants hould have: 
- Some Post Secondary Education ~ndlor equivalent experience 
- exceptional written and oral skill, 
-exceptional organizational skill, 
- has the ability to work co-operatively with board members 
• to be a Iiason worker with host employers 
- to co-ordinate all aspects of the project. 
- collect preliminary research data 
• assisting and developing a detailed proposal of project spec's 
• ability to establish and monitor budgetary forecasts 
• setting up program with necessary workshop facilitators 
• screening and interviewing of participants 
- advertising and media communications 
• prepare evaluatlonreports and final reports 
Start date: 
- November 1, 1991, tentative 
- Temporary full.time postion, salary depending on experience 
- 36 hours per week 
please Submit resume and cover letter highlighting related experience 
to the canada Employment Centre or drop off at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre •by closing date October 26, 1990. 
School District 
No. • 80 
Appllcatlon9 are Invlted for a 
.... pert-time, 15 hours per week, 
School Secretary !, Category 2 
position 'at the North Coast Regional Correependence 
~hool .  This is a 12 month position. Duties and hours of work 
will.be assigned by the School Principal. 
Essential Qualifications: 
1. Demonstrated knowledge, Interest and competency in 
working with Apple and Macintosh computers. Ex- 
• pedence working with wordproceaslng, databases and 
spreadsheet packages, 
2. Typing skills of at least 80 w.p.m, with aocurecy and 
neatness are essential. 
3. EXperlenoe and  knowledge of general office routines 
• and procedures Including firing and office maohlnes, 
4, Proven ability to deeJ effectively and plessantly with the 
publl¢~d other Staff members . .  
5. Awdlal~lllty towork scheduled flexible hours. 
6. Muetpoasess s valid ddver'e license. • , , ' 
: ; ,  , .  +:; + 
Appllootlone , must be nccompanl~Ki by  letter/e, of 
referenoe that address level of competency In" the-above 
que l l f l~t lon l  addressed to: • ' " 
North Coast Regional correspondence ~Ohool 
i :Mr. J. VsnderKwssk, Principal 
- 321i  Kenney Street 
Terrece, B;C. 
, ,,+ i VBG3E9,  . . . .  , ' . . . .  
,/:i? • ¸ :? (~. ii, 
• • • • - 
, 
+I 
32. Legal NoNces 
® B.CHydro 
Pub l i c  Not ice  
Terrace District 5220 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C, of Bdtish Columbia 
Hydro end Power Authority re. 
quires offers from contractors In- 
terested In the performance of 8now 
removal and Ice sanding at the 
above address between November 
lath, 1990 to March 31, 1991, 
To obtain required documents 
please direct Inquiries to 
A.W. Anderson 
5220 KeRh Ave. 
Terrace, B,C. VSG 4R5 
Under reference to local road con- 
tractors LWC No. 03 
• I,~ ?'~ ..~ Province of 
BrIpr~ Columbia 
M~nis~y of 
Forests 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed terKlenS for the following p~ntl~ Ocon- 
Imct wtl be received by the D~sb'k:t Manager, 
M~llltry of Forests, KaJum Forest Dtstrlct, No. 
200.5220 Kelth Avenue, Ten'ace,' B,'ltl~h Co/. 
umbla VBG 1L1, up to 1 :OO p.m,, November 23, 
1990. 
Paler vlewlog of the nonb'ect area 18 mandatory. 
A ~ted  tdp to the ores wlll leave Van Dyke 
Ce~p. 110 ks. Highway 37 north, et 10:00 
e.m. on October 26. 1990. Blds wig only be 
con~ered from Ixoupe¢eve b/cldera who can  
supply proof that 0lay viewed the  area. A record 
of their aflondence st the viewing wig be con. 
sidereal ae proof. 
Tenders will not be cona id~ un less  n~de out 
on the tender rowe ouppltsd, properly idgned m"KI 
witnessed, 
No'lenber ~ be c~lddered having any qusll. 
lying chuJlec whatsoever and the lowest or any 
tender w~ not necessa~ly be accepted. 
DATED THE 12 DAY OF OCTOBER, 1990 AT 
TERRACE, BRITISH COLUMB/A . . . .  
+~, . . . . . . . .  B,D.+Ocw~Ie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I~t r l c t  ~ . . . . . .  
KALUM FOREST DISTRICT 
CORRECTION 
In regards to the InvltaUorl to tender 
Oct. 17190 edl l lon by  the Minleby of 
Forest (Kalum Forest District), the con- 
ducted trip to the area that leaves Van 
Dyke Camp, 110 km, Highway 37 north, 
will leave October 25/90 at 10:00 a.m. 
not October 24190 as Ixevlously stated. 
32, Legal NoNces "i: 
RlnUCATION RBIUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE Is hereby Given that an application 
will be made tO the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPUCAllON IN FULL: Jackle 
Jeosen 
OF 206.4934 Davis 
IN Terrace, B.,C. VSG 1Y5 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME 
EROM ! 
SURNAME. Gautchler 
GIVEN NAMES, Jacquelne 
TO 
SURNAME, Jansen 
GIVEN NAMES, Jacqueine ' 
DATED THIS 18th DAY OF October A.D. 
1990 
iTERRACEJ 
• INVITATION TO TENDER - 
JANITORIAL SERVICE FOR 
R.C.M.P. DETACHMENT BUILDING 
• An invitation to tender Is extended by 
the City of Terrace for: 
Janlto~tsl a~rvlce for R.C.M.P. 
Detachment bulldins. 
As per Spaclfieations and Contract, in. 
cludlng floor plans 
FOR THE PERIOD OF: 
January O1, 1991 to Dlcemher 31, 
1992 
(may be extended for an additfonsl one (1) 
year by mutual consent) 
TOUR OF FACILITY ON: 
Wednesday, October 31, '1990, at 
10:30 a,m. 
NOTE: ALL BIDDERS MUST ViEW THE 
FACILITY 
TENDERS CLOSE ON: 
r-dday, Novemher 2, 1990, at 3:00 
p.m. 
SUBMIT TENDERS TO: 
S.C. Chdltonsln, DIm¢lor of F.J~e~ld~l 
3216 Eby 
TmTaCe, D.C. VH ~X8 
IN AN.ENVELOPE CLEARLY MARKED:,.. 
"TENDEH - JAINTOiUAL SERVICES -- 
R.C.M.P DLflLOING" 
The fewest or any tender will not 
necessarly be accepted. 
Copies of the Specifications and Con 
tract, Incindin o Seer plans, will he 
avallalde during the tour of the facility, 
and/or may be picked up at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace. " 
For additional InformaUon, please contact 
Mr. Brad North, Foreman, Building 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 24, 1990 - Page B13 
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'RADE 
RESUMPTION 
OF PUBLIC 
HEARING 
Into Complaint by Ocelot ChemRais Inc. ("Ocelot') and 
Rate Design of Pacltic Northern Gas Ltd. ("]PNG") 
Date: Tuesday, November 6,1990 
" Time: 9:00 a.m. " 
Location: Inn of the West 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C..V6G IRI 
THE I~BLIC HEARING .- 
The Commission advises that Closing Summations i to ocelot's complaint 
into PNG's Rate Design will takeplaoe as noted above. . -- "_' . . : - - 
Persons Intending to partidpate In the public hearing or who wish to make 
a statement on the matter of Rate Design may wish to contact Mr. R.J. Pellatt; 
Commisston Secretary, or  Ms. D.W. Emes, Se~lor Pl~mer, by telephone 
(Vancouvm:. 660-4700; B.C. Toll Free 1-800-663-1385) or in walling. 
BY ORDER 
Robert J. Pellatt 
SIXTH FLOOR, 900 HOWE STREET, VANCOUVER,  B.C. v6z  2N3 
i 
School District NO. 88 
PUBLIC NOTICE is given to the electors of School Distdct No. 88 (Ter- 
race) that I r ~luire th ~ presence of said electors in the places herein 
designated, i n Mond; y, October 29, 1990 between the hours of ten 
a.m; and twelve noon, to elect: 
Trustee (five) for a three year term (1991192193 calendar years to 
represent he Terrace and environs; 
Trustee (one) for a three year term (1991192193 calendar years) to 
represent he reserves of Gitwangak, Kitwancool and 
Kitsegukla. 
At the SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE, 3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C. for 
the electors of the Terrace and Terrace rural voting area. 
At the SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE, 3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C. for 
the electors of the Gltwangak, Kitwancool and Kltsegukla reserves. 
The mode of nomination of candidates hall be as follows: 
Candidates hall be nominated in writing by two duly qualified electors 
of the Assessment District. The nomination paper shall be delivered to 
the returning officer, or designate, at any time betweeen the date of 
this notice and noon of the day of nomination. The nomination paper 
shall state the name, residence and occupation of the person 
nominated In such a manner as to sufficiently identify such candidate. 
The nomination paper shall be signed b~ the candidate. 
In the event of a p011 being necessary, a( ance polls and regular polls 
will be held at the following places, dal and time s: 
City cf Terrace and Terrace Rural Area: 
Advance Poll, Friday, November 9, !990, City of Terrace, Council 
Office, 9:OO a.m. to 6:00 p.m. . .. . . . ,  . . . . .  
. Advance Poll, Friday, .November 16, 1990 M s Memorai 
Hospital, 4:00 p.m. to 6:BOp.re. ' . . . .  . . . .  
Regular Poll, Saturday, November 17, 1990 Terrace, Rosswood, 
Usk, Thomh II, Lakelse Lake, Cadarvale, New Remo, 8:00 a.m. to 8 
p.m. 
Reserves of Gitwanfl~ (, Kitwancoi)l and Kitsegukla 
Advance Poll, F Iday, November 9, 1990, KItwanga Elemen- 
tary ~econdary School, 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
~egular Poll, Saturday, November 17, 1990, at Gitwangak," Kit. 
wancool and Kitsegukla 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Every person is hereby required to take notice and govern himself ac- 
cordingly. 
The Terrace Standard apfoglses for say In- Maintenance, by telephoning 635.6311, GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT TERRACE, B.C. 
convenience this error may have caused. Local 237. 
this 5th day of October, 1990 
~ I~|  (Mrs.) Elaine Johnson 
TERRACE HEALTH Returning O=cer | ~ Jl School District No. 68 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street 
- Terrace, B,C. V8G 3E9 
CARESOCIEIY , , 
The Terroce Health Care Society invites tenders for snow PUBLIC HOTICE ~.-~_~e_c'-~' ~_  i I 
clearing st the Mills Memorial Hospital and T erracevlew [~[-~_~__~'~__A__~__J I 
Lodge sites. 
Contract specifications are available by contacting Chadle AMENDMENT TO ZONING BY .LAW No, 401-1960 
Undatrom st Mills Memorial HosplteJ, 635-2211. TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend the city of 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. Terrace Zoning By.Law No. 401-1966, (and amendments thereto). 
Closing Date For Tender: 12:00 o clock noon, November 2, TAKE NOTICE ALSO THAT the amendment affects the property and 
1990. ' land, within the City of Terrace, outlined and shaded on the accompa- 
hying map (4332 Lazelle Avenue), legally described as Lot 3, I)lstdct 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Trunsportstlon and 
Highways Act, Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the 
following: 
Project No.: 03444-0007 
I.ocetlon: Highway 10 Went between Terrace and Prince 
Rupert 
Deecrlptinn: Sign, delineator, reflectoHnataltstlon project 
Sealed tenders, completed In accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways at No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 until 2:00 p,m. (local time) on November 
6, 1090, when lenders will be opened !n public, 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will not be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender}, 
A we-tender meeting will not be heldl 
., Tender documents complete with envelol:)ei: plane, specifics- 
sons ann condlone of tender are available from the Ministry of 
Tranaportstlon nnd Highways at No. 103 - '100  Marker Place, 
Prince Rupert, B,C. V8J 1BSOrNo, 300 -4640 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C, veo  1V4'between the ~fs  of 8:30 s.m, to 12:00 
p,m., and 1:00 p.m, to 4:30 p,m. Monday to  Friday, except 
holidays. . '. / .' . . . . .  ~, " .. - y: ; 
Where required, puyment for ~" ....... ' contract decumentatlon sha l l  be 
msda by certified cheque or money order, made payable to the 
Minister o! F!nBRoe end Corporate Retstlone AI purchases are 
non-retunoanle. ' '.'~ ' - 
.-. prtFrOr further.Information ~:on~t :de f f ' .w I ,~ ,  Area Manager. 
nce Hupen at (604) 627-04"85 or:fax (604)e27.OSBO. 
~' The lowest or any tender wlif ~t  n~e'~y be accepted 
' '. ~ ' " '  ."~ I " : ~. 
" FREE@O ! i i  Province of British Columbia 
A 3t-   i'O at Trans ,t, on 
,.. and.19hwa. 
• " •: Ho~xa11~e Pits M. Johnston, Minister 
fit 368, Range 5, CoaSt District, Plan 3034, 
" 
/I/////~ 
" .A i i  
• 
AVENUE 
I 
INTENT The Intent of this zoning amendment application Is I s  
add the now land use zone of "lfil0hbeudzood Pub Corn. 
merchii (C6)" to Zoning By-law No, 461-1966; end to 
change the zoning use of the subject property from CEN. 
TRAL COMMERCIAL (C1) to NBGHDOURHOOD PUB COM. 
MERCIAL (C6), 
The proposed amendmeRt By.law may be inspected between the hours 
of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p,m,, Monday to Friday, excluding holidays from 
October 16, 1990 to October 29, 1990, both inclusive, !n the recep. 
tion area atthe City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, D,C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their epininns nqiordlng tidl APllNCatinn 
may do 9o, in wd669, to Mapx and Councg, and/or in penes MONDAY, 
OCTOBER H, 1H0, at 1:30 p,m., in tinl Municipal Cound Chambers, 
3E16 Eby S~Of, Tenaco, B.C, . 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNICIPAL ACT, 
R.S,B,C. 1979 (AND AMENDMENT S THERETO), 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly, ~i 
E,R. HALLSOR, CLERK.ADNHIITIIATOR 
~ m  
t 
• • . , , v . . . . . . . . .  • • . . . . . .  
~ ~ '~ ~" ~'', "t 
• . , '  • . . , 
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I IL i , 
rn lete .tl~ ur purc~as ~S.~ ~ ~ ~ ] J o 
,u - -  ~ - ~" ~ . . . . .  ~ '1~ 
1 ~ame: ~ _ ~ .  ~Te, .  NO': ~ 
i your Entire H°~AoPc~liance , : : :~~E: : : , : c~~ % store n n's sIg n~re: ~ o . . '  ~ 
rohOS ,,5ooo) s 's::e~';°; ~,;;,~o~.o'"" PU . um value o plionce 
' ~,._...~o~= Cant# RuleS posted In slore For your _.~;.A~enflon,~ 
( W ingll conu,," .,. YOU cOULD ,oo o,: 
... u~,. ~o durJnu - '  Be yours 
pI 'C~z o,,d uld Actually ~. 
EV ~r~f Co 
/ . . . .  
IIt|ll:l|-'llt|1|Iit~'" 
The Inglls "Sterling 100" 
Undercounler Dishwasher 
• T~e uhYmote "Deoorotor White" styling • S1oteof . thPor l  gas 
touch co~lrols • in-the-door sllven~ore basket leaves more tu~ 
r From A 
~y cleon up 
ghted console 
clfy storage 
• Vori-broil 
~t • ACCU. 
' ~ ' • I',.~ll I ' ~'~ 
• TH~ER'S cASH REBAT =,' 
- 
- - i ! 
~n A '~  Featur L ~== 
18.0 Cubic Feel of the Finest Refrlgeralor Space , 
• Deluxe/cestof/on • Door open rem/ncler signal, Adjustable '~' 
freezer shelf • 5 spilt conri/evered shelves and one fixed full 
width gloss shell • 2 dairy comportments and one meat keeper 
• Hum/Oily contro//od crispers • 3 adjustable door buckets. 
... ee/uxe "Decorator White Series, specs for other dishes • 5 cycles for oil dishwoshlng needs ~ents 
Ill Wh#e oven with the famous • Deluxe sound Insulation • 2 status Indicator lights • Rinse O ~,  
dispenserwithlevellndlcotor kfctiensfClassic for today's SUPERpRIcE:SA ~ $61! ~an9e 91 InglisSystem2OOOlSUPER~'al 1SAVEr''PRICE: I--i  ~ 9 
IT'S INGLIS THIS GENERATION- DECORATOR ALL-WHITE HOME APPLIANCES, .................... 
. _ . . . . . . . I  
I 
I - -  
Great Savingsl Admiral Super Value 5 Cycle Dish- 
washer 
• 5 cycle undercounter model teeturlng ~mal  foil 
insulation blanket for quieter operation • 3 smooth 
touch pushbuttons • Eosy-a(1just back rollers for easi- 
er installation. 
. . .  with all of the quality and pedormonce that 
Admiral is famous tot 
509 SAVE $ PRICE: 
- ....................... Admira l  
Ouo/il~ '~ 
- - - - -  Home ~ - - ~ " ~  '~'E 
Spacious 14.6 Cu. Ft. 
Frost Free Refrigerator 
• E/ecffomechanlcal controls 
• Full wid~ glide-out she/Yes 
• Moot pan • Oolr~ and but. 
tsr comportments with con. 
venlent prop open doors 
• Deluxe rollers for eOss of 
moving when cleaning • Ice 
Bucket • Egg Bucket 
...Advanced technology 
gives you trouble-free perfor- 
mance, year offer years 
SUPER SAVE 
PRICE: 
2-Temperature O~,er 
• 3 T/mad cycles including normal, air and per. 
monent press ,'2 Temperature settings • Larg e 
top mounted lint screen• HeavpDuty I/3 Horse 
Power motor. 
...Just the right dryer for o total sstYice laundry 
pair/ SAvESUPERpRICE: I ]1"399 
~-'Cycfe Automatic Washer ' 
• 3 wash/rinse tempersture settings • 3 pesl. 
lion water level swltcti •/ / '2 Horse Power 
HeovpOuly Motor • O~' t  ~ Transmission. 
...peffectty deslgned fat ')'oral" wo~ day 
HOURS 
it' 
PlJ 
J 
Practical Design Easy.Clean Range -Procfl¢OI 
Convenience! ,.,, / 
, One piece ccoMop Is so much easier to • 
clean • Analog clock end timer with many 
convenience teotu(es fbr you *Easy-cars par. 
celain control console • Apptionce outlet. 
...A~1mirol's quality.., beauty, dependability 
and built tO los# 
su - s659 PRICE:
J 
service. 
SUPER ,,e I~ ~ 9 SAVE w, ~ PRICE: V ~ 
Monday - 
Thursday 
9a ,m,  - 6 
Fri. 9 -9  I I'-;;:;;';-;: 
Sat..9- 6 ~ 635-45 ! 
~i•~i ,~ ¸ , ~,, ~ , 
4 Cycle Autonlollc'Oryer .: : -  5 Cycle Automatic washer 
• Automatic D!Y/Normal Timed • 3 wash/rinse temperature settings 
Dry / Permanent Press, Large top ,, 3-posirion water level switch 
mounted lint screen • Press to start • Breach dispenser, Self.Cleon lint 
safely button • 3 Temperature filter , Heow Duty Direct Drive 
selections• 
, . .  Total fabric core from Admlrati Motor,Tr°nsmlssl°n • I /2  Horse. Power 
, : ' .  ; . . fat those larger;family size Ioun. SUPERsAvE~ j I  41 d d~U drytoods, i :,: 
PRICE:• I11 •, I  I " t~ SUPER" ' e ~ ill~; Jml SA VE . ~' V I~  ~'n U PRICE: V K=: ~;J 
s789 
 =Jml \ 
Your Choice - Undercounrer or Portable Dishwasher 
* 6 Cycles, 5 Smooth Touch pusll'butrons • In'the'door 
sllvenvors gasket * High sills upper on~1 lower rOcks 
• Reversible door panel • Thermal foil insulation blanket 
for quieter operation ~ • 2 status Ilollls. .... i . . . .  . ! 1 
•. .  Mo_or Cr/nodo-Wide_ov_n.s. 
m 
~lOl r l8  i n rougnou I  I : l .u .  
= 
I Guarantee Is ava,a~ oq in stock item when you 
present US with satisfactory proof on the other 
authorized dealer's lower pdce. pro~ed it Is 
available to the general I~blic I~" Immediate posses, 
sign, II IS not In limited qt~lntlly it thl| Ixlcl n 
tlul the j~e Imlu~ee ¢1 WicC~le sl~oC~.a. 
del_~ery charo., 8ha nol an as Is Item. j n. S . .~ .~. , J  
i I 
• !  
